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Neysa Alsina, Esq.
Neysa Alsina is Counsel to the New York City Bar Association, which was established in 1870 and has
over 24,000 members. Prior to this position, she was in-house counsel with the Municipal Credit
Union, the oldest credit union in New York State. Neysa currently serves as the New York Regional
President of the Hispanic National Bar Association. In addition, she is a Vice President of the Sonia &
Celina Sotomayor Judicial Internship Program, which focuses on exposing underserved high school
students to careers in the law through judicial internships in state and federal courts throughout New
York City. Neysa is a member of the New York City Bar Association’s Committee to Enhance
Diversity in the Profession, the New York State Bar Association, the Puerto Rican Bar Association,
and the Council of Urban Professionals. She has served on numerous panels discussing diversity in the
legal profession.
Neysa is a graduate of Rutgers College at New Brunswick and Fordham University School of Law,
and is a member of the New York and New Jersey bars.

LinkedIn https://www.linkedin.com/in/neysa1

Twitter @neysairis

Neysa.alsina@gmail.com

JOSEPH LUIS LINARES, Esq.
Joseph L. Linares is an Associate in Connell Foley’s Commercial Litigation practice group. Joseph joined
Connell Foley in 2013 as a Law Clerk before becoming an associate in March of 2014. Joseph focuses his
practice on litigation, intellectual property, corporate/business law and insurance. Prior to joining the
firm, Mr. Linares spent four years at the United States Bankruptcy Court for the District of New Jersey as
an Analyst in the Clerk’s Office.
Mr. Linares received his B.A. from Villanova University in 2005, where he majored in Psychology with a
minor in Sociology. In 2009 he received a dual M.B.A. from Seton Hall University with highest honors.
Mr. Linares received his J.D., cum laude from Rutgers University School of Law - Newark in January 2014.
While attending law school, Mr. Linares served as the Student Bar Association Vice President a Teaching
Fellow for the Minority Student Program, a Teaching Associate for Legal Research & Writing and also
earned the Alumni Senior Prize which is awarded to the graduate exhibiting the “greatest achievement
during their entire law school career, and who has the greatest promise as a future member of the legal
profession.”
Mr. Linares serves on the Young Lawyers Division Board for the Hispanic National Bar Association where
is in charge of various items including social media and membership outreach. Mr. Linares also serves as
a board member for the on the Rutgers University School of Law Alumni Association and as a Panel
Member for Stillman School of Business Assessment for Undergraduate and Graduate Performance
since 2009.
Joseph is admitted to practice in the States of New Jersey, New York, and Connecticut as well as the
District of Columbia.

Hasan Ibrahim, Esq.

Hasan Ibrahim is a Vice President and Regulatory Counsel for Prudential
Financial headquartered in Newark, NJ. Hasan provides oversight for significant regulatory
matters for all lines of business and corporate center functions for state, federal and
international issues, including regulatory matters and investigations involving the Department
of Justice (DOJ), the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), as well as other federal and
state government agencies and FINRA. Prior to joining Prudential, Hasan served as a Deputy
General Counsel for UBS Bank USA, an Associate General Counsel for UBS Financial
Services and practiced securities litigation at Drinker Biddle, where he represented clients during
all stages of litigation and arbitration matters. He engages his local community
through volunteerism and a strong commitment to community service in working with a
variety of community and civic organizations, including being recently appointed to the
Bergen County District Ethics Committee.
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KAREN I.
LEYVADRIVIN
ASSOCIATE
Karen Leyva-Drivin joined Ropes & Gray’s
intellectual property group as an associate in
2014. Karen’s practice focuses primarily on
patent litigation.

PRACTICES
Intellectual
Property
Intellectual
Property
Litigation
Patent
Litigation

NEWS

CONTACT
Karen.Leyva@ropesgray.com
T+1 212 596 9847 New York
Add to Contacts (vCard)

EDUCATION

ADMISSIONS /
QUALIFICATIONS

Karen has experience in various phases of
litigation in Federal Courts and the
International Trade Commission, from filing to
pre-trial. She has experience in motion
practice, depositions, validity and
infringement analyses, and preparing expert
reports.
Karen has represented clients in a range of
technology areas including
telecommunications, computer software and
hardware and electrical products.
Prior to attending law school, Karen worked as
a consultant for Accenture, LLC providing onsite services to clients in the U.S. and Europe.
In that role, Karen worked with Fortune 100
and Fortune 500 companies to implement
SAP enterprise resource planning software.

LANGUAGES
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EXPERIENCE
MEMBERSHIP &
AFFILIATIONS

PUBLICATIONS

Member of litigation team representing
plaintiff in two patent infringement actions
concerning telecommunications technology
in E.D.T.X.
Member of litigation team representing
defendants in a breach of license
agreement action in S.D.N.Y.
Member of litigation team representing
defendant in a patent infringement action
concerning telecommunication technology
in the ITC.
Member of litigation team representing
defendants in a patent infringement action
concerning semiconductors in the ITC.
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Fernando A.
Bohorquez Jr.
Partner
New York
T 212.589.4242 | F 212.589.4201
fbohorquez@bakerlaw.com

Overview
Experience
Recognitions and Memberships
News
Publications

Fernando Bohorquez is a forward-thinking, problem-solving, and innovative attorney who

Services

handles commercial, intellectual property, and bankruptcy litigation and business disputes.

Emerging Company

Currently the Litigation Group Coordinator for BakerHostetler’s New York office,

Complex Commercial Litigation

Fernando has deep knowledge and experience with all phases of civil litigation, managing

Copyright, Content, and Platforms

large scale cases in high profile and pressure environments. He leverages these skills

Privacy and Data Protection

sets, as well as his networks inside and outside of the firm, to advise a variety of emerging
tech startup and social media clients on business law, intellectual property, on-line

Prior Positions

advertising, and privacy and data security. He is a frequent speaker on social media and

Admissions

digital marketing, privacy and data security, electronic discovery, and law firm diversity

Blog Articles
Events
Community

initiatives and has published several articles and blogs on online advertising and

Education

marketing, Internet-related intellectual property issues, and electronic discovery, including

Languages

regularly contributing to the firm's Data Privacy Monitor and IP Intelligence blogs. For
Fernando’s thought leadership on these topics, click here and here. Fernando is
also certified as an Information Privacy Professional (CIPP/US) by the International

Pro Bono

Fernando is very involved and invested in the startup community, representing and
counseling various minority and female owned tech companies, serving as a leading
member of the firm's Emerging Company team, spearheading the firm's sponsorship of the
http://www.bakerlaw.com/FernandoABohorquez[3/4/2016 4:38:31 PM]
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Fernando A. Bohorquez Jr. | BakerHostetler

Advertising is Not
Equal: Why that
Matters Under the
First Amendment
and Why it Should
Matter to the FTC –
Part IV

German Accelerator program in New York City, as well as the New York office's
collaboration with Civic Hall, and speaking at local law schools. Furthermore, Fernando is
deeply committed to civic engagement and public service. Recognizing these efforts, the
Mayor of New York City recently appointed Fernando to the Conflicts of Interest Board of
New York, which oversees the ethics laws applicable to all New York City public servants.

By Fernando A.
Bohorquez Jr.
September 19, 2014

He serves on numerous non-profit boards, focusing his time on pipeline efforts developing
and mentoring the next generation of leaders of color in the business and legal community.

In this five part series,
originally published in the
Summer 2014 edition of
the Media Law Resource
Center Bulletin,[1] we take
an in-depth look at the
native advertising
phenomenon and the legal
issues surrounding the
practice. After...

Consistent with these commitments, Fernando is a member and former co-chair of the
New York office's Diversity and Inclusion Committee, and is a former member and chair of
the Mentor Committee.

Select Experience
Integrally involved as a lead attorney for BakerHostetler's court-appointed representation
of SIPA Trustee Irving H. Picard for the liquidation of Bernard L. Madoff Investment
Securities LLC in efforts to recover assets for the Fund of Customer Property. Core
member of strategy team supervising the global investigation and litigation of hundreds
of actions seeking recovery of fraudulent transfers for equitable distribution to the
defrauded customers filed by the Trustee in the United States Bankruptcy Court for the
Southern District of New York against financial institutions, money managers, insiders,
and sophisticated investors.
Represented senior government official in Iqbal v. Ashcroft, involving constitutional and
statutory challenges to the detention policies following the September 11 terrorist
attacks, resulting in a favorable U.S. Supreme Court ruling on the pleading standards
required to bring actions in federal court.
Managed large-scale, multidisciplinary team in Lanham Act litigation against numerous
competitors of a leading client in the prepaid calling card industry.
Managed a large scale litigation team in Lanham Act claims against a competitor
trademarking distributor for a beauty care industry client.
Counseled media conglomerate on digital media issues relating to contracts, licenses,
intellectual property, among others, in pre-litigation management work.
Advises numerous technology companies in pre-litigation work, including contract and
intellectual property issues, and handled disputes with customers and partners to avoid
litigation.

More »

Services
Bankruptcy, Restructuring, and
Creditors' Rights
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1

PROFESSIONAL ETHICS OF THE FLORIDA BAR

2
3

PROPOSED ADVISORY OPINION 14-1
January 23, 2015

4
5
6
7

A Florida Bar member has asked the committee regarding the ethical obligations on
advising clients to “clean up” their social media pages before litigation is filed to remove
embarrassing information that the lawyer believes is not material to the litigation matter. The
inquirer asks the following 4 questions:

8
9
10

1) Pre-litigation, may a lawyer advise a client to remove posts, photos, videos,
and information from social media pages/accounts that are related directly to the
incident for which the lawyer is retained?

11
12
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2) Pre-litigation, may a lawyer advise a client to remove posts, photos, videos,
and information from social media pages/accounts that are not related directly to
the incident for which the lawyer is retained?

14
15

3) Pre-litigation, may a lawyer advise a client to change social media
pages/accounts privacy settings to remove the pages/accounts from public view?

16
17
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4) Pre-litigation, must a lawyer advise a client not to remove posts, photos,
videos and information whether or not directly related to the litigation if the
lawyer has advised the client to set privacy settings to not allow public access?

19

Rule 4-3.4(a) is applicable and states as follows:

20

A lawyer must not:

21
22
23
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(a) unlawfully obstruct another party's access to evidence or otherwise
unlawfully alter, destroy, or conceal a document or other material that the lawyer
knows or reasonably should know is relevant to a pending or a reasonably
foreseeable proceeding; nor counsel or assist another person to do any such act;

25

The comment to the rule provides further guidance:

26
27
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The procedure of the adversary system contemplates that the evidence in a
case is to be marshalled competitively by the contending parties. Fair competition
in the adversary system is secured by prohibitions against destruction or
concealment of evidence, improperly influencing witnesses, obstructive tactics in
discovery procedure, and the like.

31
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Documents and other items of evidence are often essential to establish a claim or defense.
Subject to evidentiary privileges, the right of an opposing party, including the government, to
obtain evidence through discovery or subpoena is an important procedural right. The exercise of
that right can be frustrated if relevant material is altered, concealed, or destroyed. Applicable
law in many jurisdictions makes it an offense to destroy material for the purpose of impairing its
availability in a pending proceeding or one whose commencement can be foreseen. Falsifying

37
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evidence is also generally a criminal offense. Subdivision (a) applies to evidentiary material
generally, including computerized information.

39
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The committee is of the opinion that the representation in this inquiry involves a
“reasonably foreseeable proceeding” as the client has hired the lawyer, presumably to determine
whether the client has a viable claim and pursue the claim if viable. However, under the rule, the
proper inquiry is whether information on a client’s social media page is relevant to that
reasonably foreseeable proceeding, rather than whether information is “related directly” or “not
related directly” to the client’s matter. Information that is not “related directly” to the incident
giving rise to the need for legal representation may still be relevant. However, what is relevant
requires a factual, case-by-case determination. In Florida, the second District Court of Appeal
has determined that normal discovery principles apply to social media, and that information
sought to be discovered from social media must be “(1) relevant to the case's subject matter, and
(2) admissible in court or reasonably calculated to lead to evidence that is admissible in court.”
Root v. Balfour Beatty Construction, Inc.,132 So.3d 867, 869-70 (Fla. 2nd DCA 2014).
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What constitutes an “unlawful” obstruction, alteration, destruction, or concealment of
evidence is a legal question, outside the scope of an ethics opinion. The committee is aware of
cases addressing the issue of discovery or spoliation relating to social media, but in these cases,
the issue arose in the course of discovery after litigation commenced. See, Allied Concrete Co. v.
Lester, 736 S.E.2d 699 (Va. 2013) (Sanctions of $542,000 imposed against lawyer and $180,000
against the client for spoliation when client, at lawyer's direction, deleted photographs from
client's social media page, the client deleted the accounts, and the lawyer signed discovery
requests that the client did not have the accounts); Gatto v. United Airlines, 2013 WL 1285285,
Case No. 10-cv-1090-ES-SCM (U.S. Dist. Ct. NJ March 25, 2013) (Adverse inference
instruction, but no monetary sanctions, against plaintiff who deactivated his social media
accounts, which then became unavailable, after the defendants requested access); Romano v.
Steelcase, Inc. 907 N.Y.S.2d 650 (NY 2010) (Court granted request for access to plaintiff's
MySpace and Facebook pages, including private and deleted pages, when plaintiff's physical
condition was at issue and information on the pages is inconsistent with her purported injuries
based on information about plaintiff's activities available on the public pages of her MySpace
and Facebook pages). In the disciplinary context, at least one lawyer has been suspended for 5
years for advising a client to clean up Facebook page, causing the removal of photographs and
other material after a request for production had been made. In the Matter of Matthew B.
Murray, 2013 WL 5630414, VSB Docket Nos. 11-070-088405 and 11-070-088422 (Virginia
State Bar Disciplinary Board July 17, 2013).
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The New York County Lawyers Association has issued NYCLA Ethics Opinion 745
(2013) addressing the issue. The opinion concludes that lawyers may advise their clients to use
the highest level of privacy settings on their social media pages and may advise clients to remove
information from social media pages unless the lawyer has a duty to preserve information under
law and there is no violation of law relating to spoliation of evidence. Other states have since
come to similar conclusions. See, e.g., North Carolina Formal Ethics Opinion 5 (attorney must
advise client about information on social media if information is relevant and material to the
client’s representation and attorney may advise client to remove information on social media if
not spoliation or otherwise illegal); Pennsylvania Bar Association Opinion 2014-300 (attorney
may advise client to delete information from client’s social media provided that this does not

81
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constitute spoliation or is otherwise illegal, but must take appropriate action to preserve the
information); and Philadelphia Bar Association Professional Guidance Committee Opinion
2014-5 (attorney may advise a client to change the privacy settings on the client’s social media
page but may not instruct client to destroy any relevant content on the page). Subsequent to the
publication of the opinion, the New York State Bar Association’s Commercial and Federal
Litigation Section adopted Social Media Ethics Guidelines. Guideline No. 4.A, citing to the
opinion, states as follows:

88
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A lawyer may advise a client as to what content may be maintained or made
private on her social media account, as well as to what content may be “taken
down” or removed, whether posted by the client or someone else, as long as there
is no violation of common law or any statute, rule, or regulation relating to the
preservation of information. Unless an appropriate record of the social media
information or data is preserved, a party or nonparty may not delete information
from a social media profile that is subject to a duty to preserve. [Footnote
omitted.]
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The committee agrees with the NYCLA that a lawyer may advise a client to use the
highest level of privacy setting on the client’s social media pages.
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The committee also agrees that a lawyer may advise the client pre-litigation to remove
information from a social media page, regardless of its relevance to a reasonably foreseeable
proceeding, as long as the removal does not violate any substantive law regarding preservation
and/or spoliation of evidence. The committee is of the opinion that if the lawyer does so, an
appropriate record of the social media information or data must be preserved if the information
or data is known by the lawyer or reasonably should be known by the lawyer to be relevant to the
reasonably foreseeable proceeding.
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The committee is of the opinion that the general obligation of competence may require
the inquirer to advise the client regarding removal of relevant information from the client’s social
media pages, including whether removal would violate any legal duties regarding preservation of
evidence, regardless of the privacy settings. If a client specifically asks the inquirer regarding
removal of information, the lawyer’s advice must comply with Rule 4-3.4(a). What information
on a social media page is relevant to reasonably foreseeable litigation is a factual question that
must be determined on a case-by-case basis.
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In summary, a lawyer may advise that a client change privacy settings on the client’s
social media pages so that they are not publicly accessible. Provided that there is no violation of
the rules or substantive law pertaining to the preservation and/or spoliation of evidence, a lawyer
also may advise that a client remove information relevant to the foreseeable proceeding from
social media pages as long as an appropriate record of the social media information or data is
preserved.

Ethics-Related Articles

Ethics Issues When Marketing Your Firm Online
Winter 2014
Brooklyn Barrister

An attorney approached the judge on her case and requested a continuance so she could
attend a relative’s funeral. Sympathetic to her plight, the judge complied. Unfortunately
for the lawyer, she made a stupid mistake: she forgot that she was Facebook friends with
the judge. When the judge checked her news feed she found photos of the lawyer, not
grieving over a loved one, but rather laying out on the beach.
Given how pervasive the Internet is in our daily lives, we can easily forget the ethical
obligations we must consider as lawyers with regard to our online presence. Whether
we’re posting updates on Facebook, emailing clients, or blogging about topics in our
practice areas, there are ethical considerations that must be taken into account.
Your website is considered an advertisement, just like a radio or TV spot, but it may
require more than the traditional “Attorney Advertising” disclaimers. If your website: a)
contains any expectation about the results your client can expect; b) compares your
services with those of other lawyers; c) features client testimonials; or d) contains
statements describing or characterizing the quality of your services (which your site
should), you need a disclaimer that reads “Prior results do not guarantee a similar
outcome.” You may want to put this disclaimer on the bottom of your website or on a
separate Disclaimer webpage that is easily accessible.
Think those stock images of smiling businesspeople make your firm seem more
approachable and professional? Under Rule of Professional Conduct 7.1(c), an
advertisement cannot contain a fictional portrayal of clients or lawyers without a
disclaimer noting the fictionalization. So, you may want to put this disclaimer on your
site following your “prior results…” disclaimer. Because other small businesses don’t
have the ethical obligations attorneys do, web designers and do-it-yourself website
building platforms don’t consider the potential issues for lawyers.
When it comes to social media - don’t assume you can or should friend judges. In a North
Carolina case, a judge was reprimanded for communicating via Facebook with an
attorney who was appearing before the judge in a case. The attorney posted that he hoped
he was in his last day of trial, to which the judge replied, “You are in your last day of
trial.” The Bureau of Judge Conduct on Facebook was not happy about that.
Blogging is a great way to build traffic to your firm’s website. It can demonstrate your
acumen to prospective clients and also help you get better search visibility. As you may
have guessed by now, there are a few ethical considerations when blogging. First, the
content of your blog posts should be primarily to provide information to your readers. It
should not be shameless self-promotion. Aside from the fact that you won’t get better
search engine visibility for your website by boasting about recent successes, writing blog
With Permission from JurisPage
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posts that advertise your firm’s greatness is impermissible without an advertising
disclaimer. An advertisement, under Rule 1.0, consists of any communication, the
primary purpose of which being for the retention of the lawyer or law firm. While many
attorneys blog to get more web traffic and ultimately clients, individual blog posts should
not boast about the firm; instead, put that content in your website’s News page or
Settlements and Verdicts page.
Review-websites like Yelp and Avvo, can be a great way to build your firm’s Internet
presence. They build trust with prospective clients, who look at positive reviews as
validation of your abilities. Keep in mind that having members of your firm write
positive reviews about the firm while posing as satisfied clients should be avoided. This
practice, also called astroturfing, is a service offered by some unscrupulous marketing
agencies to help their clients. Last year, New York Attorney General Schneiderman
announced a settlement agreement with 19 search marketing companies to stop writing
fake online reviews. The companies had to pay several hundred thousand dollars in fines
for their activities. Yelp also sued a San Diego bankruptcy law firm for astroturfing, in
violation of several California laws in addition to Yelp’s terms of service.
Remember: No matter whether you or a third-party Internet marketing agency is
engaging in activity online on your firm’s behalf, you are ultimately responsible. An
attorney cannot outsource his or her ethical obligations. So, be aware of what your
marketing agency is doing for your firm online. Knowing is half the battle!
Some additional tips:
When sending marketing emails, the subject line must include “ATTORNEY
ADVERTISING”
Your website needs to contain your firm name, office address, and phone number
You cannot feature client testimonials from clients on pending matters
You cannot represent that you are the “top” or “best” attorney on your website, online
advertisements, or even in your website URL
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Ethics Issues in Lawyer PPC Marketing
November 7, 2014
From: JurisPage Blog

This post is an excerpt of our New York Times bestselling novel – The
Ultimate Guide to Attorney PPC. (that’s a joke by the way)
Now that you’re confident you can create a PPC campaign, let’s turn to the
attorney ethics considerations. While every jurisdiction has their own
ethical obligations for attorneys to adhere to, this discussion will be
generally applicable to most attorneys in the United States. Always check
your jurisdiction’s specific ethics rules and relevant opinions.

WHAT YOU CAN’T SAY
You can’t make any “false or misleading” statements, including statements
that are unqualifiable, in any advertisement. This includes your website,
your domain (e.g.www.yourfirm.com) and your ads themselves.
You’re not the “top” or “best” attorney in your area. Though “Top injury
lawyer” is a common search phrase, you most likely shouldn’t be
advertising towards that keyword. Why? You’re only making it so your firm
shows up when someone types that in. It’s just the ad text. So what’s the
problem? The problem is, attorneys cannot create a false expectation or
make a false statement to a client or prospective client. Are you really the
best attorney? Statements that cannot be proven factually are
impermissible.
This goes not only for the text in your ads but also your domain name and
your webpages. Your homepage can’t refer to you as the “Best Attorney in
California” or some other unqualifiable statement.
In Board of Managers of 60 E. 88th St. v. Adam Leitman Bailey PC (Sup Ct
NY County Jan. 29 2014), a law firm was advertising that it “gets results.”
Because of this statement, the judge cut the attorney fees by nearly half,
from $112,000 to $60,000. One line of text on a website cost an attorney
$52,000.

USING STOCK IMAGES
With Permission from JurisPage
For Brooklyn Bar

This one is one of my favorites because no one usually thinks about this
one. On websites and landing pages, a lot of firms like to use stock
images. Regardless of whether they’re cheesy or not, the people in the
stock images are often portraying attorneys or clients in different scenes.
For example, you may see a stock image on a law firm website of an
injured person in a hospital bed. Since it’s not an actual client, you may
have to disclose that the people in the stock images are not actual clients
but actors.

REVIEWS
Some “marketing firms” offer attorneys the ability to pay for positive
reviews on sites like Yelp and Google+ in order to suggest to prospective
clients that the firm has worked with many satisfied clients in the past.
This tactic, called “astroturfing” is, you guessed it, unethical. Lawyers may
not make false or misleading statements to clients. Even if your firm uses
outside sources to provide you false reviews, you can get in trouble for it.
Instead, get clients to provide you with positive testimonials. After an
engagement, ask them if they could provide you with a positive
testimonial, one that addresses how attentive and responsive you were in
addition to how effective your representation was (studies show that
clients care most about 1) whether the firm can handle their case
effectively; and 2) how responsive the attorney will be to emails and calls).

OUTSOURCING ETHICS
Plain and simple – you can’t outsource your ethical responsibilities. Each
attorney is responsible for ensuring that his or her firm complies with all
applicable ethics rules. Many firms use outside internet marketing
agencies, whether they’re shops specializing in PPC or they’re attorney
directory sites like Findlaw, Avvo, or Lawyers.com. When using a thirdparty to handle your firm’s marketing, it is incumbent upon you to know
what is and is not permissible under the ethics rules of your jurisdiction. If
you get called to a grievance committee hearing, you can’t use the
defense “I didn’t know my Internet marketing team was doing that.”
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If you do outsource your attorney marketing, make sure you have a
conversation with your marketing team to find out what their PPC strategy
is going to entail, and let them know of your professional obligations and
what statements you can or cannot make.
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Internet Legal Ethics: Lawyers, Don’t Email the Judge When You’re On the Jury
April 8, 2014
From: JurisPage Blog

An Atlanta in-house attorney was recently held in contempt, jailed, and
fined for failing to be a cooperative juror in a case, ultimately telling the
judge via an email that she would not rule in favor of the plaintiff.
Sometimes jurors are hostile, sometimes they’re indifferent, and
sometimes they just don’t want to be there. And then, sometimes they’re
licensed attorneys who email the judge saying they’re not going to be
unbiased after they’re selected to be jurors.
Trouble in this case started when the attorney-juror first refused to stand
to take the oath and be sworn in as a juror. The attorney eventually
swore-in though.
Later that evening, the attorney emailed the judge, saying “I cannot be
fair and impartial in this case and as I advised cannot give it my best
efforts.”
“Although you advised work is not an excuse, the fact of the matter is that
I am the only lawyer at my small company and have responsibility for HR
and legal,” she wrote. “We are in the midst of contract discussions with
our largest customer which will not be on hold until this personal injury
case is tried. So, I will now have to work in the evenings on breaks and at
night to ‘catch up’ on my work, including now trying to reschedule a call
for our largest customer, representing 29% of the company’s business, for
4:00 a.m. to accommodate the trial and the European attorney’s schedule
to hopefully negotiate a contract our customer wants concluded this week
… all of which I blame on the plaintiff.”
The next day, the judge held a contempt hearing. The judge was
especially annoyed that the attorney-juror appeared to show no remorse
and was generally disdainful toward the court and trial process. The judge
held the attorney in contempt for failing to disclose during voir dire that
she would be biased against the plaintiff and because she made the email ex parte communication.
The attorney’s conduct violated Georgia Rules of Professional conduct for
1) making a false statement at trial; and 2) seeking to influence a judge
With Permission from JurisPage
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by ex parte communication or by engaging in conduct intended to disrupt
a trial.
Although this seems to be a first, it’s not the first time a lawyer has
violated legal ethics rules for Internet-related ex parte communications. In
a 2009 case from North Carolina, Matter of Terry, the attorney was
Facebook friends with the judge in a current case. The attorney posted on
Facebook a status update to the effect of, “I hope tomorrow is my last day
of trial,” and the judge replied on Facebook “It is.” In this case the judge
was reprimanded for the ex parte communication.
In another case, Chace v. Loisel, (Fla. Jan. 2014), a judge friend-requested
a litigant in a divorce case. On advice of counsel, the litigant did not accept
the judge’s friend request so as to avoid any issues of ex parte
communications. The judge later entered a retaliatory judgment (the
litigant argued), allegedly attributing most of the marital debt to said
litigant and providing the opposing party with a disproportionately
excessive alimony award. Florida’s District Court for the Fifth Circuit held
that the litigant had a well-founded fear of the judge’s impartiality and
disqualified the judge.
Readers – make sure you’re using the Internet ethically in your practice of
law, and also outside of your practice of law. As lawyers, we are held to a
higher ethical standard in our daily lives. Last but not least, stay in school
and don’t do drugs.
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Blogging Legally: Law Firm Blog Ethics Issues in 2014
January 14, 2014
From: JurisPage Blog

Don’t be afraid – while the numerous ethical issues surrounding legal blogs
may turn off some attorneys from blogging altogether, we’ve got some
tips for you to consider when blogging about your practice areas to help
you blog ethically.

LEGAL BLOGS AS
ADVERTISEMENTS
Here’s an example of when blogging gets unethical – In Hunter v. Virginia
State Bar, a Virginia criminal defense lawyer had a blog where nearly every
blog post was about the firm itself. He wrote about cases in which he
represented the defendant and either won the case, successfully plea
bargained, or had the charges reduced or diminished. The disciplinary
committee observed that the blog was primarily a tool to market the firm,
and did not provide any information on areas of law. Hunter tried to argue
a First Amendment defense, but that didn’t fly. The Bar admonished
Hunter.
So how do you avoid this ethical issue? Your blog shouldn’t mainly be an
advertisement for your firm. Each state bar defines what is and is not an
“advertisement.” New York’s Rules of Professional Conduct, for example,
defines “advertisement” as

Any public or private communication made by or on behalf of a lawyer or
law firm about the lawyer or law firm’s services, the primary purpose of
which is for the retention of the lawyer or law firm.
NY RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT, RULE 1.0(A)

So, is the “primary purpose” of your blog to get new clients? It’s important
to note that you can use a blog incidentally as marketing tool, and many
attorneys do. Blogging helps attorneys improve the visibility of their law
firm websites in search engine results (SEO!). Many attorneys provide
information that interests prospective clients to inform them, but also
hoping that the prospective client will hire the firm. As long as the
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potential marketing is incidental, in that the “primary purpose” is to inform
the public about the law, you may be within the bounds of ethics. Check
your state bar for further information on what is an “advertisement.”
Also, as a side note, regardless of whether you want to have an ethical
blog or not, no prospective client wants to read a blog about your firm’s
case wins. Save that for the press releases / news section of your law firm
website.
On your legal blog, write about your practice areas. If you’re an injury
attorney, write about the latest cases (not exclusively your cases though)
and high-profile controversies; educate your audience about different
types of injuries and what proceedings are involved with filing an injury
lawsuit. If you’re a trusts and estates lawyer, explain how wills and trusts
work. You’ll provide valuable information to the public, and incidentally you
may get some business out of it.
Comment 9 to Rule 7.1 in New York’s Rules of Professional Conduct notes:

Lawyers should encourage and participate in educational and publicrelations programs concerning the legal system, with particular reference
to legal problems that frequently arise. A lawyer’s participation in an
educational program is ordinarily not considered to be advertising because
its primary purpose is to educate and inform rather than to attract clients.
NEW YORK RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT, RULE 7.1, CMT. 9

Educating clients about the law in your law blog is OK; bragging about
your firm’s win record is not.

BLOGGING ABOUT CLIENTS
Generally, I say don’t do it.
Here’s your scary case – In re Pershek (2009) – a public defender
mentioned a client in his blog. The attorney tried to anonymize the client,
but did a poor job. Anyone could have figured out who the client was
based on the attorney’s description. The attorney ended up getting
suspended from the practice of law and lost his 20+ year job.
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If you’re dealing with a client’s ongoing matter – you should get written
permission to write about it first. Have the client even look over the blog
post and give you the OK to ensure that you won’t upset the client.
Even if you’re dealing with non-confidential information, it may be
embarrassing to the client and they may not want you to share it about
them.

STOCK PHOTOS / FAIR USE
ON LAW BLOGS
At least in New York, you can’t use stock photos that depict lawyers or
clients without disclosing that the people in the image are actors or models
and are not actually lawyers or clients.
Possibly of more concern is the legal liability when bloggers use
copyrighted photos. Important lesson – photographers sue. Don’t use their
copyrighted photos on your blog without their permission. We’re getting a
bit into copyright law here, but if you use someone else’s photo without
their permission, you may be violating their rights, entitling them to
damages. Copyright law offers statutory damages for registered works
(and the big photograph licensors like Getty Images register all their
photos) and photographers are particularly litigious when it comes to
protecting their photos used without permission.
So how do you get photos on your blog? Creative Commons images. Find
an image that the copyright-holder allows to be distributed via a CC
license, attribute the image author in your blog post, and you’re good to
go.
You may want to argue – “I used the image, but it’s fair use so I can use it
without permission or licensing!” To be blunt, good luck with that. Fair use
is taken on a case-by-case basis. If you get sued you will have to prove
your fair use before a judge, and even if you win you’ll end up having paid
more in time and attorney fees than you would have if you licensed the
photo to begin with.
So, avoid litigation with Creative Commons-licensed images on your legal
blog.
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Hopefully with these tips you can get your blog up, running, and
complying with the ethics rules of your jurisdiction.
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Fake Positive Reviews on Yelp and Google+ Violate Ethics Rules, State Laws
September 30, 2013
From: JurisPage Blog

If you’re trying to get more clients for your law firm website, profiles in
customer review sites like Avvo and Google+ can help. In the modern age,
clients are increasingly using the Internet as a resource to find their
attorneys rather than asking for referrals from friends and colleagues.
When a prospective client searches for a law firm in Google, the first
organic search results (i.e. not paid advertisements) are the law firms that
are in Google+ and have reviews.
Once your Google+ profile is set up and you need to get positive reviews,
attorneys can be tempted to create fake reviews, ones that they,
employees, or family members created.
First off – don’t. Check out our article on how to get positive customer
reviews. It’s 7 actionable tips for you. It’s easy, quick, and safe.

NEW YORK SUES 19 COMPANIES
FOR FAKE REVIEWS
Recently, review sites and state attorneys general have begun to crack
down on fake reviews. New York’s attorney general recently filed suit
against 19 companies for providing fake reviews of businesses.

[New York Attorney General Eric Schneiderman] said that 90% of
consumers claim online reviews influence their buying decisions.
Schneiderman cited a Harvard Business School study from 2011 that
estimated that a one-star rating increase on Yelp translated to an increase
of 5% to 9% in revenues for a restaurant.
Schneiderman said some so-called search engine optimization (SEO)
companies routinely offered fake reviews as part of their services. When
Schneiderman’s office called leading SEO companies in New York to
request assistance in combating negative reviews for their fake yoghurt
shop, representatives from some of these companies offered to write fake
reviews . . .
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CUSTOMER REVIEW SITE SUES LAW
FIRM
Not only is this practice against many state laws regarding false
advertising, it also violates the terms of service of the reviewing websites.
Yelp, a popular customer review site, recently filed suit against San Diegobased law firm McMillan Law Group after the firm had its employees and
friends create Yelp accounts to give the firm positive reviews.
The complaint alleges that the firm also traded positive reviews with other
law firms. Yelp’s complaint seeks damages for breach of contract regarding
Yelp’s terms of service, which, among other things (inter alia for you law
fans out there) prohibit fake reviews, compensating people for reviews,
and trading positive reviews. It also contains causes of action for
intentional interference with contract, and claims for false advertising and
unfair competition under California law.

ETHICS AND CUSTOMER REVIEW
WEBSITES
That’s not all. Bringing it on home, if the fact that lawsuits brought by
review websites and attorneys general weren’t enough of a deterrent for
you, fake reviews also likely violate your state’s ethics rules.
Rule 7.2 of the ABA’s Model Rules of Professional Conduct (adopted by
many states) prohibits giving “anything of value to a person for
recommending the lawyer’s services . . .” Moreover, Rule 7.1 prohibits
making “a false or misleading communication about the lawyer or the
lawyer’s services.”
While attorneys have ethical obligations, they can’t blame their
marketers for unethical conduct. When you hire an SEO firm to do your
search engine marketing, you’re hiring an agent. If that agent engages in
false advertising, you’re on the hook. So, making sure your SEO company
is acting ethically is paramount (shameful plug here for JurisPage law firm
SEO).
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Carolyn Elefant of MyShingle has a great article in which she points out
that while it is “crystal clear that lawyers have an ethical obligation to
avoid deceptive practices in advertising” state ethics boards often lack the
technical savvy and resources to police review sites. So, the more
significant deterrent for the attorney is not likely going to be a disciplinary
board, but rather a lawsuit with the threat of a $4 million fine.
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Highlight
First learn the meaning of what you say, and then speak.
- Epictetus 1 Words used carelessly, as if they [do] not matter in any serious way, often [allow] otherwise well-guarded
truths to seep through.
- Douglas Adams 2 Happy Mother’s Day to all the crack hoes out there. It’[s] never too late to turn around, tie your tubes,
clean up your life and make [a] difference to someone out there [who] deserves a better mother.
- Assistant State Attorney in Orange County, Florida

3

Text
[*541]

I. Introduction
No thought left unspoken … social media networking - ubiquitous in our society - provides the opportunity for individuals
to share their moment-to-moment thoughts and actions. Social media has created communities and its own culture. Social
networking has empowered individuals to join together to stage uprisings, support charitable causes, launch entrepreneurial
ventures, and generally share the accomplishments and defeats of their daily lives. Many lawyers actively participate in
social media networks in their personal and professional lives. Some lawyers employ social media for marketing their
practices and obtaining information and evidence to more effectively represent their clients. Unfortunately, other lawyers
have found themselves caught in a quagmire of ethical and professional missteps resulting in disciplinary problems and loss
of employment. This second group of lawyers often fails to appreciate the application of the legal ethics rules and [*542]
standards of professionalism to the use of social media. Moreover, like many other individuals engaged in social media,
these lawyers generally seem to lack perspective on the far-reaching impact that a social media communication may have
upon the audience - and ultimately upon the communicator.
1

BrainyQuote, http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/e/epictetus149142. html (last visited Apr. 13, 2015).

2

Douglas Adams, The Long Dark Tea-Time of the Soul 187 (1990).

3

Joe Kemp, ’Happy Mother’s Day to All the Crack Hoes Out There’: Florida Prosecutor Sparks Outrage Over Rude Facebook Rants,
N.Y.
Daily
News,
May
22,
2014,
available
at
http://www.nydailynews.com/news/national/florida
-prosecutor-sparks-outrage-rude-facebook-rants-article-1.1801757.
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This article explores the importance of cultural competence both as a critical component of effective and ethical legal
practice and as it pertains to a lawyer’s participation in social media networking. This article will first define cultural
competence and its significance to the legal profession. Next, this article will discuss the culture of the legal profession as
it is reflected in social science research, popular culture, and scholarly works. Then, this article will examine the culture
of social media and the legal profession’s participation in this culture. Finally, this article will explore the interrelationships
of the legal profession, cultural competence, and social media with the goal of providing insight and guidance for lawyers
to professionally and ethically engage in social networking.
II. Defining Cultural Competence
A. Culture
Culture has been described as the ″software of the mind.″ 4 Like a software program, culture allows the hard drives of our
minds to sort and attach meaning to the world around us. More specifically, culture has been defined as the ″deposit of
knowledge, beliefs, values, attitudes and meanings … acquired by a group of people in the course of generations through
individual and group striving.″ 5 In fact, there are over five hundred working definitions for culture. Employing the
following concise definition serves the goal of this article: ″Culture is the language, values, beliefs, traditions, and customs
people share and learn.″ 6
It is important to note that culture is learned. Geert Hofstede illustrates this principle by placing culture at the middle of
a pyramid with human nature at the base of the pyramid and personality at the top. 7 He explains, ″exactly where the borders
lie between nature and culture, and between culture and personality is a matter of discussion among social scientists.″ 8 For
example, [*543] the ability to experience fear, anger, and happiness is part of the basic human ″operating system,″ but
culture modifies the manifestations of these emotions. 9 Personality consists of a ″unique … set of mental programs″
derived from heredity, which is ″modified by the influence of collective programming (culture) as well as by unique
personal experiences.″ 10
We all belong to many cultures such as gender, nationality, religion, age, race, and sexual preference. 11 These cultures
provide both collective programming and unique personal experiences, which shape the cultural lenses through which we
view and define the world. Some of our cultural differences are explicit and noticeable such as the differences in language,
religious practice, gender, or age. However, some of our culturally influenced perceptions of our surroundings are so deeply
ingrained that we are generally unaware of implicit biases that may influence our communication and reactions. 12 In fact,
we all have:
4

Geert Hofstede et al., Cultures and Organizations: Software of the Mind 5 (2010).

5

Stephanie West Allen, Why I Left My Heart in San Francisco: California Lawyers Expand Their Cultural Awareness, 15 Lawyer
Hiring and Training Report 4, Apr. 1995, available at http://westallen.typepad.com/idealawg/files/forum on training.pdf (quoting Larry
Samovar et al., Communication Between Cultures 23-24 (2009)).
6

Ronald B, Adler et al., Interplay: The Process of Interpersonal Communication 31 (2012) (internal citations omitted).

7

Hofstede et al., supra note 4, at 6.

8

Id.

9

Id.

10

Id. at 7.

11

Id. at 17-18. Hofstede describes these subcultures as ″several layers of mental programming,″ which correspond to ″different levels
of culture.″ He describes the levels as a national level; a regional and/or ethnic and/or religious and/or linguistic level; a gender level;
a social class level related to educational and professional opportunities; and for those employed, a work organizational level.

12

Clotaire Rapaille, The Culture Code: An Ingenious Way to Understand Why People Around the World Live and Buy as They Do
14, 27 (2007); Malcolm Gladwell, Blink: The Power of Thinking Without Thinking (2007) [hereinafter Gladwell, Blink].
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immediate, automatic associations that tumble out before we have time to think. 13 … The giant computer that is our
unconscious silently crunches all the data it can from the experiences we’ve had, the people we’ve met, the lessons we’ve
learned, the books we’ve read, the movies we’ve seen, and so on, and it forms an opinion. 14
Clotaire Rapaille, author of The Culture Code, refers to this data as imprints on our minds and explains that ″even the most
self-examining of us are rarely in close contact with our subconscious. We have little interaction with [*544] this powerful
force that drives so many of our actions.″ 15 Simply stated, ″most people do not know why they do the things they do.″
16

Malcolm Gladwell describes an interesting example of this subconscious ″imprinting″ phenomenon in his book, Outliers:
The Story of Success. 17 He traces the cultural heritage of eight families who, in the early 1800’s, migrated from the rocky
cliffs of the northern British Isles to the Appalachians where they founded Harlan County, Kentucky, which is part of the
Cumberland Plateau area. Gladwell details the family feuds over property and chattel that erupted not only in Harlan, but
also in neighboring communities throughout the region, thereby creating a culture of violence. Sociologists studied this
pattern of feuding in this region and concluded that the violence was caused by a ″particularly virulent strain of what
sociologists deem a ’culture of honor,’″ 18 the origin of which was the region’s ancestral heritage. In other words, the Harlan
County community’s culture of honor, which was a contributing factor to the feuding, was consistent with their ancestral
culture that developed hundreds of years ago in the cliffs of Ireland and Scotland. 19 This ancestral culture developed as
a result of an individual shepherd’s compulsion to protect his herd. 20
[*545] Thus, some sociologists suggest that understanding a person’s culture requires knowing not only where the person
lives but also, and more importantly, where his ancestors lived. By looking further into the past, one can uncover patterns
of behavior that are deeply ingrained in a group of people regardless of whether the original environment that gave rise
to the cultural trait still exists.

Gladwell illustrates this theory by fast-forwarding to the early 1990s at the University of Michigan where psychologists
Dov Cohen and Richard Nisbett conducted an experiment designed to test the deeply ingrained nature of the culture of
honor. The experiment involved intentionally antagonizing a group of college-aged males, some of whom were raised in
the south and others who were raised in the north, and recording their reactions. The students initially completed a
questionnaire and were then instructed to take that questionnaire to a room at the end of a long, narrow hallway. A
confederate in the hallway intentionally made the passage difficult by opening a file cabinet drawer and looking annoyed.
13

Gladwell, Blink, supra note 12, at 85.

14

Id.

15

Rapaille, supra note 12, at 14. French psychiatrist and cultural anthropologist Rapaille explains that emotion is required for learning
and that our emotional responses give rise to imprints on our brains. This psycho-emotional phenomenon explains how individuals know
where they were, for example, when they learned that President Kennedy was assassinated and other major dramatic events.
16

Id. Rapaille studies culture to assist corporations in marketing products. He conducts focus groups that ask individuals not what they
would like in a product but rather, what is their earliest association to a product. In other words, Rapaille believes that you cannot believe
what people say; rather, you have to determine what they mean. In this manner, he concluded that the American code for Jeep is horse.
A successful marketing campaign subsequently ensued that used a Jeep in a western setting in which a horse might have been substituted
for a Jeep. Interestingly, when the Nestle Corporation was struggling to create a market for coffee in Japan in the 1970’s, Rapaille
determined that the Japanese had no early association for coffee and therefore Nestle would be doomed to fail. Nestle developed an
alternative strategy that involved introducing coffee flavored children’s desserts in Japan. Twenty years later, after having produced an
entire generation with a positive association with coffee, there was a significant market for coffee in Japan. Id. at 1-10.

17

Malcolm Gladwell, Outliers: The Story of Success 166 (2011) [hereinafter Gladwell, Outliers].

18

Id.

19

Id. The ancestral shepherd’s individualistic culture existed in sharp contrast to the cooperative culture found in farming communities
where people had to work in collaboration with one another.
20

Id.
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When a student attempted to pass by, the confederate slammed the drawer, bumped his shoulder into the young man and
in a low, but audible voice said, ″asshole.″ 21
Although the students from the south no longer lived in the environment of their ancestors--many were the children of
upper middle class families--these students exhibited anger, had heighted levels of cortisol and testosterone, gave firmer
handshakes, and demonstrated other signs of aggression. 22 On the other hand, students who grew up in northern parts of
the country were generally amused, had lower cortisol levels, and exhibited no change in the strength of their handshakes.
Gladwell explains:
Cultural legacies are powerful forces. They have deep roots and long lives. They persist, generation after generation,
virtually intact, even as the economic and social and demographic conditions that spawned them have vanished, and they
play such a role in directing attitude and behavior that we cannot make sense of our world without them. 23
Of course, as mentioned above, many of the cultural differences that impact interpersonal communication are more explicit
and therefore easier to observe. For example, some cultures value low context communication as opposed to high context
communication. 24 Low context communication cultures value the direct expression of thoughts and feelings through verbal
communication. High context communication cultures, on the other hand, place more value on nonverbal cues and verbal
communication is more [*546] nuanced and indirect. 25 The often-cited example of the contrast between these two
communication styles is the distinction between communication in eastern and western cultures. An American businessman
travels to China to negotiate a business deal. He enters the conference room, offers a firm handshake while making direct
eye contact, and launches almost immediately into his business presentation, which is a miserable failure. The American
businessman has offended his Chinese counterpart with his direct eye contact, aggressive handshake, and failure to engage
in personal conversation before discussing the business deal.
A more dramatic example of the impact of cultural communication styles is found in Gladwell’s chapter, ″The Ethnic
Theory of Plane Crashes,″ 26 which describes the unraveling of the mystery of Korean Air’s tragic number of airline crashes
in the 1990s. The number of crashes exceeded industry standards and there was no obvious explanation. 27 Ultimately, the
remedy was primarily cultural. 28 The Korean culture’s high context language and hierarchy of relationships prevented the
appropriate and direct communication required between captains, first lieutenants, flight engineers, and the control tower
employees. An American consultant was hired to alter the airline employees’ cultural communication style. 29 The solution
required English as the primary means of direct communication among the flight crew, thereby enabling a cultural shift in
communication style that resulted in a significant reduction in airline crashes. 30 Thus, although some cultural components
are implicit and difficult to recognize (especially in the moment), an objective analysis of possible implicit and explicit
differences may improve communication and productive collaboration in any number of settings.
21

Id. at 171.

22

See id.

23

Gladwell, Outliers, supra note 17, at 175.

24

See Adler, supra note 6, at 44.

25

See id.

26

See ″The Ethnic Theory of Plane Crashes,″ in Gladwell, Outliers, supra note 17, at 177.

27

Id. at 180.

28

But
see
My
Thoughts
on
Gladwell’s
Response,
Ask
a
Korean
(July
16,
2013),
http://askakorean.blogspot.com/2013/07/my-thoughts-on-gladwells-response. html (debating Gladwell’s description based upon a
competing cultural analysis).
29

See Gladwell, Outliers, supra note 17, at 180-81.

30

Id. at 182.
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In fact, when we communicate with others, awareness of the intercultural nature of our communication may be critical to
the exchange. Intercultural communication refers to the significance that our cultural differences may have upon the
exchange. It is ″the process that occurs when two or more cultures or co-cultures exchange messages in a manner that is
influenced by their different cultural perceptions and symbol systems, both verbal and nonverbal.″ 31 The spectrum of
intercultural communication ranges from [*547] a communication in which cultural differences have little impact on the
communication to an interaction that is heavily influenced by differences. 32 Thus, for a traveler to a foreign country who
does not know the local customs, there may be a significant intercultural impact; however, for a married couple that grew
up in different cultures, there may be a low impact based upon a mutual understanding developed throughout their
relationship. 33
For lawyers dealing with clients, the impact may vary depending upon the lawyer’s cultural competence. Cultures have
varying communication styles and assign different meanings to verbal and nonverbal communication. 34 For example, as
discussed above, some cultures use high context communication as opposed to low context communication. 35 Thus, a
client’s failure to make eye contact, with his attorney may be interpreted from a low context perspective as lack of interest
or a less-than-candid response to a question; however, if the client is from a high context communication culture, then he
may be avoiding direct eye contact as a sign of respect for the attorney’s authority. 36
Cultures may also be characterized as either individualist or collectivist. 37 The individualist culture values autonomy,
individual goal-setting, accountability, and personal choice. 38 The collectivist culture places an emphasis on group
harmony, cohesion and choices made in consultation with and often in deference to family and authority figures. 39 These
differences often come into play when a client is deciding upon the strategy for either proceeding with litigation or
attempting to resolve a legal matter. 40
For example, Marci Seville discusses the case of a Chinese migrant worker who will not consider reinstatement as an option
in settling an employment [*548] case. 41 The Chinese proverb, ″The good horse won’t eat back old grass″, provides insight
into the client’s stance. 42 The proverb reflects a cultural adage that translates in an employment situation to mean that a
good employee will never go back to work for her former employer because to do so would subject the employee to shame
among her Chinese co-workers. 43
31

Adler, supra note 6, at 40 (citing Samovar, supra note 5).

32

Id. at 41.

33

Id.

34

See id.; see also Hofstede, supra note 4. There are many categories and characteristics into which cultural differences are analyzed.
In addition to those cited above, some of the common ones referred to in the literature are differing attitudes in the areas of power
distance, achievement versus nurturing, and uncertainty avoidance. However, it is beyond the scope of this article to thoroughly explore
the many fascinating distinctions that have been attributed to cultural difference.
35

Adler, supra note 6, at 44-45.

36

See, e.g., id.

37

See Adler, supra note 6, at 45; see also Hofstede, supra note 4, at 91-92.

38

See Adler, supra note 6, at 45-46.

39

See id.

40

See id.; see also Jan L. Jacobowitz, A Rose By Any Other Name? Enhancing Professionalism Through Cultural Competency, FAWL
Journal 8 (Spring 2009), available at http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract id=1509 647 [hereinafter Jacobowitz, A Rose].
41

See generally Marci Seville, Chinese Soup, Good Horses, and Other Narratives: Practicing Cross-Cultural Competence Before We
Preach, in Vulnerable Populations and Transformative Law Teaching: A Critical Reader (2011).

42

Id. at 280.

43

See id.
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Sue Bryant and Jean Koh Peters provide a powerful illustration of the impact of cultural shame in the case of a Chinese
woman charged with the murder of her husband. 44 The woman has a viable self-defense argument and is offered a
misdemeanor plea, but informs her lawyers that she cannot accept a plea because it would be humiliating and would shame
her ancestors, her children, and their children if she acknowledged any responsibility for the killing - she would rather risk
a twenty-five-year jail sentence than suffer the shame of the plea. 45 A lawyer lacking cultural competency would likely
have difficulty understanding his clients’ decision-making strategies in these situations.
B. Cultural Awareness
Cultural awareness is a first step towards achieving cultural competence. Cultural awareness involves the process of
learning and developing sensitivity to the characteristics of another culture. 46 The ultimate goal is to appreciate the
similarities and differences of another culture without judgment. 47 Raymonde Carroll, explains:
Very plainly, I see cultural awareness as a means of perceiving as ″normal″ things, which initially seem ″bizarre″ or strange
among people of a culture different from one’s own. To manage this, I must imagine a universe in which the ″shocking″
act can take place and seem ″normal″ and can take on meaning without ever being noticed. In other words, I must try to
enter, for an instant, the cultural imagination of another. 48
[*549] Interestingly, Carroll’s suggestion might be just as valuable when a parent is attempting to understand the ″bizarre″
conduct of his teenage child as when a lawyer is struggling to understand the reactions of his client to the settlement and
plea offers discussed above. The ever-growing importance of cultural awareness stems from increased mobility and global
interaction as a result of access to the Internet, smart phones and communication available on social media 49 However,
awareness of a cultural difference without possession of the skills of cultural competence may result in misinterpreting the
difference or failing to effectively employ the awareness toward a more productive interaction.

C. Cultural Competence
Cultural competence involves acumen that moves beyond cultural awareness. Developing cultural competency is an
ongoing process that travels on a spectrum. This spectrum includes the elements of awareness, knowledge, and skills.
Cultural competency has been defined as ″the ability to accurately understand and adapt behavior to cultural difference and
commonality.″ 50 In other words, having awareness and knowledge of cultural differences is important, but does not alone
provide the adaptive skills that define cultural competency.
The developmental stages and traits of cultural competency have been defined by various terminologies. For example, the
development of cultural competency has been described as consisting of four levels: the parochial stage, the ethnocentric
stage, the synergistic stage and the participatory third culture stage. 51 The shorthand for defining the parochial stage is ″my
way is the only way,″ which signifies a point at which the impact of cultural difference is disregarded. 52 The ethnocentric
stage is best described as ″I know their way, but my way is better″; thus indicating a degree of cultural awareness, but
44

Sue Bryant & Jean Koh Peters, Culture and the Role it Plays in
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simultaneously dismissing the other culture as inferior and not worthy of consideration. 53 The synergistic stage is referred
to as ″my way and their way,″ signifying that an individual is aware of both the problems and benefits of cultural differences
and is willing to use cultural diversity to create new solutions and alternatives. 54 Finally, the participatory third culture
stage is labeled ″our way″ and involves individuals of different cultures continuously [*550] engaging in dialogue within
a particular context to create new meanings and rules for meeting the needs of a specific set of circumstances. 55
Jatrine Bentsi-Enchill uses Dr. Milton Bennett’s Developmental Model of Intercultural Sensitivity to describe six stages of
cultural competence 56 in relation to the legal profession. She begins with denial, which is a general lack of cultural
awareness that may result in difficulty in establishing trusting relationships and client-centered strategies with clients. 57
Stage two is defense, 58 which is similar to ″I know their way, but my way is better.″ For example, in the situation discussed
above in which the Chinese woman would not accept a plea - regardless of the advice of her counsel - because of the role
of shame in her culture, it is not difficult to imagine the feelings of frustration and perhaps annoyance that a lawyer lacking
in cultural competence might experience.
Stage three is described as minimization of the difference. 59 A lawyer operating at this stage will be aware of and appreciate
the cultural differences, but will remain wed to his own culture as the superior one; he may misinterpret a client’s conduct
by evaluating it in accordance with his own cultural values. The misinterpretation of a client’s failure to make eye contact
as a sign that the client is lying or not interested in his case, without regard to the fact that the client is from a culture of
high context communication, is an example of a lawyer operating at this level.
Stage four is acceptance of the difference, 60 which is deemed to be the beginning of the ability to interpret culture through
a culturally unbiased lens. This stage is exemplified by the elements of open-mindedness, flexibility, and adaptability,
which are central to effective cross-cultural lawyering. For example, if an immigration client offers a lawyer a bribe to
expedite the client’s case and the client is from a country in which bribes are commonplace, the lawyer has the ability to
both refuse the bribe and not harshly judge the client for making the offer.
Adaptation to the difference 61 is stage five and indicates that a lawyer has developed solid skills in intercultural
communication as a result of increased awareness, acceptance, and initiative to understand the nuances of another culture.
Finally, stage six is integration of the difference 62 and is [*551] reflected in a lawyer’s ability to evaluate conduct and
communication within the cultural frame of reference of another person - meaning a client, colleague, opposing counsel,
or adverse party. Lawyers at this level will demand intercultural competence and support education and training programs
targeted towards this goal.
Regardless of the manner in which the stages on the spectrum of cultural competency are described, the progression along
the spectrum generally involves three main components: attitude, knowledge, and interpersonal communication skills.
Attitude may be partially fueled by motivation, but also includes traits such as a tolerance for ambiguity and
53
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open-mindedness. 63 Generally, interpersonal communicators are concerned with reducing uncertainty about one another.
In an intercultural communication, the level of uncertainty may be especially high and create ambiguity when neither
communicator is fluent in the other language. Studies have shown that competent intercultural communicators not only
tolerate, but also often embrace this type of ambiguity. 64 Additionally, these communicators recognize the importance of
remaining nonjudgmental and open-minded about the habits of different cultures; they realize that judgment leads to bias
and stereotyping, which inhibits cultural competency.
Knowledge and skills, the other components of cultural competency, require both self-awareness and awareness of or
empathy towards others. Knowledge can be derived from passive observation, that is, noticing the behavior of another
culture and adapting insights gained from observation to appropriately tailor communication. Knowledge may also be
derived from active strategies such as reading, enrolling in courses, watching films, and speaking to experts in the area.
Another strategy is honest self-disclosure, that is, expressing your cultural ignorance and a willingness to learn about
another person’s culture. 65
Stephanie West Allen, in conducting workshops for mediators, suggests that a lawyer ask himself four questions that are
designed to gauge cultural competency. 66 The first question is: What is your own cultural heritage? 67 This question calls
for a reflection and awareness of the lawyer’s own background to provide the lawyer with a better starting point for
comparison. 68
The second question is: What is my comfort level with people who are culturally different? 69 The query asks the lawyer
to consider whether he is [*552] comfortable with ambiguity and open-minded about other cultures or instead views his
culture as superior to others. 70
The third question is: How much do I know about the tendencies of my own mind? 71 This question compels a lawyer to
consider his implicit biases and cognitive traps. 72
The final question is: Do I know that the ways of my culture are not universal? 73 In other words, beyond recognizing
general differences does a lawyer fully comprehend that even seeming ″universal truths″ in the U.S. legal profession, such
as, confidentiality, may not be defined as such in another cultural context, such as collectivism, in which ownership of the
dispute would not belong solely to the individual and sharing information with the group would be the preferable way to
reach consensus on strategy for proceeding with a case. 74
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While Allen’s questions are posed in the context of a mediation workshop, the questions have broad application for cultural
competency not only in other areas of the legal profession, but also for general intercultural communication competency.
75
Allen’s analysis also highlights the fact that the legal profession is a culture unto itself.
Sue Bryant and Jean Koh Peters expand the concept of the legal profession as a culture in their seminal article Five Habits
for Cross-Cultural Lawyering in which they explain that, ″even when a lawyer and a non-law trained client share a common
culture, the client and the lawyer will likely experience the lawyer-client interaction as a cross-cultural experience because
of the cultural differences that arise from the legal culture.″ 76 Bryant and Koh Peters’ article is primarily geared towards
enhancing cross-cultural communication and building ″trust and understanding between lawyers and clients,″ 77 an area of
growing significance and increasing scholarship. 78
[*553] In fact, I have suggested that cultural competency be incorporated into the interpretations of competence, diligence,
communication, and confidentiality contained in the rules of professional conduct. 79 Perhaps in a similar vein, in August
2012, the ABA amended the notations under Rule 1.1 Competence to include the statement ″a lawyer must be aware of the
advantages and disadvantages of technology.″ 80 Indeed, technology has created a global environmental and cultural shift
that is impacting competence in the practice of law, but this global environment also compels the value of cultural
competency for the legal profession in its dealing with clients.

Moreover, there are other reasons to explore culture competency and how it may influence the conduct of lawyers when
confronted with shifting cultural norms in society. This article is focused less on the lawyer-client relationship and more
on lawyers understanding their own professional culturein relation to the changing landscape and culture of connectivity
arising from the advancements of technology and social media. Of course, as technology pervades the practice of law, the
lawyer-client relationship is impacted, but the greater significance may lie in the culture clashes between the developing
social media culture and the traditional culture of the legal profession such that some lawyers are tripping on ethical
landmines and are surprised by the resulting explosions that are damaging their reputations and threatening their careers.
III. The Culture of the Legal Profession
So what is the culture of the legal profession? If we return to the fundamental definition of culture as ″the language, values,
beliefs, traditions, and customs people share and learn″ and apply the metaphor of culture as a ″software program of the
mind,″ some thoughts may immediately come to mind. Lawyers are highly educated. Lawyers speak their own language
of legalese. Lawyers value justice, the rule of law, and equality. Lawyers are the [*554] voice of the people. Lawyers are
zealous advocates. Lawyers value integrity and objectivity.
Or perhaps if we consider public opinion polls, pop culture and sociological analysis, we might say that lawyers are
″ambulance chasers.″ Lawyers are greedy. Lawyers are contentious and some are downright nasty. Lawyers are depressed,
75
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substance abusers who have lost their way. Lawyers are amoral. Lawyers value winning no matter what the cost. In fact,
social science research stereotypes lawyers as:
self-confident, dominant, argumentative, aggressive, combative, cunning, highly intelligent, ingenious, required or
permitted to use drama for effect, committed above all else to prevail for their clients and causes, involved in work,
well-dressed, driven toward competence, ambitious, competitive with others in the field, and interested in social issues. It
also portrays lawyers as working long hours; writing convincingly, interestingly, and creatively; not being uncomfortable
lying; living in suburban, upper-middle-class neighborhoods; and driving sports cars. 81
Susan Daicoff indicates that some of these stereotypes are supported by research on lawyers.
She has developed a personality profile for lawyers that she describes as follows:
a) A drive to achieve, evidenced by an achievement orientation;
b) Dominance, aggression, competitiveness, and masculinity;
c) Emphasis on rights and obligations over emotions, interpersonal harmony, and relationships;
d) Materialistic, pragmatic values over altruistic goals; and
e) Higher than normal psychological distress.

82

Thus, various contrasting images of lawyers emerge when attempting to define the culture of the legal profession. There
are several reasons why it may [*555] be difficult to readily identify a consensus on the cultural attributes of the profession.
First, if the mind is the ″hard drive″ in the technology metaphor that labels culture as software, then clearly the legal
profession’s culture is only one of many software programs running in the minds of lawyers. Everyone, including lawyers,
has multiple cultural software applications simultaneously running in the mind’s hard drive. 83 Thus, regardless of an
individual’s immersion into the profession through law school and work experience, that individual was culturally
″programmed″ before becoming a lawyer. Differences in gender, religious upbringing, ethnicity, race, socio-economic
background, nationality, and other variables that constitute an individual’s unique mental programming impact the cultural
lens through which he views the world and influence how that individual assimilates into the legal profession’s culture. In
other words, determining ″where the border lies between nature and culture, and between culture and personality″ remains
a challenge. 84
Second, the public’s perception - based upon personal interaction and the experience of friends and family - may widely
vary. Individuals often interact with lawyers in connection with extremely stressful events - divorce, bankruptcy, personal
injuries - and the perception of the culture of the legal profession may be significantly influenced by the outcome of an
individual’s case and his general experience with one lawyer.
81
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Third, popular culture has portrayed lawyers on a spectrum that ranges from idyllic (think Gregory Peck as Atticus Fitch
in To Kill a Mockingbird) to the devil incarnate (think Al Pacino as John Milton in Devil’s Advocate). 85 Lawyer jokes
abound and reference to Shakespeare’s ″First, kill all the lawyers″ prose survives through the centuries. 86
Finally, since its inception, the American legal profession has been both exalted and criticized by scholars and
commentators. Alexis de Tocqueville’s early observations provide a reference point. He is often quoted on his view [*556]
that lawyers occupied a position of trust and served the best interest of the people. 87 Adam White explains:
By Tocqueville’s telling, the legal class had the public’s trust because the people know that lawyers’ ″interest is to serve
the people’s cause″; indeed, although the lawyer is drawn ″to the aristocracy by his habits and his tastes,″ he first and
foremost ″belongs to the people by his interest and by his birth[.]″ Thus lawyers, drawn from the people yet trained to be
an elite class, become the ″natural liaison″ between the two classes - the ″sole aristocratic element that can be mixed
without effort into the natural elements of democracy and combined in a happy and lasting manner with them.″ 88
White notes that even in Tocqueville’s time, the legal profession had its critics. Gordon Wood, a Jeffersonian Populist
implored people to ″keep up the cry against Judges, Lawyers … and all other designing men, and to do ’their utmost at
election to prevent all men of talents, lawyers, rich men from being elected.’″ Wood wrote that lawyers’ efforts to attract
clients and ″support [] any cause that offers″ had ″obliterated all [lawyers] regard to right and wrong.″ 89
The tension between a lawyer’s role as a proponent of the public good and a lawyer’s self-interest in obtaining financial
success, as identified by Gordon Wood, has been analyzed, bemoaned, and rationalized by leading scholars and lawyers
throughout the past two centuries. Louis Brandeis counseled lawyers to focus less on corporate interests and more on the
public good. 90 As ″big business″ became a driving force in the American economy, Roscoe Pound implored lawyers to
″remain wary of ’the general and increasing bigness of things in which individual responsibility as a member of a
profession is diminished or even lost, and economic pressure upon the lawyer [to] make the money-making aspect of the
calling the primary or even the sole interest.’″ 91
[*557] More recently, in 1993, Anthony Kronman commented on these clashing values in his book, The Lost Lawyer:
Failing Ideals of the Legal Profession, by suggesting that:

A culture that reinforces the idea that the practice of law affords deeper satisfactions than the mere production of income
is bound to affect the ideals that lawyers share … and thus to exert a strong counter pressure against the natural interest
that lawyers have always had in making money … When this norm is relaxed, or reversed, as it has been in recent years,
85
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the counter pressure is removed and the interest in moneymaking begins inevitably to play a larger role in defining the aims
of professional life[.] 92
In 2010, Tom Morgan controversially wrote in his book, The Vanishing American Lawyer, that ″lawyers in America are
not now a profession and - over most of their history - they have never been one.″ 93 His assertion is tied to his theory that
without the concepts of profession and professionalism, lawyers may be more successful in adapting to the evolving legal
needs of the new global, technology driven society. 94
In a review of the book, Neil Hamilton challenged Morgan’s proposition and asserted that the concept of law as a profession
fosters an ethical professional identity, which benefits not only lawyers, but also society. 95 However, Hamilton notes that
he and Morgan agree upon the fundamental characteristics of the legal ″profession.″
[*558]

Professor Morgan argues, and I agree, that everyone benefits from having lawyers - and others acting alongside and in
competition with lawyers - act with high character and a sense of pride and dignity in the excellence of the work. He also
advocates, and I agree, that lawyers should internalize high degrees of ″integrity, loyalty, competence, and confidentiality.″
My definition of professionalism drawn from the ABA professionalism reports includes also public service, respect for the
legal system, independent professional judgment, peer review and self-restraint in seeking sustainable profits. He notes, and
I agree, that all legal service providers exercise implicit moral judgments when they decide how to act on matters that they
handle, and society benefits if these are good moral judgments. 96
IV. Toward a Working Definition of the Culture of the Legal Profession
Thus, from Tocqueville to Morgan and Hamilton, legal scholars have robustly written about the role and characteristics of
lawyers and the legal profession. 97 Implicit in the literature is the description of the cultural traits of the legal profession.
Because the spectrum of personality traits and cultural norms is so wide-ranging and controversial, it becomes necessary
92
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to develop a contextual definition to proceed with a meaningful discussion of the juxtaposition of the culture of the legal
profession with social media culture [*559] and general cultural competency. 98 Guidance may be found in the Carnegie
Foundation’s Report, Educating Lawyers - Preparation for the Profession of Law (Carnegie Report) and in the Preamble
to the American Bar Association’s (ABA) Model Rules of Professional Conduct, which echoes Hamilton’s identifiers of
integrity, loyalty, competence, confidentiality, and respect for the legal system.
The Carnegie Report explains:
professions are critically determined by the education of their members … . By providing systematic immersion into a
distinctive knowledge base, professional schools set their students apart from lay people, binding them into a shared pattern
of thinking and acting… . Professional education teaches both a way of understanding how the world works and a
distinctive set of skills for working in the world. But, perhaps most decisively, professional education forms the identity
of the future professional, showing how to succeed and how to comport oneself as … a member of the bar… .
In particular, the academic setting of most law school training emphasizes the priority of analytical thinking in which
students learn to categorize and discuss persons and events in highly generalized terms. This emphasis on analysis and
system has profound effects in shaping a legal frame of mind. It conveys at a deep, largely uncritical level an understanding
of the law as a formal and rational system, however much its doctrines and rules may diverge from the commonsense
understandings of the layperson. This preference for the procedural and systematic gives a common tone to legal discourse
that students are quick to notice, even if reproducing it consistently is often a major learning challenge… .
The task of connecting these conclusions [based upon abstracting facts from natural contexts and then applying rules and
procedures to draw conclusions based upon reasoning] with the rich complexity of actual situations that involve
full-dimensional people, let alone the job of thinking through the social consequences or ethical aspects of the conclusions
remains outside of the method. 99
[*560] Thus, the Carnegie Report details some of the shared customs and values of legal education and notes the analytical,
dispassionate critical thinking that is the hallmark of legal analysis. It is also critical of what it deems to be legal education’s
failure to focus on the practical realities and ethical challenges inherent in the practice of law.

If we accept as fundamental the learned attribute of analytical thinking, or thinking like a lawyer, and then review the
aspirations of the legal profession, which are reflected in the ABA Preamble to the Model Rules of Professional Conduct,
we may establish a working definition of some of the main components of the culture of the legal profession. The preamble
defines a lawyer as ″a representative of clients, an officer of the legal system and a public citizen having special
responsibility for the quality of justice.″ 100 It also asserts that ″in all professional functions a lawyer should be competent,
prompt and diligent[,] … maintain communication with a client[,] … [and] keep in confidence information relating to
representation of a client. 101
A lawyer’s role is deemed to be vital ″in the preservation of society … and … the fulfillment of this role requires an
understanding by lawyers of their relationship to our legal system. The Rules of Professional Conduct, when properly
applied, serve to define that relationship.″ 102 Yet, ″a lawyer is also guided by personal conscience and the approbation of
98

The difficulty in reaching consensus and narrowing the definition of the culture of the profession is also probably compounded by
the fact that in 2009 the legal profession had dramatically grown to approximately 890,000 lawyers in the U.S. as compared to 213,000
in 1960. Andrus, supra note 82, at xxviii.
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professional peers. A lawyer should strive to attain the highest level of skill, to improve the law and the legal profession
and to exemplify the legal profession’s ideals of public service.″ 103 The preamble also notes:
within the framework of these Rules, however, many difficult issues of professional discretion can arise. Such issues must
be resolved through the exercise of sensitive professional and moral judgment guided by the basic principles underlying
the Rules. These principles include the lawyer’s obligation zealously to protect and pursue a client’s legitimate interests,
within the bounds of the law, while maintaining a professional, courteous and civil attitude toward all persons involved in
the legal system… . 104
Thus, a review of the literature, which discusses the culture and role of the legal profession, the social science and
psychology, which attributes various personal traits and values to lawyers, the Carnegie Report’s insights, and the ABA
Preamble’s aspirations, reveals a few common threads. Lawyers generally are highly analytical, logical thinkers in a
profession that emphasizes loyalty and confidentiality to the client and respect for the rule of law and the legal system.
Nonetheless, traditional legal training does not necessarily [*561] emphasize the connection between abstract analytical
thinking and the ″thinking through the social consequences or ethical aspects of the conclusions″ that are reached as a result
of applying facts to the law in a rational manner.
So, perhaps a shorthand description of the culture of the legal profession includes a culture that emphasizes analytical
thinking, loyalty and confidentiality towards its clients, and respect for others in acknowledgment of the vital role of the
legal profession in society. Further abbreviated, the legal profession may be seen as a culture exemplified by the normative
values of analytical thinking, confidentiality and respect. 105 Assuming these normative values to be cornerstones of the
legal profession, the professional culture may be analyzed in the context of social media, but only after the culture of social
media is identified and defined.
V. The Culture of Social Media
If the working definition of culture as ″the language, values, beliefs, traditions, and customs people share and learn″ 106
is applied to social media, an emerging, seemingly new culture becomes apparent. However, Tom Standage concludes that
from a historical and behavioral perspective, the Internet is merely the latest iteration of a social networking culture that
has developed over the last two thousand years. In his recent book, Writing on the Wall: Social Media - The First 2,000
Years, Standage explains that human beings are inherently social animals with brains that have evolved to process
information, exchange information to assess and maintain positions in social networks, and use media technology ″to
extend this exchange of information across time and space to include people who are not physically present.″ 107 He
observes that ″sharing information with other people in our social networks is, it would appear, a central part of being
human.″ 108 As for the current social media networking, he asserts:
the Internet, with its instant, global reach, does this particularly effectively, allowing users to share information with
unprecedented ease. But it is by no means the first technology to have supported such a social media environment; it is
merely the most recent and most efficient way that humans have found to scratch a prehistoric itch. 109
[*562] Standage traces the history of social communication from the invention of writing approximately five thousand
years ago and the literal writing on walls, through the development of the Internet and social networking posts on virtual
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walls. He sees the 150 years before the invention of the Internet to be a time that was ″overshadowed by centralized media
operating on a broadcast model.″ 110 He claims, ″social forms of media based on sharing, copying, and personal
recommendation, which prevailed for centuries, have been dramatically reborn, supercharged by the Internet.″ 111
Standage concludes:
today, blogs are the new pamphlets. Microblogs and online social networks are the new coffeehouses. Media-sharing sites
are the new commonplace books. They are all shared, social platforms that enable ideas to travel from one person to
another, rippling through networks of people connected by social bonds, rather than having to squeeze through the
privileged bottleneck of broadcast media. The rebirth of social media in the Internet age represents a profound shift - and
a return, in many respects, to the way things used to be. 112
Although Standage views social networking as a phenomenon that is engrained in the human culture, he also concedes that
″working out the implications and long term consequences of this new media environment is the giant collective experiment
in which humanity is now engaged.″ 113 Thus, the specific normative values and customs of today’s social networking
culture are a work in progress.
Jose Van Dijck notes in her book, The Culture of Connectivity: A Critical History of Social Media, that ″in less than a
decade, the norms for online sociality have dramatically changed, and they are still in flux. Patterns of behavior that
traditionally existed in offline (physical) sociality are increasingly mixed with social and sociotechnical norms created in
an online environment, taking on a new dimensionality.″ 114
It is likely that this dynamic fluxing is contributing to the disturbances arising in the legal profession’s culture when lawyers
violate legal ethics norms with conduct that otherwise aligns with social media norms. Dijck shares legal scholar Julie
Cohen’s insights about culture as an ongoing, dynamic [*563] process, which is especially applicable to the evolving nature
of online networking. 115 Cohen explains:
culture is not a fixed collection of texts and practices, but rather an emergent, historically and materially contingent process
through which understandings of self and society are formed and reformed. The process of culture is shaped by the
self-interested actions of powerful institutional actors, by the everyday practices of individuals and communities, and by
ways of understanding and describing the world that have complex histories of their own. The lack of fixity at the core of
this conception of culture does not undermine its explanatory utility; to the contrary, it is the origin of culture’s power. 116
As the culture of social media continues to form, further insight may be gained by examining current practices and the
nature of the communication at play.
A. Communication
A look at fundamental communication studies lays a foundation that assists in outlining the culture of social media. Face
to face communication is sometimes described in terms of the ″richness″ of the exchange, which means not only an
observation of the words employed, but also an analysis of any nonverbal communication that accompanies those words.
110
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117

On the other hand, communication on social media is distinguished by its ″leanness″ or lack of nonverbal cues. 118 This
″lean″ quality renders the mediated communication harder to confidently interpret. Both the sender and receiver must strive
for clarity. 119 The sender may attempt to carefully select his words to avoid ambiguity. 120 The receiver may need to clarify
his interpretation of the message to avoid erroneous assumptions. 121
Online communication is considered to be asynchronous communication, meaning that there is a time gap between when
a message is sent and [*564] received. 122 The receiver may ponder the response or may choose not to respond at all. 123
Nonetheless, online communicators are more likely to communicate in a hyper-personal manner that accelerates the nature
of personal sharing beyond what would naturally occur in face-to-face exchanges. 124
Moreover, the tendency to transmit messages without considering their consequences is more likely to occur on mediated
channels and is a phenomenon known as ″disinhibition.″ 125 When extreme disinhibition leads to angry or vicious outbursts,
the communication is known as ″flaming.″ 126 Unfortunately, some communicators learn the painful lesson that although
face-to-face communication is transitory, online communication is permanent and may be forwarded to a vast audience.
VI. Language, Values, Customs and Beliefs
Facebook, one of the most popular social networks in the world, uses the language of ″friending,″ ″liking,″ and ″sharing.″
″Friending″ denotes an individual’s network of contacts, a badge of honor for some teenagers, who may or may not be
″friends″ in the more traditional sense of the word. ″Liking″ ″pushes popular ideas or things with a high degree of emotional
value, arguably at the expense of rational judgments for which there are no buttons in the online universe; ’difficult but
important’ is not a judgment prompted by social media sites.″ 127 Sharing is perhaps the fundamental culture code for social
networking. The tension between online sharing and privacy is the subject of ongoing debate among scholars, and public
policy commentators; this tension has also given rise to litigation across a wide spectrum of legal scenarios. 128
Sharing and connection as fundamental normative values in the social media networking world are reflected in the opening
statement of Facebook Principles, which states:
We are building Facebook to make the world more open and transparent, which we believe will create greater
understanding and connection. Facebook promotes openness and transparency by giving individuals greater power to share
and connect, and certain principles guide Facebook in pursuing these goals. Achieving [*565] these principles should be
117

Adler, supra note 6, at 176-182. There are many studies and a robust literature on the meaning of how we position our bodies, the
movement of our eyes, and the hundreds of facial expressions in which we engage. Moreover, nonverbal communication not only has
some universal application, but also may vary by the cultural attributes of the communicator.
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constrained only by limitations of law, technology, and evolving social norms. We therefore establish these Principles as
the foundation of the rights and responsibilities of those within the Facebook service. 129
Share and connect reflect social media networking normative values that Facebook acknowledges are evolving social
norms. Tweeting to followers, connecting on LinkedIn, and sharing photos on Instagram are all variations on this theme.
Sharing is promoted as a positive attribute towards reaching a collective understanding that will improve the world. As of
October 2014, there were 1.35 billion active monthly Facebook users worldwide. 130
The social media culture begs the questions: Do I join? If not, will I be left behind or forgotten? If so, with which networks
should I engage? With how many people should I connect? How much information should I share and how many pictures
and status updates should I post? Some people are reluctant joiners, some stay away, and still others join and incorporate
social media into their daily lives. If we revisit Standage’s premise that human beings are essentially hard wired for sharing
and connecting and that social media and the Internet are just the latest cultural manifestation of an age old human behavior,
then it seems inevitable that social media is here to stay. 131 So, here’s the query: how does an individual manage his online
identity as distinct from his offline persona? Mark Zuckerberg, the Facebook founder, has explained, ″You have one
identity. The days of you having a different image for your work friends or co-workers and for the other people you [*566]
know are probably coming to an end pretty quickly.″ 132 He adds: ″having two identities for yourself is an example of a
lack of integrity.″ 133
VII. The Legal Profession and Social Media
So what does the concept of a blended online and offline identity mean for the legal profession? In 2013, an increasing
number of lawyers who responded to the annual ABA Technology Survey reported that they are participating in social
media in both their personal and professional lives. 134 In fact, the survey results indicate that approximately eighty percent
of lawyers maintain an online presence for professional purposes and ninety four percent use social media for personal
reasons. 135 Law firms and individual lawyers have websites that link to blogs, Twitter, and Facebook accounts. The legal
profession is employing social media to advertise and to gather information about clients, opposing parties, witnesses,
jurors and judges. 136 Transactional lawyers are considering social media when conducting due diligence. 137 And yes,
129

See Facebook Home Page, Facebook, https://www.facebook.com/principles.php (last visited Apr. 13, 2015) (emphasis added); see
also Dijck, supra note 114, at 60. Dijck notes that the concept of sharing has become ambiguous as it not only may refer to sharing among
users, but also among social networks and third party vendors. Regardless, for the purposes of this article, the concept of sharing among
users is the more pertinent one. Her book is an interesting study of five of the major social media platforms and the influence of owners
of these platforms juxtaposed with the demands of the users as the culture of connectivity continues to evolve. For the purposes of this
article, an acknowledgment of the predominant characteristics of sharing, liking and friending or connecting, which run throughout most
major social media networks, will suffice.
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lawyers are sharing aspects of their personal lives - their opinions, vacation photos, birthday greetings and even their ″likes″
- with all of their ″friends.″
In fact, recent state bar opinions have advised that lawyers may investigate clients, opposing parties, witnesses, and jurors
on social media with the general stipulation that publically posted information that is readily available to anyone is fair
game, but sending a request to connect with a person may be impermissible or subject to specific criteria. 138 For example,
sending a [*567] Facebook friend request to a juror is impermissible as it is a violation of most state’s versions of Model
Rule 3.5, which prohibits lawyers from engaging in ex parte communication with a juror. 139 Similarly, sending a Facebook
friend request to a represented party violates the no contact prohibition found in most state’s versions of Model Rule 4.2.
140
On the other hand, some states have opined that sending a friend request to a witness may be permissible if there is full
disclosure by the sender as to the nature of the inquiry and the connection to an anticipated or pending lawsuit. 141
Recently, social media has invaded other aspects of discovery and states have begun to issue opinions on what lawyers may
advise clients to do regarding removing social media content prior to or during litigation. 142 The debate in this area
concerns the question: under what circumstances may the removal of social media content be tantamount to spoliation?
New York, North Carolina, Pennsylvania Philadelphia, and Florida ethics advisory opinions all suggest that removal and
preservation may be possible, but warn that legal analysis of spoliation must be considered. 143 There is also a growing
body of case law that addresses those circumstances under which social media evidence may be compelled by court order.
144

138

See Jan L. Jacobowitz & Danielle Singer, The Social Media Frontier: Exploring a New Mandate for Competence in the Practice
of Law, 68 U. Miami L. Rev. 445, 469-476 (2014) [hereinafter Jacobowitz & Singer, The Social Media Frontier]; see also Phila. Bar
Ass’n Prof’l Guidance Comm., Formal Op. 2009-02 (2009); see also N.Y.C. Lawyer’s Ass’n, Formal Op. 743 (2011); see also Mass. Bar
Assoc., Formal Op. 2014-5 (2014); see also Pa. Bar Ass’n, Formal Op. 2014-300 (2014); see also Social Media Guidelines of the
Commercial and Federal Litigation Section of the New York State Bar Association, New York State Bar Ass’n (Mar. 18, 2014),
http://www.nysba.org/workarea/Download Asset.aspx?id=47547.
139

See Jacobowitz & Singer, The Social Media Frontier, supra note 138, at 469-71; N.Y.C. Lawyer’s Ass’n, Formal Op. 743 (2011);
see also ABA Comm. on Ethics & Prof’l Responsibility, Formal Op. 466 (2014).
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See Jacobowitz & Singer, The Social Media Frontier, supra note 138, at 476; see also San Diego Cnty. Bar Ass’n, Formal Op.
2011-2 (2011).
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See Jacobowitz & Singer, The Social Media Frontier, supra note 138, at 475-76; see also Mass. Bar Assoc., Formal Op. 2014-5
(2014).
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See Jacobowitz & Singer, The Social Media Frontier, supra note 138, at 472-73; see also Formal Social Media Ethics Guidelines,
New York State Bar Ass’n (Mar. 18, 2014), http://www.nysba.org/workarea/DownloadAsset. aspx?id=47547.
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See N.Y. Cnty. Lawyer’s Ass’n, Formal Op. 745 (2013); see also N.C. State Bar, Formal Op. 5 (2014); see also Pa. Bar Ass’n,
Formal Op. 2014-300 (2014); see also Phila. Bar Ass’n Prof’l Guidance Comm., Formal Op. 2014-5 (2014); see also Prof’l Ethics of
the Fla. Bar, Proposed Advisory Opinion 14-1 (Jan. 23, 2015).
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See Agnieszka A. McPeak, The Facebook Digital Footprint: Paving Fair and Consistent Pathways to Civil Discovery of Social
Media Data, 48 Wake Forest L. Rev. 887, 910 (2013); see also Romano v. Steelcase, Inc., 907 N.Y.S. 2d 650, 656 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 2010)
(″Since [sic] Plaintiff knew that her information may become publicly available, she cannot now claim that she had a reasonable
expectation of privacy.″); see also Beswick v. Northwest Med. Ctr., Inc., No. 07-020592, 2011 WL 7005038 (Fla. 17th Cir. Ct. Nov. 3,
2011) (Defendants sought discovery of information Plaintiff shared on social networking sites concerning her noneconomic damages and
the court found this information to be ″clearly relevant to the subject matter of the current litigation and … reasonably calculated to lead
to admissible evidence.″); see also Levine v. Culligan of Fla., Inc., No. 50-2011-CA-010339-XXXXMB, 2013 WL 1100404, at 5 (Fla.
15th Cir. Ct. Jan. 29, 2013) (finding that ″the critical factor in determining when to permit discovery of social media is whether the
requesting party has a basis for the request″ and that ″Defendant had not come forth with any information from the public portions of
any of Plaintiff’s profiles that would indicate that there [was] relevant information on her profiles that would contradict the claims in
the case″); see also Salvalto v. Miliey, No. 5:12-CV-635-Oc-10PRL, 2013 WL 2712206, at 2 (M.D. Fla. June 11, 2013); see also Root
v. Balfour Beatty Const. LLC, 132 So.3d 867 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2d Dist. 2014); see also Nucci v. Target Corporation, No. 4D14-138,
2015 WL 71726 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2d Dist. 2014 Jan. 7, 2015) (finding that ″it would take a great novelist, a Tolstoy, a Dickens, or
a Hemingway, to use words to summarize the totality of a prior life. If a photograph is worth a thousand words, there is no better portrayal
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[*568] Additionally, a number of states have advised on another hotly debated social media topic - whether judges may

be friends with lawyers on Facebook. On one end of the spectrum, states such as Florida have voiced the conservative
viewpoint that a judge should not be connected on social media with a lawyer who may appear before the judge. 145 On
the other end; however, states such as South Carolina have offered a more liberal view that encourages judges to participate
in the interest of community, but cautions them not to discuss any case pending before them in accordance with Judicial
Cannons prohibiting bias and the appearance of impropriety. 146
So, with all of this advice being offered by the state and local bar associations and the ABA, why do lawyers who are
engaged in social media continue to stumble onto ethical and professional landmines? In fact, lawyers continue to face
discipline for a wide array of social media related offenses. In Florida, a lawyer was reprimanded for blogging about a
judge’s controversial courtroom procedures and referring to her as an ″evil, unfair witch″ [*569] among other derogatory
characterizations. 147 In Illinois, a public defender received discipline for blogging about her clients, using derogatory
language and identifying them by their prison numbers or reference to their first names. 148 In Virginia, a lawyer agreed
to a five year suspension of his license and paid over a half million dollars in sanctions as a result of instructing his client
to ″clean up his Facebook page,″ delete his Facebook account, and sign answers to interrogatories that stated as of the date
of the signing that he did not have a Facebook account. 149 In Georgia, a lawyer was reprimanded when she responded to
a client’s negative review on the lawyer rating service AVVO and thereby breached client confidentiality. 150 In yet another
Florida case, a public defender was terminated after she posted a picture of her client’s leopard printed underwear on
Facebook and commented on the family’s choice of proper client attire. 151 As Public Defender Carlos Martinez explained
after terminating the lawyer, ″when a lawyer broadcasts disparaging and humiliating words and pictures, it undermines the
basic client relationship and it gives the appearance that [the client] is not receiving a fair trial.″ 152
All of these disciplinary actions involve the application, in a social media context, of the traditional rules requiring respect
for the judiciary, client confidentiality, and fairness to opposing counsel. However, there is also a growing list of examples
of ″random″ postings - either done anonymously or openly - of thoughts and feelings about cases, controversies or current
issues, the publication of which are jeopardizing the reputations and careers of the lawyers involved.
of what an individual’s life was like than those photographs the individual has chosen to share through social media before the
occurrence of an accident causing injury.″).
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(2011).
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880-81 (Wis. 2011).
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For example, last summer two public defenders were terminated after posting derogatory statements on their Facebook
accounts about Palestinians [*570] in connection with the death of three Israeli teenagers. 153 After terminating the two
lawyers, Public Defender Howard Feinstein said that he was stunned by the nature of the Facebook posts and explained
that it is ″time for us to learn and grow and draw the line in the sand firmly that as public defenders we have a higher calling
and we cannot engage in hate speech that interferes with the mission of this office which is equal justice for all.″ 154
In September, an Arkansas judge was removed from the bench and banned from holding office after he posted comments
about his cases on a University of Louisiana online message board under the pseudonym ″geauxjudge.″ Some of his
comments were seen as reflecting bias against women, African Americans, and the gay community. 155 The judge also
included commentary about the confidential adoption of a child by actress Charlize Theron. 156
In 2011, an Indiana state prosecutor was terminated after he tweeted ″use live ammunition″ in response to the news report
that riot police had been ordered to remove protestors from the state capital of Madison, Wisconsin. 157
In 2011, a Minnesota Assistant U.S. Attorney made headlines after posting on Facebook that she was ″keeping the streets
safe from Somalis″ during the trial of a Somali immigrant accused of attempted murder, 158
[*571] In 2012, at least four attorneys in a U.S. Attorney’s office either resigned or were demoted as a result of their
″anonymous″ postings on a Louisiana newspaper’s website during the high profile trial of five New Orleans police officers
who allegedly shot innocent victims in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. 159 The online comments were a significant
contributing factor to behavior that the judge deemed ″grotesque prosecutorial misconduct″ when he overturned the
conviction and ordered a new trial. 160 Notably, the main online perpetrator was not directly involved in the trial.
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In 2013, a Beaumont, Texas Assistant U.S. Attorney made derogatory, racially charged comments on Facebook regarding
the Trayvon Martin case. 161
[He] … commented on the Trayvon Martin case, in which George Zimmerman was acquitted in the death of the teen who
had gone to the store to buy Skittles and Arizona iced tea, the story says.
[He] wrote: ″How are you fixed for Skittles and Arizona watermelon fruitcocktail (and maybe a bottle of Robitussin, too)
in your neighborhood? I am fresh out of ’purple drank.’ So, I may come by for a visit. In a rainstorm. In the middle of the
night. In a hoodie. Don’t get upset or anything if you see me looking in your window … kay?″ 162
There are many more examples in what John Browning has dubbed the ″rogues gallery″ of social media blunders. 163
Perhaps one of the most recent [*572] is the Florida prosecutor’s mother’s day greeting to ″all you crack hoes″ that appears
at the opening of this article. 164 Some of the lawyers involved in the examples discussed above lost their jobs, while others
were disciplined on the job or by a bar association. Universal among the cases is the impact on the legal profession. No
doubt, there are individual factors that apply in all of these examples, but given the pervasive nature of social media and
the repeated social media mishaps occurring within the legal profession, perhaps there is an overarching cultural
explanation.
A. Culture Clash?
Why are there so many stories of lawyers tripping on ethical landmines in cyberspace? Psychological studies have found
that people share on social media because sharing is not only consistent with human nature, but also is often prompted by
emotional arousal for which social media sharing may provide a sense of closure. 165 Additionally, ″oversharing″ stems
from our basic wiring and the inherent pleasure we gain from talking about ourselves. 166 Thus, a lawyer’s need to vent
about a client, opposing counsel, or judge - conversations that traditionally occurred in a discreet, face-to-face conversation
with a colleague - may now appear as a hyper-personal, disinhibited, and possibly ″flaming″ post on social media. As such,
a lawyer’s natural desire for connectedness and social feedback, another factor in why people share on social media, may
underlie the impulse to post a crack hoes mother’s day greeting or controversial comment about the Trayvon Martin case.
Perhaps, the problem is that the legal profession’s culture is not a culture of quick share and connects. Contrasted with the
quick and immediate nature of social media and its values of share and connect are the legal profession’s values of careful
analytical thinking, confidentiality, and respect for others as well as for the legal profession’s perceived role in society. In
other words, lawyers are known for careful analysis of confidential information [*573] rather than public sharing of private
161
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information and opinions. Some of the fundamental cultural norms of social media and the legal profession seem to directly
contradict one another. On the other hand, some of the personality traits associated with lawyers such as being aggressive,
competitive, and subject to suffering high degrees of psychological stress may render social media compelling as an outlet
for emotionally charged opinions or as a vehicle for winning-at-all-costs legal strategies.
Moreover, the fact that the profession has not historically codified the value of cultural competency and that legal education
has been criticized for failing to adequately connect analytical thinking skills with real world situations compounds the
situation. Why? Because a lawyer who does not appreciate the clashing nature of social media norms with the legal
profession’s norms and also suffers from a general lack of cultural competency will not likely appreciate the impact of his
social media post upon the vast audience that comprises social media. The public defenders who were terminated for
anti-Palestinian posts may not have considered that there would be uproar from the Islamic community that voiced concern
about being able to have unbiased representation for anyone in their community who might be in need of a public defender.
167
Thus, a lawyer who blends his professional and personal life on social media without appreciating Mark Zuckerberg’s
suggestion that the days of having two identities - one for work and one for home - are rapidly coming to end, is a lawyer
who may be risking his reputation and career. Beyond understanding the cultural differences between social media and the
legal profession, some guidelines may prove to be beneficial.
B. Cultural Competency and Social Media Guidelines for the Legal Profession
In 2012, the International Bar Association’s (IBA) Legal Projects Team conducted an international survey of its member
bar associations and reported its findings in The Impact of Online Social Networking on the Legal Profession and Practice.
The survey found that ″over 90 percent of respondents identified a need for bar associations, law societies and councils,
or, alternatively, the IBA, to develop guidelines regarding the use of online social networking sites in the legal profession.″
168
On May 24, 2014, the IBA [*574] published International Principles for the Legal Profession. 169 These principles were
developed after taking into consideration varying cultural differences in the use of social media by IBA’s international
members and seek to resolve the ″cultural clash″ between social media and the legal profession.
The first of the six principles acknowledges the normative value of independence and suggests, ″before entering into an
online ’relationship’, lawyers should reflect upon the professional implications of being linked publicly. Comments and
content posted online ought to project the same professional independence and the appearance of independence that is
required in practice.″ 170
The second principle addresses integrity and explains ″legal professionals are expected to maintain the highest standards
of integrity in all dealings, including those conducted over social media. Comments or content that are unprofessional or
unethical could damage public confidence, even if they were originally made in a ’private’ context.″ 171
The third principle is responsibility and pertains to understanding how social media works. In other words, lawyers should
acquire competence as to the methods for engaging in social media. The third principle states:
Legal professionals should be reminded to maintain responsible use of social media based on a full understanding of the
implications (noting that information published on social media is not easily removable) and, at the same time, monitor
and regularly review their use of and content on social media …
167
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Social media provides a platform for quick, short messages to be disseminated widely. What was intended to be humorous
or frivolous may be received as a serious declaration. Bar associations and regulatory bodies should remind legal
practitioners to consider the context, the potential audience and whether the comment is clear and unambiguous. As a
general guidance, legal practitioners ought not to do or say something online that they would not do or say in front of a
crowd. Lawyers should also be reminded that inappropriate use of social media could also lead to exposure to
discrimination, harassment and invasion of privacy claims as well as exposure to claims for defamation, libel and other
torts. 172
The fourth principle, confidentiality, pertains to the importance not only of client confidentiality, but also of the public
perception that lawyers maintain confidentiality of client information. This principle recommends that, ″bar associations
and regulatory bodies should encourage lawyers to consider [*575] client confidentiality more generally when using social
media … [and warns that even] … information that locates a lawyer geographically and temporally could be used to show
professional involvement with a client who does not wish to publicize that he or she is seeking legal advice.″ 173
The fifth principle, maintaining public confidence, echoes Zuckerberg’s observation of the need for a unified identity. It
states that:
Legal practitioners should be encouraged to monitor their online and offline conduct in the same way. Restraint should be
exercised so that online conduct adheres to the same standard as it would offline in order to maintain a reputation
demonstrating characteristics essential to a trusted lawyer, such as independence and integrity …
As with offline activity, lawyers have personal autonomy over their private affairs. The difference with online social media
is that a lawyer’s life and activities may be exposed more widely to public gaze, which may have the effect of highlighting
the key characteristics of the lawyer. It is essential that bar associations and regulatory bodies ensure that lawyers appreciate
these key characteristics and risks when pursuing their personal social life online. In addition, because it is common to use
a variety of social media, bar associations and regulatory bodies should remind lawyers to consider whether the sum total
of their social media activity portrays a legal professional with whom clients can entrust their affairs. 174
The sixth and final principle, policy, calls upon law firms and other legal offices to develop clear policy guidelines for
employees as to social media use. This principle serves as reinforcement of the concept that social media culture is distinct
from the culture of the legal profession and therefore must be thoughtfully integrated in the legal profession. 175
The IBA has not only identified competence, integrity, confidentiality, and maintaining the public trust as characteristics
of the legal profession, but has also sought to explain the nuances of social media to assist attorneys in avoiding the
undertow when human nature encourages a lawyer to express himself online without regard to his offline professional
identity and the cultural norms of the legal profession. Awareness is an essential ingredient in avoiding the quick expression
of a thought or feeling consistent with the [*576] culture of social media, but the expression of which will ultimately clash
with normative values in the legal profession.
VIII. The Role of Awareness
As discussed above, becoming culturally competent requires a heightened awareness in the moment. Pausing to consider
another person’s cultural context and how it might be influencing that person’s communication is essential. Likewise, an
awareness of an individual’s own cultural predispositions and biases is a critical component of cultural competency.
Awareness is necessary not only in dealing with clients, opposing counsel, judges, and jurors, but also when engaging in
the culture of social media. Both aspects of cultural competency come into play. Awareness of the manner of
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self-expression of the communicator and awareness of the potential reaction of the recipients of the communication are
required. The IBA’s social media principles for the legal profession focus on both the need to maintain fundamental values
of the legal profession and the fact that awareness of these values and the norms of social media culture are the formula
for successfully integrating these two cultures. 176
In his book, The Eighth Habit: From Effectiveness to Greatness, Stephen Covey describes awareness as the realization that
there is a space between an event and a person’s response to that event. 177 Covey notes that the understanding that an
individual may pause in this space had a dramatic impact upon his orientation in the world. 178 Dr. Daniel Siegel explains
that by pausing to gain insight into what is influencing your thought process, you may be able to reflect and more
consciously deliberate to thoughtfully decide upon a response rather than quickly react in a regrettable manner. 179
In ″Thinking, Fast and Slow,″ Daniel Kahneman describes the process of thinking about our thinking, or ″meta-awareness.″
180
He explains that correcting errors that originate in our intuitive, implicit thinking is simple in principle, but in actuality
requires a considerable investment. 181
The simple principle is ″to recognize the signs that you are in a cognitive minefield, slow down, and ask for reinforcement″
from the conscious, deliberate aspect of your mind - the slow thinking system. 182 Kahneman further explains:
[*577]

Unfortunately, this sensible procedure is least likely to be applied when it is needed most. We would all like to have a
warning bell ring loudly whenever we are about to make a serious error, but no such bell is available … The voice of reason
may be much fainter than the loud and clear voice of an erroneous intuition, and questioning your intuitions is unpleasant
when you face the stress of a big decision. More doubt is the last thing that you want when you are in trouble … The upshot
is that it is much easier to identify a minefield when you observe others wandering into it than when you are about to do
so. 183
Cultivating awareness and understanding the psychological theories that impact interpersonal relationships and
decision-making are areas of growing interest in the legal profession. Jennifer Robbennolt and Jean Sternlight’s book,
Psychology for Lawyers, is part of the growing literature advancing the idea that not only should law students and lawyers
be taught cultural competency, but also they should learn about cognitive psychology and emotional intelligence to increase
self-awareness and improve effectiveness. 184 Robbennolt and Sternlight begin their book with Judge Learned Hand’s
observation in a 1911 opinion. Judge Hand wrote, ″how long we shall continue to blunder along without the aid of
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unpartisan and authoritative scientific assistance in the administration of justice, no one knows; but all fair persons not
conventionalized by provincial legal habits of mind ought, I should think, unite to effect some such advance.″ 185
Robbennolt and Sternlight have embraced Judge Hand’s suggestion and provided an in-depth exploration of the value for
lawyers of learning more about psychology, ″the science of how people think, feel and behave.″ 186 They suggest that,
″lawyers who can harness the insights of psychology [*578] will be more effective interviewers and counselors, engage
in more successful negotiations, conduct more efficient and useful discovery, more effectively persuade judges and others
through their written words, better identify and avoid ethical problems, and even be more productive and happier.″ 187
Robbennolt and Sternlight explain heuristics that impact decision-making and the variables that result in ethical lapses, 188
which may occur ″more easily and less intentionally than we might imagine.″ 189 It is critical to maintain an awareness of
the underlying psychology at play and the fact that the influence of certain aspects of legal practice, such as zealous client
advocacy, may contribute to an ethical lapse. 190 Awareness of the ethics rules, as well as prior planning, also contribute
to more effective and ethical decision-making. 191 Prior planning tools that may be used include identifying beneficial
resources, anticipating pressure, 192 and employing the psychological strategy of implementation. 193 An ″implementation
intention″ may be useful for lawyers who are highly engaged in social media and want to avoid impulsively sharing
thoughts that are better left unpublished. Robbennolt and Sternlight explain:
an implementation intention is an if-then statement that specifies how we will behave in a future situation. In particular the
statement anticipates and articulates a specific triggering circumstance or feeling followed by a detailed statement of what
we will do on that occasion … . We might say, when I feel myself under pressure to make a concession, I will tell Joe that
I need to make a phone call and take a five-minute break.″ When the trigger occurs the response is automatic. Specifying
the trigger as well as the specifics of the behavioral response in this way has been shown to be effective in furthering the
desired goal-directed behavior. 194
Another strategy for cultivating awareness is mindfulness, the development of non-judgmental awareness in the moment,
which is growing in popularity in the legal community. Mindfulness enhances awareness of thoughts, feelings, and bodily
sensations that are experienced in the present moment, which impact our decision-making and often go unnoticed. The legal
profession is embracing mindfulness practice to provide tools to assist in engaging [*579] in the pause, ″thinking about
ones thinking″, and responding more thoughtfully. 195
As discussed above, once an individual develops an enhanced self-awareness, he may better analyze his relationship to
other cultures, obtain knowledge about other cultures, and further develop the skills to recognize and adapt to the distinction
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in the moment. This formula is true for any cross-cultural exchange, but traveling in the land of social media is more like
being a traveler in a foreign land than it is sitting directly across from a client where perhaps it is easier to practice and
engage in Bryant and Koh Peters’ five habits of the culturally competent lawyer. 196 When using social media, a lawyer
should be aware not only of aligning his conduct to the norms of the legal profession, but also must consider the culture
sensitivities of the virtually unlimited culturally diverse audience.
It is not possible to apply cultural competence skills to consider all ages, ethnicities, nationalities, sexual preferences,
vocations, education levels, socio-economic levels, and other traits of the people to whom a lawyer may be ″speaking″
through status updates, tweets, Instagram pictures, and YouTube videos. Thus, lawyers need to be aware that using
prejudicial, biased language even in jest, posting controversial comments about a group of people such as the Palestinians,
or unprofessionally posting and commenting on a client’s underwear 197 are social media posts that can quickly be viewed
by hundreds or even thousands of people, depending upon privacy settings as well as other social media sharing
methodologies. Moreover, whatever you post is permanent. 198 In other words, lawyers beware: you are what you post.
[*580]

VIII. Conclusion
There is a robust literature dedicated to cultural awareness and cultural competence. The role of the lawyer and the cultural
norms of the legal profession also command an enormous body of scholarly writing and analysis. Finally, there is an
increasing amount of research and literature revolving around the impact of the digital age and the culture of social media.
Ultimately, this article is about raising awareness. Awareness of the value for lawyers who are willing to develop cultural
competence. Awareness of the benefit for lawyers who understand the normative values of the legal profession and
recognize how those values may align or contrast with personal values and the context in which they practice. Awareness
that a competent lawyer must be knowledgeable about both the advantages and pitfalls of using social media in the effective
practice of law. Finally, awareness in the moment so that a lawyer may pause and calibrate his cultural competency such
that his words remain true to his intention and identity, whether it be online or offline.
Speak clearly, if you speak at all; carve every word before you let it fall.
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Text
[*1]

Introduction
Imagine going through a divorce and a friend recommends the lawyer that she used for her own divorce. However, she
cannot recall the attorney’s first name or the name of his firm but she is able to recall his last name and the city in which
his firm has an office. Suppose you then decide to investigate the referral from your friend. You anxiously go online to
search for this attorney with all the information you have. In today’s world, you will more than likely find the attorney that
you are looking for with only the two pieces of data you entered. Twenty years ago, that would not be the case and you
would be stuck looking for a divorce attorney via the tedious task of flipping through a mountain of yellow pages in the
phonebook. In the modern scenario, it is a winning situation for both the prospective client and attorney. The client has
easily located someone she feels she can trust and is able to learn more about the attorney and his or her area of practice
via the attorney’s website or advertisement of services on social media. The attorney is also potentially gaining a new
client, simply by word of mouth combined with the help of social media. Though not every situation involves such a
positive outcome, it is fair to say that social media has created an ease in the ability to advertise and research that never
existed before. But just as with all great things, some precaution must be taken in order to make advertising on social media
work within the parameters set by the American Bar Association’s (ABA) Model Rules of Professional Conduct (MRPC).
[*2] This paper will highlight the potential areas of risk that can accompany social media use in the law profession, with
a focus on advertising issues and confidentiality. Part I outlines the history of attorneys advertising their services and
explains the MRPC that will be examined throughout the paper. This part also details the types of social media on which
attorneys rely and how attorneys may use social media to attract new customers and conduct their practice. Part II illustrates
the dangers of advertising legal services on social media platforms. In addition, this part highlights current issues that have
arisen by using hypothetical and real-world illustrations. Part III demonstrates that using social media to advertise or
communicate with clients may not always be the appropriate avenue to take, as it can trigger the waiver of attorney-client
privilege or permeate confidences protected by the attorney-client relationship. Part IV examines if new amendments to the
MRPC are necessary to handle the emergence of social media usage in the law profession or if the current rules are worded
in such a way that they are applicable to issues connected to using social media within the law profession. This part also
offers suggestions as to how states may combat the problems associated with lawyers advertising and using social media
platforms in their capacity as a lawyer. Finally, Part V examines the American Bar Association’s views on the necessity
of a new social media rule.

I. Lawyer Advertising Meets Social Media: The Modern Way to Solicit Your Clients
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Lawyers are allowed to advertise their services and specialties in order to create business. 1 Without such advertisements,
solo and smaller sized firms would have a difficult time surviving in such a competitive field. 2 Additionally, advertising
is necessary in order to communicate to prospective clients the wide variety of services from which they can select. 3
Advertising for legal services can be found in many forms, including a mailer sent to your home, an advertisement on a
billboard, or even an advertisement posted on a bus zooming by you during rush hour. It is important to note that the form
of permitted advertising is state dependent and an attorney should check with his or her state rules to see how best to [*3]
proceed. 4 The intent of advertisements should be clear: there should be the conveyance of the firm name, services offered,
and how to contact the firm.
Advertising was not always a right afforded to the legal profession. The ban on advertising was overturned in 1977 when
the Supreme Court reasoned that in order to ″preserve the ″free flow’ of commercial information, states cannot wholly ban
lawyer advertising, but can regulate false, deceptive, or misleading advertisements.″ 5 States are unable to institute a total
ban on legal advertisements because ″lawyer advertising is commercial speech and, as such, is accorded a measure of First
Amendment protection.″ 6 The First Amendment, of course, prohibits any law from impeding on the right to free speech.
7
However, First Amendment protection of legal advertisements does not mean that every advertisement is permissible. One
cannot claim to be the best attorney in the state or advertise that he or she has never lost a case. To laymen, these terms
are concrete and indicative of the exact service that he or she will receive. Laymen expect that upon reading those words,
if you are hired as their attorney, you will automatically win their case because you have claimed to literally be the best
attorney in the state. Such advertising would lead to numerous cases of malpractice based on false advertising and
misleading statements. Therefore, in order to prevent such a catastrophe within the profession, an attorney is able to turn
to the American Bar Association’s MRPC that provide guidelines for acceptable and permissible behavior related to the law
profession. Each state adopts and tailors the MRPC as it finds fit, though the primary principles remain consistent in each
state’s adoption of the MRPC.
The rules that will be examined in this paper are MRPC 1.6, 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4. Rule 1.6 addresses the confidentiality
of information. 8 This rule ″governs the disclosure by a lawyer of information relating to the representation of a client
during the lawyer’s representation of the client.″ 9 Rule 7 and its subparts are referred to as the ″advertising rules″ and direct
lawyers on the specificities involved with lawyer solicitation of clients and the types of advertising that are permitted.
Rule 7.1 is entitled ″Communications Concerning A Lawyer’s Services.″ This rule states, ″A lawyer shall not make a false
or misleading communication about the lawyer or the lawyer’s services.″ 10 A communication is considered false or
misleading if the communication [*4] contains ″a material misrepresentation of fact or law, or omits a fact necessary to
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make the statement considered as a whole not materially misleading.″ 11 This rule governs all communications that pertain
to a lawyer’s services and highlights that all communication must be truthful.
Rule 7.2 is simply called ″Advertising″ 12 and illustrates the overarching rule pertaining to advertising. It is important to
note that this rule provides a caveat in that ″questions of effectiveness and taste in advertising are matters of speculation
and subjective judgment.″ 13 This means that states are afforded a great deal of flexibility in determining what is considered
an appropriate means of advertising. Important for this paper, the commentary of MRPC 7.2 does refer a reader to MRPC
7.3 when examining the means of advertising that can be considered to happen in ″real-time.″
The next rule in the advertising section is MRPC 7.3, pertaining to the solicitation of clients. 14 Rule 7.3 shows the limits
of solicitation with a client and who may or may not be contacted by an attorney. Additionally, it shows what type of outside
services the lawyer can employ to help obtain potential clients. The purpose for this rule is to ″prohibit the type of
advertising that has serious potential for abuse to the extent that the prohibition does not infringe on an attorney’s
constitutionally protected commercial free speech.″ 15
Lastly, MRPC 7.4 outlines the information that an attorney may disclose relating to his fields of practice and specialization.
16
All of the aforementioned advertising rules are in place to allow potential clients to access truthful information that they
may require without the hazard of being poached by hungry lawyers in search of business.
According to a 2012 poll, nearly 85% of U.S. law firms use social media for marketing purposes. 17 Though social media
continues to expand into new platforms, the most commonly examined include Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn, as well
as professional blogs. It was found from the 2012 ABA Legal Technology Survey that 88% of responding firms have some
information available on LinkedIn, 58% reported using Facebook for [*5] advertising purposes, and 13% have a firm
account on Twitter. 18 It is not unreasonable to assume that these numbers will only go up as younger generations of lawyers
assume roles in law firms.
All of these social media forums revolve around the same common theme: distributing information. Information is shared
about who works at the firm, how to contact the firm, what the firm specializes in, etc. 19 Nevertheless, the ″practice of
law seems at odds with this information-sharing revolution.″ 20 After all, the law profession centers on the ability to
maintain confidential attorney-client relationships and attorneys are ″ethically obligated to guard and filter the information
provided to them … [being] bound by duties of confidence and discretion[]″ under the Model Rule of Professional Conduct
1.6. 21 Attorneys are ″expected to be thoughtful, reserved, and circumspect - anything but information-impulsive.″ 22 A
great deal of precaution is thus required in order to ensure that the use of social media within the law profession does not
11
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violate this critical rule. This risk will be examined later, as it is first necessary to illustrate the advertising rules and their
potential perks and downfalls.
Social media has grown from simple websites into complex and dynamic worlds of their own, complete with real time
responses and updates. 23 Websites offer attorneys and law firms a twenty-four hour marketing tool, explaining the
″particular qualifications of a lawyer or a law firm, explaining the scope of legal services they provide and describing their
clientele[] … .″ 24 Additionally, newer forms of social media, such as Twitter, have also been embraced by the law world.
A recent search reveals that ″organizations like the American Bar Association and various law schools have Twitter
accounts.″ 25 It is not only law organizations that have Twitter accounts, but also the largest law firms in the world have
[*6] embraced the new age of social media. 26 It is likely that in upcoming years, many more firms of varying sizes will
also join this new social media revolution as the phenomena becomes more engrained in our daily lives.
This revolution in client communication is not the first that the law field has encountered. It used to be considered
unprofessional for a lawyer to have a telephone in his or her office. 27 The telephone was thought to take time away from
the attorney processing higher-level issues and a distraction from work. 28 Additionally, the same pushback was felt when
computers became introduced into the workplace. 29 Computers were to be used by the lawyer’s secretary or assistant, not
by an attorney. 30 The attorney was not to waste valuable time typing up his own emails or memos. 31 However, as shown
throughout history, the more our society becomes accustomed to something, the more comfortable and accepting it is of
that behavior. The same struggle that was experienced with telephones and computers is now occurring with the usage of
social media.
II. The Danger of Using Social Media in Advertising
Advertising online seems relatively harmless. It is inexpensive, can reach clients globally, and can be uploaded right from
the comfort of your own home. However, advertisements for legal services are not this simple. There is a fine line between
when advertising on the Internet, whether it be through email or when posted on a homepage, constitutes ″direct mail″
contact (which is constitutionally protected by the United States Supreme Court 32) and when this advertising resembles
″in-person″ and ″live telephone″ contact that is prohibited by MRPC 7.3. The State Bar of Michigan issued an informal
ethics opinion which noted ″posted information is in the nature of general material, non-targeted, and is seen or used when
a user gains access to the venue upon which information is posted.″ 33 This opinion reasons that in instances involving
posted material, it is the Internet user initially reaching out and it is thereby the user that exposes him or herself to the
22
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information. This is juxtaposed with the ″in-person″ solicitation that puts an individual on the spot and can be
overwhelming as well as intrusive. The opinion found that ″since the user initiates the contact with the posted information,
MRPC 7.3 is not [*7] triggered.″ 34 It went on to note that sending form communications online is akin to ″sending
postcards through the US Mail … .″ 35 The rational was that it ″is not as private as sending a sealed letter, and there is an
expectation, but no guarantee, that the communication has been received by the intended recipient.″ 36 Thus, email
advertisements are treated more similarly to directed mail solicitations as opposed to ″real-time in-person or telephone
solicitation.″ 37 Additionally, email announcements imitate ″direct mail in the receiver’s ability to enter a mailbox, identify
the sender and subject matter prior to opening the transmission, and choose how to treat the communication.″ 38 Therefore,
the threshold allowance for online advertising is if a general audience can reach the information and the attorney does not,
in a real-time platform, take the first step to directly communicate or advertise to a pre-identified individual.
Many lawyers engage in maintaining law related blogs. 39 Blogs are an ideal medium ″for scholarly discussion of legal
issues, but lawyers should never use blogs to detail work experiences that may betray client confidences or impede justice.″
40
Hunter v. Virginia State Bar illustrates the fine line that attorney-bloggers must navigate. In this case, there was a blog
maintained by two attorneys, which was accessible via the law firm’s website. 41 Much of the posted content reflected cases
in which Hunter obtained favorable results for the firm’s clients. Hunter’s posts were claimed to be in violation of MRPC
7.1 and 7.2. 42 Hunter argued that these posts were primarily political speech and not commercial. 43 This was an important
distinction for the court to make, as ″the distinction then is outcome-determinative in First Amendment jurisprudence
because restrictions on commercial speech are subject to intermediate scrutiny, while content-based restrictions on political
speech generally are subject to a higher standard of strict scrutiny.″ 44 The Virginia Supreme Court ruled that these posts
were predominately commercial speech, as Hunter admitted that his motivation for the blog was at least in part economic.
45
[*8] The posts were also determined to be advertisements, in that they described cases where he had won a favorable
result for his client. 46 The most important takeaway from this recent case is that though an attorney may want to highlight
his winning record, any sort of post could be taken to be misleading to a potential client, and therefore, the posted material
on a law-related website must be very closely monitored.
Blogs and other websites that allow readers to comment back to the author are another area where caution should be taken.
If you have such an area where ″readers can ″talk’ to the authors and each other[,] [it] allows prospective clients to create
a dialogue with attorneys.″ 47 This dialogue can be a cause for concern because ″when posting to either a professional legal
blog or a personal blog, which conspicuously notes that the author is an attorney[] … the attorney-blogger inadvertently
34
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may develop an attorney-client relationship with a blog commenter.″ 48 Additionally, due to the possibility of real time
responses in interactions such as these, there is a dangerous likelihood that a potential client may believe that the attorney
he or she is conversing with has agreed to be his or her attorney. 49 This could create the presumption of an attorney client
relationship, as this relationship ″may be implied ″when (1) a person seeks advice or assistance from an attorney, (2) the
advice or assistance sought pertains to matters within the attorney’s professional competence, and (3) the attorney expressly
or impliedly agrees to give or actually gives the desired advice or assistance.’″ 50 Therefore, ″whether an attorney-client
relationship exists by implication is ultimately a factual determination based upon the circumstances presented by a
particular case.″ 51 If an attorney-client relationship is found to exist, ″many obligations attach - certainly the lawyer will
be assuming, for example, the duties of competence, communication, confidentiality, and conflict-free advice.″ 52 If such
relationship has been created inadvertently and a lawyer does not uphold his duties as an attorney, it could ultimately lead
to a malpractice liability. 53
[*9] There are a few precautions an attorney can take when operating a blog or a website that allows for reader comments
or questions. One suggestion is to ″avoid answering fact-specific questions, instead tailoring a response to a broader legal
issue.″ 54 Additionally, a ″lawyer should make clear to a prospective client that the lawyer is not providing advice or any
other service and that the lawyer is not agreeing or planning to provide any legal services for the prospective client.″ 55
After all, the purpose of allowing for these sorts of questions is not to distribute free individualized advice but rather to
advertise. It is to show that you are a competent attorney in an area of law. By allowing your responses to appear on your
website, it offers prospective clients a way to evaluate your work without having an in-person consultation. Warnings
should also be stated on these sites to help ensure that those reading the websites understand that this is just general advice
and is not to be construed as legal advice for anyone reading the blog. It is easy to see how advertising in real time social
media can quickly escalate into other issues, such as the formation of attorney-client relationships, which will be discussed
later in more detail.
The key difference in determining when activities such as these are acceptable under the MRPC is that ″real time in
interactive communication is treated as solicitation, but sequential communication is treated as advertising.″ 56 The
communication is a matter of timing: if you are the first party to initiate contact in real-time between yourself and a
prospective client, this is prohibited, but if you respond to a party in real-time or are only advertising services on a real-time
platform, this is permitted behavior. For example, a lawyer could tweet ″about a recent court ruling that might be of interest
to people following him or her … .″ 57 This would be an acceptable form of social media usage by an attorney. On the
other hand, if someone tweeted he or she had been involved in a motor vehicle accident and a lawyer reaches out to that
individual with a tweet, ″call me! #lawyer,″ that would then constitute direct and prohibitive contact pursuant to MRPC
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7.3, because the lawyer initiated contact in real-time. 58 Therefore, if a client reaches out to you first, and you then
responded in a real-time social medium, it is likely that you would not trigger a violation of MRPC 7.3. This violation
would not occur due to the fact that the client took the initial step and you are not soliciting him or her at this point - you
are only responding to the contact. The analogy was given that if something is in real time, it would be the equivalent of
calling someone on [*10] the phone and saying, ″please hire me.″ 59 When applied to the current MRPC 7.3, this analogy
aligns perfectly with Comment 1 of this Rule. Comment 1 explains the reasoning behind the prohibition of the in-person
or real-time solicitation. The Comment says that these live or ″in-person″ forms of contact are dangerous as the solicited
person is being subjected to ″the private importuning of the trained advocate in a direct interpersonal encounter.″ 60 The
″in-person″ solicitation can be overwhelming to someone in the already stressful position of choosing legal counsel
resulting in a compromising situation. 61 The person may feel pressured to choose the person standing before them as his
or her legal representation, even if he or she does not feel comfortable with that person as their representation. 62 The law
field does not want to pressure or mislead individuals into selecting lawyers and through careful edits of advertising
material, steps are being taken to ensure this does not happen in virtual worlds. 63
Another large issue that can appear with online advertising and the usage of social media is the ″alter ego phenomenon.″
64
The phenomenon details that the normal restraint shown in a real life setting has a dangerous possibility of disappearing
when a lawyer has the ability to create an online version of him or herself. 65 The idea is that ″personal restraint and other
immutable conditions are often abandoned in favor of a more perfect ″screen personality.’″ 66
The most likely place for this ″alter ego″ to appear is via LinkedIn’s (or another similar website) specialty section or
endorsement section. 67 This endorsement section allows others to declare that you possess a certain skill or characteristic.
68
These endorsements appear on your personal ″profile,″ visible to anyone that searches for you on the website. These
terms of endorsement or skillset may run afoul of Rule 7’s advertising rules. 69 A chief reporter for the ABA Commission
on Ethics 20/20 says [*11] that acceptance of an endorsement of skills of which you do not possess would be misleading
and violate MRPC 7.1. 70 The Ethics Advisory Committee of the South Carolina Bar offered its insight on a hypothetical
website that allowed for peer endorsement and client ratings. 71 The Committee said that ″a lawyer who adopts or endorses
information on any similar website becomes responsible for conforming all information in the lawyer’s listing to the Rules
58
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of Professional Conduct.″ 72 Therefore, in South Carolina, you assume personal responsibility for the endorsements and are
liable if it is found that these traits are misleading or false.
However, not everyone believes that attorneys should be held responsible under the MRPC for endorsements provided by
third parties. Others believe that because these are not self-made statements by the attorney, they do not fall within the
periphery of the Rule and therefore the lawyer cannot be held liable. 73 This ″alter ego″ of an attorney may also be formed
by client testimonials that are posted on an attorney’s website. Testimonials may be truthful for that particular client’s case,
but can lead to unjustified expectations of the attorney’s work or ability for a different case. 74 There has been no issuance
of a statement or guidepost by the ABA on this subject matter so attorneys are left to balance the risk of going before a
disciplinary panel or ensuring that their name and firm are searchable within social media.
Endorsements do not always come at the hands of others. In 2012, the South Carolina Supreme Court reprimanded a young
lawyer for his misleading statements online and the misrepresentation of facts regarding his legal skillset and experience.
75
The lawyer had only recently passed the bar and claimed to be competent in over 50 different practice areas, though he
had little to no experience in any of these areas. 76 It is easy to see how a prospective client, already in a panicked state
due to needing legal counsel, would not realize that there would be no possible way for a newly admitted lawyer to already
have sufficient knowledge in over fifty different practice areas. This false advertising sets both the client and attorney up
for failure, as well as tarnishing the reputation of the legal community.
Lawyers using professional networking sites such as LinkedIn or Avvo also have another area to be wary of when creating
a professional [*12] profile. Aside from third party endorsements, there is a section on each personal profile page that is
entitled ″skills and expertise.″ Two individual states have felt the need to comment on this particular section of the profiles,
as it could be misleading to those shopping for legal services. 77 The New York State Bar Association was the first to
address this issue, saying that to list one’s skills or areas of expertise on LinkedIn would be no different than an attorney
listing his specialties on the firm’s website for which he worked. 78 The New York State Bar Association Committee on
Professional Ethics did draw the line at an attorney designating that he or she is an ″expert″ in a particular area of law. 79
They felt that this could be a violation of MRPC 7.1 and 7.4, as it could lead a potential client to believe that the attorney
is a specialist in the given area. 80 The Florida Bar has examined this question twice - once in April 2013 and again in
September 2013. In April, the Bar issued guidelines regarding social media for its attorneys and said ″regulations …
include prohibitions against statements characterizing skills, experience, reputation or record unless they are objectively
verifiable.″ 81 The Florida Bar’s September opinion was different than New York’s, in that it ″concluded that lawyers who
are not certified in a practice area ″may not list areas of practice under the header ″Skills & Expertise’ even if it was noted
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elsewhere on their LinkedIn profiles that they are neither certified nor an ″expert.’″ 82 However, these opinions are
overshadowed by Peel v. Attorney Registration and Disciplinary Commission of Illinois, in which the United States
Supreme Court held that ″states may not constitutionally impose a blanket prohibition on a lawyer’s truthful
communication that the lawyer is certified as a specialist by a bona fide organization.″ 83 The issue in Peel revolved around
whether there was First Amendment protection of an attorney’s letterhead that designated him as a civil trial specialist. 84
The Attorney Registration and Disciplinary Commission of Illinois claimed the ban on lawyers designating themselves as
certified or specialists was [*13] necessary because those designations could be potentially misleading under MRPC 7.4
85
The Court struck down the Commission’s ban and said ″the Commission’s authority is necessarily constrained by the
First Amendment to the Federal Constitution, and specifically by the principle that disclosure of truthful, relevant
information is more likely to make a positive contribution to decisionmaking [sic] than is concealment of such
information.″ 86 The Supreme Court held that the First Amendment allows for attorneys to advertise that they are certified
specialists if there is a ″qualified organization to stand behind that certification.″ 87 Additionally, ″states can require an
attorney who advertises ″XYZ certification’ to demonstrate that such certification is available to all lawyers who meet
objective and consistently applied standards relevant to practice in a particular area of law.″ 88 It was this ruling that led
to the amendment of MRPC 7.4 in August 1992, allowing for attorneys to show certifications and specializations that are
backed by a qualified organization. 89
The final area of social media advertising that will be discussed is coupon websites that advertise the purchase of legal
services. Imagine being able to get a flat-rate reduced price for legal services! This very occurrence happens on the popular
website, Groupon. These coupon websites allow for a business or individual to offer their services or products at a reduced
rate. The catch is that the business or individual advertising must share half of the profits earned from advertising with the
advertising company. 90 Lawyers have recently ″begun offering legal services through this site, alongside advertisements
for restaurants, spas, and home improvement services.″ 91
Currently, six states have issued opinions on the usage of Groupon for legal services. Indiana and Alabama have both
disapproved such websites. 92 Indiana takes issue with the ″reasonable fee″ language of MRPC 7.2, which states that a
lawyer may pay a ″reasonable cost″ for advertising. 93 Indiana’s disallowance for such sites (among other non-related
reasons) is due to the fact that many of these coupon sites will ask attorneys for at least half of the fees collected for the
services and this goes beyond what MRPC defines as ″reasonable.″ 94 Alabama also does not [*14] allow its attorneys to
use the website to advertise services to prospective clients. However, Alabama’s disallowance is based on the notion that
″unless the lawyer places restrictions on the type of services offered and on the number of deals available for purchase, the
82
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lawyer may find his caseload becomes unmanageable.″ 95 This can become problematic as ″unmanageably high caseloads
affect every area of representation, including preparation, thoroughness and communication with the client.″ 96
Additionally, according to Alabama’s adaptation of the MRPC, ″if fees are stated in the advertisement, the lawyer or law
firm advertising must perform the advertised services at the advertised fee, and the failure … to perform an advertised
service at the advertised fee shall be prima facie evidence of misleading advertising … .″ 97 It is clear that not only can
these advertisements result in issues with advertising, but they can also trigger other violations of the MRPC such as the
ability to diligently represent each new client that may come along due to advertising in such a manner. 98
However, North Carolina, South Carolina, Minnesota, and New York have all given their state attorneys the approval for
using such sites, though not without some words of caution. 99 These states have all indicated that there is no issue with
fee sharing between the attorney and the coupon websites under MRPC 5.4. 100 New York says, ″the offered discount must
not be illusionary, but must represent an actual discount from an established fee for the named service.″ 101 There must be
an actual discount shown because it would be deceptive ″to apply the discount to a fee that he does not regularly charge.″
102
To illustrate, if an attorney ″quotes $ 500 as his customary fee for an uncontested divorce but in fact charges many of
his clients only $ 400 for that service, to offer a discount from a $ 500 ″customary fee’ would be misleading and improper.″
103
The New York opinion also stated that the attorney must ″clearly disclose[] that a lawyer-client relationship will not be
created until after the lawyer has checked for [*15] conflicts and determined whether the lawyer is competent to perform
a service appropriate to the client.″ 104 Similarly, North Carolina also requires lawyers not to be misleading in their
advertisements as well as ″explain that the decision to hire a lawyer is an important one that should be considered carefully
and made only after investigation into the lawyer’s credentials.″ 105 This extra step seems to serve as a warning to clients
to think about whether a purchase for legal work on their beloved coupon site is the right fit for his or her current legal
issues. Additionally, North Carolina requires that should an attorney be unable to serve the client or should the client change
his or her mind, the attorney must refund the amount that was used to purchase the coupon. 106 For the sake of public policy,
this seems only fair. However, it does put the attorney in the precarious situation of setting aside great lengths of time in
order to investigate a matter or set up initial consultations for clients, who may or may not need an attorney’s services.
South Carolina issues the same warnings as New York and North Carolina, but interestingly, is the only opinion that
addresses the issue of soliciting prospective clients. The opinion notes that these coupon websites would not violate ″the
requirements of Rule 7.3 … because the lawyer will not be communicating directly with the users of the website and
because the lawyer does not know whether the prospective clients who may use the website will be in need of legal services
95
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in a particular matter.″ 107 Therefore, the four states that do allow for the advertisements of legal services on coupon
websites all stipulate that the attorney must be truthful in advertising so as to not mislead, warn of the lack of attorney-client
privilege until the lawyer has checked for conflict, and verify competency on the legal matter.
III. Social Media May Not Always Be the Right Forum: Protecting Attorney-Client Privilege
The other large area that deserves attention is the attorney’s duty of confidentiality when using social media. The
establishment of this privilege appears easily formed, especially to non-lawyers, who are typically unaware of when this
privilege begins and ends. It is therefore up to the attorney to ensure that the privilege is formed only in authentic
relationships and that no online advertising or solicitation creates this [*16] presumption in the minds of prospective
clients. 108 Furthermore, the lawyer must also the client know of any possible risks regarding breaches of confidentiality
if those risks are present. 109 Thus, it is important to understand how the advertising rules apply to the ever-growing use
of technology in today’s business because ″as technology continues to develop, what once was said in private may easily
be a public conversation with disciplinary repercussions.″ 110
The ABA states that the possibility of this inadvertent attorney-client relationship occurs only when ″the lawyer gives the
prospective client a ″reasonable expectation’ that he or she is willing to enter into a relationship.″ 111 There is no bright
line rule as to what may trigger a reasonable expectation of an attorney-client privilege. It may be that a prospective client
visits the attorney’s website and completes an online questionnaire that asks general questions about the potential client’s
case. 112 This prospective client may then believe that the attorney is reviewing his or her submitted information and not
look for alternate counsel. 113 The statute of limitations could very easily be missed should this individual not confirm that
the attorney has or has not taken on his or her case.
Another instance where this may occur is with a blog that distributes general advice but also includes an area to post a legal
question for the lawyer-author to answer. If an individual posts a question and the attorney responds, the individual may
rely on this information without verifying if the legal advice was correct. 114 This is a situation in which the individual may
or may not believe an attorney-client relationship was formed but also highlights the danger with legal blogs, as individuals
may believe that everything posted is valid law, regardless of if he or she is in the same state or without taking into
consideration the facts and circumstances. It is well established that lawyers are able to provide legal information to the
public but it is ″transformed into legal advice if the lawyer applies analysis of the law to the particular facts of an
individual’s situation.″ 115 As mentioned before, it is very important on any legal website to ″avoid addressing [*17] highly
specific facts and wherever possible expressly state that the answer should not be construed as legal advice.″ 116
Though these are only a sampling of hypotheticals, a real life situation involving social media and the attorney-client
privilege took place in 2005. It is ″one of the few decisions that has analyzed the formation of the attorney-client
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relationship through Internet communications.″ 117 In Barton v. United States, the law firm representing the plaintiffs in a
class action suit posted a questionnaire on its website to contact prospective clients. 118 Though at the time of submission
this information seemed to be under the attorney-client privilege, the lower court ruled that there was no formation of such
privilege. 119 The lower court said that the right to the privilege was waived when each plaintiff checked a ″yes″ box on
the disclaimer form, acknowledging that the questionnaire did not constitute a request for legal advice and that the plaintiff
was not forming an attorney-client relationship by submitting this information. 120 On appeal, the Ninth Circuit reversed
this decision and found that the information received was confidential information pertaining to a perspective client. The
court went on to say that the checking of the ″yes″ box did not equate to waiver of confidentiality nor the attorney-client
privilege. 121 The court concluded, ″the changes in law and technology that allow lawyers to solicit clients on the internet
[sic] and receive communications from thousands of potential clients cheaply and quickly do not change the applicable
principles.″ 122
Additionally, if there is already an attorney-client privilege in place, the attorney must be careful about his or her use of
social media with the client in order to not violate such privilege or confidentiality. In Scott v. Beth Israel Med. Ctr. Inc.,
the attorney and his client were exchanging electronic messages related to the case, which was an action against the client’s
current employer. 123 The court ruled that there was no attorney-client privilege allowed for these messages and their
content, as the employer owned the computer on which the messages were sent. 124 It reiterated that ″as with any other
confidential communication, the holder of the privilege and his or her attorney must protect the privileged communication;
otherwise, it will be waived.″ 125 This serves as a warning [*18] to lawyers tempted to use social media forums to contact
clients. 126 If a lawyer avoids using social networking sites to communicate with clients, it ″prevents confidential
information from being viewed by others especially if privacy settings are not in place because anything that is posted on
a blog or social networking site is available to the public.″ 127 Legal ethicist John Steel summarizes by noting ″there’s a
tension between the duty of confidentiality and the Facebook norm of enormously reduced, if not nonexistent, personal
boundaries.″ 128 Attorneys should not avoid or be prevented from using social media, ″however, attorneys should never use
social networking sites to communicate with their clients about ongoing or past matters related to their case.″ 129
The ABA Commission on Ethics 20/20 has also said that social media usage requires a change to MRPC 1.6, which deals
with confidential information. 130 In August 2012, the ABA House of Delegates approved the Commission’s proposal to
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add paragraph (c) to MRPC 1.6. 131 The amended MRPC 1.6 (c) now says, ″A lawyer shall make reasonable efforts to
prevent the inadvertent or unauthorized disclosure of, or unauthorized access to, information relating to the representation
of a client.″ 132 This amendment changed the past rule in which there was no ethical obligation to protect client information
that is collected, recorded, or stored in a digital manner that may be accessed by an outsider. 133 The Commission
acknowledged that the duty to take reasonable steps to protect client confidentiality was stated in areas of several other
rules. However, it felt that ″in light of the pervasive use of technology to store and transmit confidential client information,
this existing obligation should be stated explicitly in the black letter of Model Rule 1.6.″ 134 The addition of paragraph (c)
to MRPC 1.6 is indicative of the impact social media and technology have made on the legal profession. The usage of
social media and technology had added new ethical obligations that are recognized to be important enough to warrant
inclusion in the black letter law.
This new amendment to MRPC 1.6 can be applied when information is unintentionally disclosed or when it is accessed
without authority (i.e. [*19] third party hacking into a lawyer’s email account or law firm network). 135 However, this paper
focuses on the amendment’s applicability to disclosures that occur when employees or agents of the lawyer or the lawyer
himself, releases the information on a social media platform without express authority or consent of the client. 136 This
amendment was necessary, as the previous Model Rule 1.6 did ″not indicate what ethical obligations lawyers have to
prevent such a revelation.″ 137 As illustrated by the following examples, the ethical obligation referred to in MRPC 1.6 has
been ignored by many attorneys. In 2012, a public defender posted a photo to her private Facebook account that shed a
negative light on her client. 138 The posting of the photo resulted in the judge granting a mistrial. The lawyer was
subsequently fired and the Public Defender’s Office issued a statement that ″″when a lawyer broadcasts disparaging and
humiliating words and pictures, it undermines the basic client relationship … .’″ 139 Additionally, another public defender
was fired from her position and received a 60-day suspension of her law license due to postings on her blog. 140 In the
aforementioned case of Hunter v. Virginia State Bar, the lawyer was also charged with violating confidentiality because,
without client consent, he posted about cases he had won on his blog. 141 The Virginia Supreme Court did not agree and
it had been found that the information that Hunter posted about was information that was already available to the public,
and therefore no violation of confidentiality had occurred. 142 The court noted that ″a lawyer is no more prohibited than
any other citizen from reporting what transpired in the courtroom.″ 143 The court ultimately concluded that based upon the
evidence of this case, ″to the extent that the information is aired in a public forum, privacy considerations must yield to
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First Amendment protections.″ 144 Thus, no confidence was broken. As shown from the above examples, behavior and
postings on social media that is accepted outside the confines of the law profession is not behavior that is condoned or
allowed within the MRPC.
[*20]

IV. The Ongoing Debate: Are New Model Rules of Professional Conduct Necessary to Accommodate the Usage of Social
Media in the Law Profession?
After one learns of the potential pitfalls that can happen to a lawyer using social media in his or her practice of law, the
focus then centers on what can be done to change this area or to make improvements. Many have asked whether the current
MRPC are written efficiently enough to be applied to social media or whether there should be a new set of Rules written
specifically for the purpose of managing issues related to social media. Some have argued that ″without a model rule to
spur action, many state bars have similarly been slow to provide clarification on social media and social networking issues,
and merely tell their attorneys that the ″regular rules still apply.’″ 145 The present trend has been to use the current Rules,
indicated by the multiple opportunities to implement new amendments regarding social media, proposing new amendments
to the current Rules, and teaching responsibility of social media usage alongside existing Rules.
Some states, even upon implementation of new editions of the MRPC, have yet to make amendments addressing social
media related problems. 146 New York is a recent example, as its newest edition of the New York Rules of Professional
Conduct went into effect on April 1, 2009. Social media was well developed by 2009 and there was enough exposure to
potential issues to allow for new amendments or rules to be developed to address the pitfalls of social media. 147
It has been argued that a new rule in the MRPC, specific to social media, would provide more guidance rather than leaving
this information up to each individual state supreme court to decide. 148 The creation of a new Model Rule ″and the local
rules it inspires will not only set uniform [*21] expectations but also will clarify these expectations both now and over
time as social media and social networks evolve.″ 149 This uniformity would help streamline approaches to social media
and create solidarity in the profession.
Others argue that new social media rules are not necessary. They point to the existing rules, explaining that they cover any
issue that may arise with social media. For example, Model Rule 1.1 deals with competence. Many believe that it is not
″″reasonable for an attorney today to be ignorant of the standard features and capabilities of word processing and other
software used by that attorney … .’″ 150 Interestingly, Canada addressed this issue in 2004, stating that ″″lawyers must be
able to recognize when the use of a technology may be necessary to perform a legal service on the client’s behalf, and must
144
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use the technology responsibly and ethically.’″ 151 Therefore, some believe that the other Model Rules cover issues related
to technology and social media sufficiently enough to not warrant any new rules or amendments.
However, some states have taken steps to address issues related to social media usage even without the implementation of
a new Model Rule. Michigan has proposed requiring that any advertisement display the name of an active Michigan
attorney as responsible for the advertisement. 152 The proposal would apply to both traditional and social media forms of
advertising. Along with the name, any posting on social media should contain an explanation of where the attorney is and
is not licensed to practice, the locations in which an attorney maintains law offices, a statement that the attorney does not
seek to represent clients in a certain state (if applicable), a statement that the attorney does not seek to represent anyone
based only upon visiting the attorney’s website, a statement that the attorney will not represent anyone discovered through
the use of a website if such site does not comply with the advertising and other local rules of the state in which the potential
client is located, and finally, each of the aforementioned disclaimers should be written in an intelligent manner and
displayed in a prominent position within the social media platform. 153 The [*22] reasoning for such extensive disclaimers
and warnings is to prevent some of the previously illustrated confusion related to the use of social media. Nonetheless,
there are certain instances in social media in which warnings are just not practical. For example, what is an attorney to do
when there is a platform inflicted restriction on number of words (e.g. Twitter)? This 140-character limitation is
non-negotiable and ″can make it impossible to include the required disclaimer requirements.″ 154 In cases such as this, some
legal scholars have advocated that lawyers should just avoid it along with any other new technology with which they feel
uncomfortable. 155 This does not seem a practical option, both ethically and professionally. As explained, the attorney has
an ethical duty to keep up with any change that is relevant to his or her practice of law, including unfamiliar technology.
On a professional level, if an attorney does not feel the need to embrace new technology and social media, that attorney
risks losing business and surviving in the ever-changing law world.
In November 2010, the Kentucky Bar Association proposed a regulation that would ″bar attorneys from attempting to
solicit clients via social networking platforms like Facebook and MySpace unless the social media communications are
submitted to the Bar’s Advertising Commission and subject to the payment of a $ 75 filing fee.″ 156 This is an example
of some of the more extreme steps that states are taking to combat social media issues. It could be speculated that the
151
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addition of the filing fee is added to create a deterrence from making vast and quick changes to an already approved
advertisement. The combination of fees and waiting for a response of approval from the Bar Association would mean that
[*23]

the ability to constantly edit and add to postings on social media sites means that a recommendation or endorsement may
have several iterations; the attorney responsible for the site would have to review each iteration to ensure compliance with
the rules on endorsements, fields of expertise and material representations. 157
The delay of approval may make an attorney think twice before posting otherwise questionable material. A rule similar to
the proposed Kentucky rule already exists in Texas, requiring that any email solicitation contain the word ″advertisement″
in the subject portion of the email and again at the beginning of the text of the email. 158 Additionally, ″both e-mail
solicitations and websites must be reviewed by the State Bar of Texas Advertising Review Department … .″ 159
However, such requirements may be in violation of the First Amendment and commercial speech protection. Recently, a
law firm in Louisiana challenged its Bar’s requirement to submit all Internet advertisements to a review committee,
claiming the requirement violated the First Amendment. 160 The district court found that the Louisiana State Bar
Association’s request to have every Internet advertisement submitted for approval was unconstitutional as the regulation
of ads in no way ″directly and materially advanced the State’s interests … .″ 161 If the regulation did advance the state’s
interests, then it may be able to be regulated. The winning law firm commented on the importance of the ruling mentioning
that ″the court not only noted that states must have a reason to regulate Internet speech, but it also recognized that the
Internet media is different from broadcast media, and is entitled to unique protection.″ 162 Though this is only the first
published case on this topic, commentators have already begun voicing their disapproval of state bars requiring submission
of advertisements before they are posted. One blogger notes, ″in the First Amendment context, the rule is that one may
speak and risk damages - but not here. Blog postings can be newsworthy, and delay can be deadly; waiting for
pre-publication review may mean there is no point in posting the blog entry at all.″ 163 The blogger continues [*24] by
noting that ″this isn’t just a speech-slowing measure, it’s a speech-killing measure.″ 164 Only time will tell if other attorneys
and organizations challenge such requirements under the First Amendment.
The issues relating to the usage of social media can be fought at another level: law school. Unsurprisingly, the newest
entrants and graduates of law school are geared toward technology. These students must be ″undergirded with practical and
thoughtful training in technological professionalism in order to preserve the duties of confidentiality, competence, and to
avoid malpractice.″ 165 The entire necessity of teaching technological professionalism in law school can be summed up by
realizing that educators ″must [now] teach a generation of students who use technology without a second thought to pause
157
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and think twice about the technology they employ.″
responsibility courses to adopt a new dynamic approach.

166

The new generations require law schools’ professional

167

Students often view the professional responsibility class as a means to an end: it gets them closer to taking the bar. The
class has a reputation for being dull and exhaustive. However, it does not have to be that way. The class can be used as
an interactive learning tool to illustrate how to use social media in a more responsible way. A handful of schools have
already begun to illustrate to their students the damage that social media can do to their legal careers. The West Virginia
University College of Law ″encourages students to use [social media] as a professional tool″ and ″seeks to model how
social networking can contribute to a professional public presence by using it to communicate with the world.″ 168
Harvard Law School allows its students to create blogs using Harvard’s prestigious domain name. 169 Upon viewing the
set-up page for the blog, the user sees that the page lists terms of use and warns the blogger about who may view the page
as well as what constitutes appropriate content. 170 Though this page does not claim to be used as a way to teach
professional responsibility, it can be used as a future model for other law [*25] schools. Schools could allow for their
students to use their domain names to set up law-related blogs. This would allow a monitoring of the information that is
posted and could allow a professor to illustrate what material is deemed to be acceptable and what posted material could
get an attorney in trouble on a blog.
It is important for professors, instead of having an overall ban on technology in the classroom, to explain the proper time
and place for technology. 171 Requiring professors to expound upon the etiquette of using technology in the law profession
may seem like a remedial task to place upon the instructor, but it is important to recognize that the upcoming generations
of attorneys do not recall a time prior to technology and social media being involved with everything they do. It has been
said that clinical teaching provides the best way to teach new generations about the use of social media in the law
profession, as clinical teaching has practical application and in-context learning. 172 Professor Mark Neal Aaronson said
″Cinical legal education seeks not just to impart legal skills, but to encourage students to be responsible and thoughtful
practitioners.″ 173 Possible ideas to implement in the clinic settings include having students review the clinic’s Technology
User Agreement. 174 This would allow students to ″identify possible loopholes (inadvertent or not), or violations one might
make unwittingly[] … .″ 175 This methodology of teaching in the professional responsibility class with real-world
application in a clinic may be one of the strongest ways of reinforcing the dangers and precautions that should be taken
when a lawyer uses social media in his or her law practice.
V. The American Bar Association’s View on New Social Media Rules
Many references have been made to the ABA Commission on Ethics 20/20 and its role in the development of the legal
profession’s usage of social media. The Commission was formed to examine the role of technology (including social
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media) to see how it applies to the current set of Model Rules. The Commission stated that its ″Rule and Comment-based
proposals necessarily offer more general guidance and do not offer advice regarding the use of any particular type of
technology.″ 176 Relating to the idea of competency, the Commission added verbiage to Comment 6 [*26] of MRPC 1.1,
which now indicates that ″competency means more than just keeping up with statutory developments or common law
changes in one’s particular field, but also having sufficient familiarity with and proficiency in technology that may affect
both the substantive area of practice itself and how the lawyer delivers these services.″ 177 The Commission also proposed
to amend Rule 1.18, which outlines duties to prospective clients. The Commission would like to change the word
″discusses″ with ″consults.″ The way the current Rule reads implies that there is a ″two-way verbal exchange (e.g., an
in-person meeting or telephone conversation) and does not capture the idea that Internet-based communications can, in
some situations, give rise to a prospective client relationship.″ 178 This new change is thought to help attorneys to ″identify
the precautions that they should take to prevent the inadvertent creation of a prospective client-lawyer relationship in a
digital age and help the public understand the consequences of communicating electronically with a lawyer.″ 179
Though it may be a long time before the ABA ever introduces rules or specific guidelines as to how to handle social media,
it is clear from its embracement of Twitter and the recent ABA Commission on Ethics 20/20 that it believes social media
is here to stay and it has jumped on the bandwagon. The ABA Commission on Ethics 20/20 has submitted its three years’
worth of research and new amendments are being made to the current rules. As it stands now, it does not appear that the
ABA is making any vast movement toward implementing a new set of rules nor does it appear necessary. After all, it is
″the offending content, rather than the medium, that matters.″ 180 The rules are vague and flexible for the very reason that
it allows for the profession to adapt to new ways to conduct business without the need to constantly add or edit rules with
introduction of every new medium or platform. The rules have been amended in ways that reflect the ″realities of 21st
century law practice.″ 181 There is no need to add a new rule specifically targeting social media, as technology changes
too rapidly for a specific rule to be implemented and ″the particular measures lawyers should use will necessarily change
as technology evolves and as new risks emerge and new security procedures become available.″ 182 Therefore, the ABA
should not adopt a new rule specifically addressing social media, but should continue to adjust and amend current rules
to allow for maximum flexibility and coverage of possible issues.
[*27]

Conclusion
The world today is fast paced and instant gratification is sought in every situation, including the quest for legal
representation. Therefore, in order to remain in the sights of prospective clients, many attorneys invade a multitude of social
media platforms to ensure that their name and firm is available round-the-clock. This eagerness to be found and to advertise
should be approached with hesitation and caution. After all, it is very easy to find yourself before your local court
explaining why you did not mean to violate your state’s professional responsibility code.
The MRPC seek to provide guidance and clarity to attorneys as they embark upon their advertising mission. Rules 7.1-7.4
provide guidance as how best to advertise as well as the legally allowable methods of contacting prospective clients. Rule
1.6 provides the boundaries that an attorney must adhere to in order not to create an unintentional attorney-client
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relationship or on the flip side, violate a pre-existing attorney-client relationship through the incompetent handling of
technology and social media. Every area of social media should be approached with these rules in mind.
The MRPC have been recently amended by the ABA, though some argue that an entirely new set of rules should be
adopted. While this debate rages on, there are other avenues to explore to ensure lawyers are getting the protection and
education they need about social media. Law schools, both in class and through clinical experience, can emphasize the
dangers of social media as well as provide a practical situation in an effort to guide students through the best ways to market
themselves or their firm without violating the rules. Additionally, some state Bar Associations have proposed requiring all
attorneys to submit their advertising material for review before posting can occur, to add a name of an attorney associated
with the advertisement, or to pay a filing fee for each new advertisement. This would slow down the posting process and
allow for reflection on the material and another set of eyes to scan for possible violations. The ABA does not appear to be
issuing a new rule anytime soon and there is not a real necessity to do so. The current rules are flexible enough to be applied
to the current use of social media. At the end of the day, however, it is important to remember that these rules are created
for the protection of the prospective client and to ensure the decorum of the law community remains. Approach social
media with caution and care, remembering to contact your local bar association with any doubts, questions, or concerns
to avoid possible penalties and violations.
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ISSUE:

What are an attorney’s ethical duties in the handling of discovery of electronically stored
information?

DIGEST:

An attorney’s obligations under the ethical duty of competence evolve as new
technologies develop and become integrated with the practice of law. Attorney
competence related to litigation generally requires, among other things, and at a
minimum, a basic understanding of, and facility with, issues relating to e-discovery,
including the discovery of electronically stored information (“ESI”). On a case-by-case
basis, the duty of competence may require a higher level of technical knowledge and
ability, depending on the e-discovery issues involved in a matter, and the nature of the
ESI. Competency may require even a highly experienced attorney to seek assistance in
some litigation matters involving ESI. An attorney lacking the required competence for
e-discovery issues has three options: (1) acquire sufficient learning and skill before
performance is required; (2) associate with or consult technical consultants or competent
counsel; or (3) decline the client representation. Lack of competence in e-discovery
issues also may lead to an ethical violation of an attorney’s duty of confidentiality.

AUTHORITIES
INTERPRETED:

Rules 3-100 and 3-110 of the Rules of Professional Conduct of the State Bar of
California.1/
Business and Professions Code section 6068(e).
Evidence Code sections 952, 954 and 955.

STATEMENT OF FACTS
Attorney defends Client in litigation brought by Client’s Chief Competitor in a judicial district that mandates
consideration of e-discovery2/ issues in its formal case management order, which is consistent with California Rules
of Court, rule 3.728. Opposing Counsel demands e-discovery; Attorney refuses. They are unable to reach an
agreement by the time of the initial case management conference. At that conference, an annoyed Judge informs
both attorneys they have had ample prior notice that e-discovery would be addressed at the conference and tells
them to return in two hours with a joint proposal.
In the ensuing meeting between the two lawyers, Opposing Counsel suggests a joint search of Client’s network,
using Opposing Counsel’s chosen vendor, based upon a jointly agreed search term list. She offers a clawback
agreement that would permit Client to claw back any inadvertently produced ESI that is protected by the attorneyclient privilege and/or the work product doctrine (“Privileged ESI”).

1/

Unless otherwise indicated, all references to rules in this opinion will be to the Rules of Professional Conduct of
the State Bar of California.
2/

Electronically stored information (“ESI”) is information that is stored in technology having electrical, digital,
magnetic, wireless, optical, electromagnetic, or similar capabilities (e.g., Code Civ. Proc., § 2016.020, sub. (d) –
(e)). Electronic Discovery, also known as e-discovery, is the use of legal means to obtain ESI in the course of
litigation for evidentiary purposes.
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Attorney believes the clawback agreement will allow him to pull back anything he “inadvertently” produces.
Attorney concludes that Opposing Counsel’s proposal is acceptable and, after advising Client about the terms and
obtaining Client’s authority, agrees to Opposing Counsel’s proposal. Judge thereafter approves the attorneys’ joint
agreement and incorporates it into a Case Management Order, including the provision for the clawback of Privileged
ESI. The Court sets a deadline three months later for the network search to occur.
Back in his office, Attorney prepares a list of keywords he thinks would be relevant to the case, and provides them
to Opposing Counsel as Client’s agreed upon search terms. Attorney reviews Opposing Counsel’s additional
proposed search terms, which on their face appear to be neutral and not advantageous to one party or the other, and
agrees that they may be included.
Attorney has represented Client before, and knows Client is a large company with an information technology (“IT”)
department. Client’s CEO tells Attorney there is no electronic information it has not already provided to Attorney in
hard copy form. Attorney assumes that the IT department understands network searches better than he does and,
relying on that assumption and the information provided by CEO, concludes it is unnecessary to do anything further
beyond instructing Client to provide Vendor direct access to its network on the agreed upon search date. Attorney
takes no further action to review the available data or to instruct Client or its IT staff about the search or discovery.
As directed by Attorney, Client gives Vendor unsupervised direct access to its network to run the search using the
search terms.
Subsequently, Attorney receives an electronic copy of the data retrieved by Vendor’s search and, busy with other
matters, saves it in an electronic file without review. He believes that the data will match the hard copy documents
provided by Client that he already has reviewed, based on Client’s CEO’s representation that all information has
already been provided to Attorney.
A few weeks later, Attorney receives a letter from Opposing Counsel accusing Client of destroying evidence and/or
spoliation. Opposing Counsel threatens motions for monetary and evidentiary sanctions. After Attorney receives
this letter, he unsuccessfully attempts to open his electronic copy of the data retrieved by Vendor’s search. Attorney
hires an e-discovery expert (“Expert”), who accesses the data, conducts a forensic search, and tells Attorney
potentially responsive ESI has been routinely deleted from Client’s computers as part of Client’s normal document
retention policy, resulting in gaps in the document production. Expert also advises Attorney that, due to the breadth
of Vendor’s execution of the jointly agreed search terms, both privileged information and irrelevant but highly
proprietary information about Client’s upcoming revolutionary product were provided to Chief Competitor in the
data retrieval. Expert advises Attorney that an IT professional with litigation experience likely would have
recognized the overbreadth of the search and prevented the retrieval of the proprietary information.
What ethical issues face Attorney relating to the e-discovery issues in this hypothetical?

DISCUSSION
I.

Duty of Competence
A.

Did Attorney Violate The Duty of Competence Arising From His Own Acts/Omissions?

While e-discovery may be relatively new to the legal profession, an attorney’s core ethical duty of competence
remains constant. Rule 3-110(A) provides: “A member shall not intentionally, recklessly, or repeatedly fail to
perform legal services with competence.” Under subdivision (B) of that rule, “competence” in legal services shall
mean to apply the diligence, learning and skill, and mental, emotional, and physical ability reasonably necessary for
the performance of such service. Read together, a mere failure to act competently does not trigger discipline under
rule 3-110. Rather, it is the failure to do so in a manner that is intentional, reckless or repeated that would result in a
disciplinable rule 3-110 violation. (See In the Matter of Torres (Reviwe Dept. 2000) 4 Cal. State Bar Ct. Rptr. 138,
149 (“We have repeatedly held that negligent legal representation, even that amounting to legal malpractice, does
not establish a [competence] rule 3-110(A) violation.”); see also, In the Matter of Gadda (Review Dept. 2002) 4 Cal.
State Bar Ct. Rptr. 416 (reckless and repeated acts); In the Matter of Riordan (Review Dept. 2007) 5 Cal. State Bar
Ct. Rptr. 41 (reckless and repeated acts).)
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Legal rules and procedures, when placed alongside ever-changing technology, produce professional challenges that
attorneys must meet to remain competent. Maintaining learning and skill consistent with an attorney’s duty of
competence includes keeping “abreast of changes in the law and its practice, including the benefits and risks
associated with relevant technology, . . .” ABA Model Rule 1.1, Comment [8].3/ Rule 3-110(C) provides: “If a
member does not have sufficient learning and skill when the legal service is undertaken, the member may
nonetheless perform such services competently by 1) associating with or, where appropriate, professionally
consulting another lawyer reasonably believed to be competent, or 2) by acquiring sufficient learning and skill
before performance is required.” Another permissible choice would be to decline the representation. When
e-discovery is at issue, association or consultation may be with a non-lawyer technical expert, if appropriate in the
circumstances. Cal. State Bar Formal Opn. No. 2010-179.
Not every litigated case involves e-discovery. Yet, in today’s technological world, almost every litigation matter
potentially does. The chances are significant that a party or a witness has used email or other electronic
communication, stores information digitally, and/or has other forms of ESI related to the dispute. The law
governing e-discovery is still evolving. In 2009, the California Legislature passed California’s Electronic Discovery
Act adding or amending several California discovery statutes to make provisions for electronic discovery. See, e.g.,
Code of Civil Procedure section 2031.010, paragraph (a) (expressly providing for “copying, testing, or sampling” of
“electronically stored information in the possession, custody, or control of any other party to the action.”)4/
However, there is little California case law interpreting the Electronic Discovery Act, and much of the development
of e-discovery law continues to occur in the federal arena. Thus, to analyze a California attorney’s current ethical
obligations relating to e-discovery, we look to the federal jurisprudence for guidance, as well as applicable Model
Rules, and apply those principles based upon California’s ethical rules and existing discovery law.5/
We start with the premise that “competent” handling of e-discovery has many dimensions, depending upon the
complexity of e-discovery in a particular case. The ethical duty of competence requires an attorney to assess at the
outset of each case what electronic discovery issues might arise during the litigation, including the likelihood that
e-discovery will or should be sought by either side. If e-discovery will probably be sought, the duty of competence
requires an attorney to assess his or her own e-discovery skills and resources as part of the attorney’s duty to provide
the client with competent representation. If an attorney lacks such skills and/or resources, the attorney must try to
acquire sufficient learning and skill, or associate or consult with someone with expertise to assist. Rule 3-110(C).
Attorneys handling e-discovery should be able to perform (either by themselves or in association with competent cocounsel or expert consultants) the following:
·
·

initially assess e-discovery needs and issues, if any;
implement/cause to implement appropriate ESI preservation procedures; 6/

3/

Although not binding, opinions of ethics committees in California should be consulted by members for
guidance on proper professional conduct. Ethics opinions and rules and standards promulgated by other
jurisdictions and bar associations may also be considered. Rule 1-100(A).
4/

In 2006, revisions were made to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, rules 16, 26, 33, 34, 37 and 45, to
address e-discovery issues in federal litigation. California modeled its Electronic Discovery Act to conform
with mostly-parallel provisions in those 2006 federal rules amendments. (See Evans, Analysis of the Assembly
Committee on Judiciary regarding AB 5 (2009).
(http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/pub/09-10/bill/asm/
ab_0001-0050/ab_5_cfa_20090302_114942_asm_comm.html).)
5/

Federal decisions are compelling where the California law is based upon a federal statute or the federal rules.
(See Toshiba America Electronic Components, Inc. v. Superior Court (Lexar Media, Inc.) (2004) 124 Cal.App.4th
762, 770 [21 Cal.Rptr.3d 532]; Vasquez v. Cal. School of Culinary Arts, Inc. (2014) 230 Cal.App.4th 35 [178
Cal.Rptr.3d 10]; see also footnote 4, supra.)
6/

This opinion does not directly address ethical obligations relating to litigation holds. A litigation hold is a directive
issued to, by, or on behalf of a client to persons or entities associated with the client who may possess potentially
relevant documents (including ESI) that directs those custodians to preserve such documents, pending further direction.
See generally Redgrave, Sedona Conference ® Commentary on Legal Holds: The Trigger and The Process (Fall 2010)
The Sedona Conference Journal, Vol. 11 at pp. 260 – 270, 277 – 279. Prompt issuance of a litigation hold may prevent
spoliation of evidence, and the duty to do so falls on both the party and outside counsel working on the matter. See
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·
·
·
·
·
·
·

analyze and understand a client’s ESI systems and storage;
advise the client on available options for collection and preservation of ESI;
identify custodians of potentially relevant ESI;
engage in competent and meaningful meet and confer with opposing counsel concerning an e-discovery plan;
perform data searches;
collect responsive ESI in a manner that preserves the integrity of that ESI; and
produce responsive non-privileged ESI in a recognized and appropriate manner. 7/

See, e.g., Pension Committee of the University of Montreal Pension Plan v. Banc of America Securities, LLC
(S.D.N.Y. 2010) 685 F.Supp.2d 456, 462 – 465 (defining gross negligence in the preservation of ESI), (abrogated on
other grounds in Chin v. Port Authority (2nd Cir. 2012) 685 F.3d 135 (failure to institute litigation hold did not
constitute gross negligence per se)).
In our hypothetical, Attorney had a general obligation to make an e-discovery evaluation early, prior to the initial
case management conference. The fact that it was the standard practice of the judicial district in which the case was
pending to address e-discovery issues in formal case management highlighted Attorney’s obligation to conduct an
early initial e-discovery evaluation.
Notwithstanding this obligation, Attorney made no assessment of the case’s e-discovery needs or of his own
capabilities. Attorney exacerbated the situation by not consulting with another attorney or an e-discovery expert
prior to agreeing to an e-discovery plan at the initial case management conference. He then allowed that proposal to
become a court order, again with no expert consultation, although he lacked sufficient expertise. Attorney
participated in preparing joint e-discovery search terms without experience or expert consultation, and he did not
fully understand the danger of overbreadth in the agreed upon search terms.
Even after Attorney stipulated to a court order directing a search of Client’s network, Attorney took no action other
than to instruct Client to allow Vendor to have access to Client’s network. Attorney did not instruct or supervise
Client regarding the direct network search or discovery, nor did he try to pre-test the agreed upon search terms or
otherwise review the data before the network search, relying on his assumption that Client’s IT department would
know what to do, and on the parties’ clawback agreement.
After the search, busy with other matters and under the impression the data matched the hard copy documents he
had already seen, Attorney took no action to review the gathered data until after Opposing Counsel asserted
spoliation and threatened sanctions. Attorney then unsuccessfully attempted to review the search results. It was
only then, at the end of this long line of events, that Attorney finally consulted an e-discovery expert and learned of
the e-discovery problems facing Client. By this point, the potential prejudice facing Client was significant, and
much of the damage already had been done.
At the least, Attorney risked breaching his duty of competence when he failed at the outset of the case to perform a
timely e-discovery evaluation. Once Opposing Counsel insisted on the exchange of e-discovery, it became certain
that e-discovery would be implicated, and the risk of a breach of the duty of competence grew considerably; this
should have prompted Attorney to take additional steps to obtain competence, as contemplated under rule 3-110(C),
such as consulting an e-discovery expert.

[Footnote Continued…]
Zubulake v. UBS Warburg LLC (S.D.N.Y. 2003) 220 F.R.D. 212, 218 and Zubulake v. UBS Warburg LLC (S.D.N.Y.
2004) 229 F.R.D. 422, 432. Spoliation of evidence can result in significant sanctions, including monetary and/or
evidentiary sanctions, which may impact a client’s case significantly.
7/

This opinion focuses on an attorney’s ethical obligations relating to his own client’s ESI and, therefore, this list
focuses on those issues. This opinion does not address the scope of an attorney’s duty of competence relating to
obtaining an opposing party’s ESI.
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Had the e-discovery expert been consulted at the beginning, or at the latest once Attorney realized e-discovery
would be required, the expert could have taken various steps to protect Client’s interest, including possibly helping
to structure the search differently, or drafting search terms less likely to turn over privileged and/or irrelevant but
highly proprietary material. An expert also could have assisted Attorney in his duty to counsel Client of the
significant risks in allowing a third party unsupervised direct access to Client’s system due to the high risks and how
to mitigate those risks. An expert also could have supervised the data collection by Vendor.8/
Whether Attorney’s acts/omissions in this single case amount to a disciplinable offense under the “intentionally,
recklessly, or repeatedly” standard of rule 3-110 is beyond this opinion, yet such a finding could be implicated by these
facts.9/ See, e.g., In the Matter of Respondent G. (Review Dept. 1992) 2 Cal. State Bar Ct. Rptr. 175, 179 (respondent
did not perform competently where he was reminded on repeated occasions of inheritance taxes owed and repeatedly
failed to advise his clients of them); In re Matter of Copren (Review Dept. 2005) 4 Cal. State Bar Ct. Rptr. 861, 864
(respondent did not perform competently when he failed to take several acts in single bankruptcy matter); In re Matter
of Layton (Review Dept. 1993) 2 Cal. State Bar Ct. Rptr. 366, 377 – 378 (respondent did not perform competently
where he “recklessly” exceeded time to administer estate, failed to diligently sell/distribute real property, untimely
settled supplemental accounting and did not notify beneficiaries of intentions not to sell/lease property).
B.

Did Attorney Violate The Duty of Competence By Failing To Supervise?

The duty of competence in rule 3-110 includes the duty to supervise the work of subordinate attorneys and nonattorney employees or agents. See Discussion to rule 3-110. This duty to supervise can extend to outside vendors or
contractors, and even to the client itself. See California State Bar Formal Opn. No. 2004-165 (duty to supervise
outside contract lawyers); San Diego County Bar Association Formal Opn. No. 2012-1 (duty to supervise clients
relating to ESI, citing Cardenas v. Dorel Juvenile Group, Inc. (D. Kan. 2006) 2006 WL 1537394).
Rule 3-110(C) permits an attorney to meet the duty of competence through association with another lawyer or
consultation with an expert. See California State Bar Formal Opn. No. 2010-179. Such expert may be an outside
vendor, a subordinate attorney, or even the client, if they possess the necessary expertise. This consultation or
association, however, does not absolve an attorney’s obligation to supervise the work of the expert under rule 3-110,
which is a non-delegable duty belonging to the attorney who is counsel in the litigation, and who remains the one
primarily answerable to the court. An attorney must maintain overall responsibility for the work of the expert he or she
chooses, even if that expert is the client or someone employed by the client. The attorney must do so by remaining
regularly engaged in the expert’s work, by educating everyone involved in the e-discovery workup about the legal
issues in the case, the factual matters impacting discovery, including witnesses and key evidentiary issues, the
obligations around discovery imposed by the law or by the court, and of any relevant risks associated with the ediscovery tasks at hand. The attorney should issue appropriate instructions and guidance and, ultimately, conduct
appropriate tests until satisfied that the attorney is meeting his ethical obligations prior to releasing ESI.
Here, relying on his familiarity with Client’s IT department, Attorney assumed the department understood network
searches better than he did. He gave them no further instructions other than to allow Vendor access on the date of
the network search. He provided them with no information regarding how discovery works in litigation, differences
8/

See Advisory Committee Notes to the 2006 Amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, rule 34
(“Inspection or testing of certain types of electronically stored information or of a responding party’s electronic
information system may raise issues of confidentiality or privacy. The addition of testing and sampling to
Rule 34(a) . . . is not meant to create a routine right of direct access to a party’s electronic information system,
although such access might be justified in some circumstances. Courts should guard against undue intrusiveness
resulting from inspecting or testing such systems.”). See also The Sedona Principles Addressing Electronic
Document Production (2nd Ed. 2007), Comment 10(b) (“Special issues may arise with any request to secure direct
access to electronically stored information or to computer devices or systems on which it resides. Protective orders
should be in place to guard against any release of proprietary, confidential, or personal electronically stored
information accessible to the adversary or its expert.”).

9/

This opinion does not intend to set or define a standard of care of attorneys for liability purposes, as standards
of care can be highly dependent on the factual scenario and other factors not applicable to our analysis herein.
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between a party affiliated vendor and a neutral vendor, what could constitute waiver under the law, what casespecific issues were involved, or the applicable search terms. Client allowed Vendor direct access to its entire
network, without the presence of any Client representative to observe or monitor Vendor’s actions. Vendor
retrieved proprietary trade secret and privileged information, a result Expert advised Attorney could have been
prevented had a trained IT individual been involved from the outset. In addition, Attorney failed to warn Client of
the potential significant legal effect of not suspending its routine document deletion protocol under its document
retention program.
Here, as with Attorney’s own actions/inactions, whether Attorney’s reliance on Client was reasonable and sufficient
to satisfy the duty to supervise in this setting is a question for a trier of fact. Again, however, a potential finding of a
competence violation is implicated by the fact pattern. See, e.g., Palomo v. State Bar (1984) 36 Cal.3d 785, 796
[205 Cal.Rptr. 834] (evidence demonstrated lawyer’s pervasive carelessness in failing to give the office manager
any supervision, or instruction on trust account requirements and procedures).
II.

Duty of Confidentiality

A fundamental duty of an attorney is “[t]o maintain inviolate the confidence, and at every peril to himself or herself
to preserve the secrets, of his or her client.” (Bus. & Prof. Code, § 6068 (e)(1).) “Secrets” includes “information,
other than that protected by the attorney-client privilege, that the client has requested be held inviolate or the
disclosure of which would be embarrassing or would be likely to be detrimental to the client.” (Cal. State Bar
Formal Opinion No. 1988-96.) “A member shall not reveal information protected from disclosure by Business and
Professions Code section 6068, subdivision (e)(1), without the informed consent of the client, or as provided in
paragraph (B) of this rule.” (Rule 3-100(A).)
Similarly, an attorney has a duty to assert the attorney-client privilege to protect confidential communications
between the attorney and client. (Evid. Code, §§ 952, 954, 955.) In civil discovery, the attorney-client privilege
will protect confidential communications between the attorney and client in cases of inadvertent disclosure only if
the attorney and client act reasonably to protect that privilege. See Regents of University of California v. Superior
Court (Aquila Merchant Services, Inc.) (2008) 165 Cal.App.4th 672, 683 [81 Cal.Rptr.3d 186]. This approach also
echoes federal law. 10/ A lack of reasonable care to protect against disclosing privileged and protected information
when producing ESI can be deemed a waiver of the attorney-client privilege. See Kilopass Tech. Inc. v. Sidense
Corp. (N.D. Cal. 2012) 2012 WL 1534065 at 2 – 3 (attorney-client privilege deemed waived as to privileged
documents released through e-discovery because screening procedures employed were unreasonable).
In our hypothetical, because of the actions taken by Attorney prior to consulting with any e-discovery expert,
Client’s privileged information has been disclosed. Due to Attorney’s actions, Chief Competitor can argue that such
disclosures were not “inadvertent” and that any privileges were waived. Further, non-privileged, but highly
confidential proprietary information about Client’s upcoming revolutionary new product has been released into the
hands of Chief Competitor. Even absent any indication that Opposing Counsel did anything to engineer the
overbroad disclosure, it remains true that the disclosure occurred because Attorney participated in creating
overbroad search terms. All of this happened unbeknownst to Attorney, and only came to light after Chief
Competitor accused Client of evidence spoliation. Absent Chief Competitor’s accusation, it is not clear when any of
this would have come to Attorney’s attention, if ever.
The clawback agreement on which Attorney heavily relied may not work to retrieve the information from the other
side. By its terms, the clawback agreement was limited to inadvertently produced Privileged ESI. Both privileged
information, and non-privileged, but confidential and proprietary information, have been released to Chief
Competitor.

10/

See Federal Rules of Evidence, rule 502(b): “Inadvertent Disclosure. When made in a federal proceeding or to
a federal office or agency, the disclosure does not operate as a waiver in a federal or state proceeding if: (1) the
disclosure is inadvertent; (2) the holder of the privilege or protection took reasonable steps to prevent disclosure; and
(3) the holder promptly took reasonable steps to rectify the error, including (if applicable) following Federal Rule of
Civil Procedure 26(b)(5)(B).”
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Under these facts, Client may have to litigate whether Client (through Attorney) acted diligently enough to protect
its attorney-client privileged communications. Attorney took no action to review Client’s network prior to allowing
the network search, did not instruct or supervise Client prior to or during Vendor’s search, participated in drafting
the overbroad search terms, and waited until after Client was accused of evidence spoliation before reviewing the
data – all of which could permit Opposing Counsel viably to argue Client failed to exercise due care to protect the
privilege, and the disclosure was not inadvertent.11/
Client also may have to litigate its right to the return of non-privileged but confidential proprietary information,
which was not addressed in the clawback agreement.
Whether a waiver has occurred under these circumstances, and what Client’s rights are to return of its nonprivileged/confidential proprietary information, again are legal questions beyond this opinion. Attorney did not
reasonably try to minimize the risks. Even if Client can retrieve the information, Client may never “un-ring the bell.”
The State Bar Court Review Department has stated, “Section 6068, subdivision (e) is the most strongly worded duty
binding on a California attorney. It requires the attorney to maintain ‘inviolate’ the confidence and ‘at every peril to
himself or herself’ preserve the client’s secrets.” (See Matter of Johnson (Rev. Dept. 2000) 4 Cal. State Bar Ct. Rptr.
179.) While the law does not require perfection by attorneys in acting to protect privileged or confidential
information, it requires the exercise of reasonable care. Cal. State Bar Formal Opn. No. 2010-179. Here, Attorney
took only minimal steps to protect Client’s ESI, or to instruct/supervise Client in the gathering and production of
that ESI, and instead released everything without prior review, inappropriately relying on a clawback agreement.
Client’s secrets are now in Chief Competitor’s hands, and further, Chief Competitor may claim that Client has
waived the attorney-client privilege. Client has been exposed to that potential dispute as the direct result of
Attorney’s actions. Attorney may have breached his duty of confidentiality to Client.

CONCLUSION
Electronic document creation and/or storage, and electronic communications, have become commonplace in modern
life, and discovery of ESI is now a frequent part of almost any litigated matter. Attorneys who handle litigation may
not ignore the requirements and obligations of electronic discovery. Depending on the factual circumstances, a lack
of technological knowledge in handling e-discovery may render an attorney ethically incompetent to handle certain
litigation matters involving e-discovery, absent curative assistance under rule 3-110(C), even where the attorney
may otherwise be highly experienced. It also may result in violations of the duty of confidentiality, notwithstanding
a lack of bad faith conduct.
This opinion is issued by the Standing Committee on Professional Responsibility and Conduct of the State Bar of
California. It is advisory only. It is not binding upon the courts, the State Bar of California, its Board of Trustees,
any persons or tribunals charged with regulatory responsibilities, or any member of the State Bar.
[Publisher’s Note: Internet resources cited in this opinion were last accessed by staff on June 30, 2015. Copies of
these resources are on file with the State Bar’s Office of Professional Competence.]
11/

Although statute, rules, and/or case law provide some limited authority for the legal claw back of certain
inadvertently produced materials, even in the absence of an express agreement, those provisions may not work to
mitigate the damage caused by the production in this hypothetical. These “default” claw back provisions typically
only apply to privilege and work product information, and require both that the disclosure at issue has been truly
inadvertent, and that the holder of the privilege has taken reasonable steps to prevent disclosure in the first instance.
See Federal Rules of Evidence, rule 502; see also generally State Compensation Insurance Fund v. WPS, Inc. (1999)
70 Cal.App.4th 644 [82 Cal.Rptr.2d 799]; Rico v. Mitsubishi Motors Corp. (2007) 42 Cal.4th 807, 817 – 818
[68 Cal.Rptr.3d 758]. As noted above, whether the disclosures at issue in our hypothetical truly were “inadvertent”
under either the parties’ agreement or the relevant law is an open question. Indeed, Attorney will find even less
assistance from California’s discovery clawback statute than he will from the federal equivalent, as the California
statute merely addresses the procedure for litigating a dispute on a claim of inadvertent production, and not the legal
issue of waiver at all. (See Code Civ. Proc., § 2031.285.)
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filed a grievance with the District 11-B Ethics Committee. A
committee secretary and a layperson determined there was
no unethical conduct and dismissed the complaint.
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Hernandez's attorney, Michael Epstein, who runs a firm in
Rochelle Park, then went to the OAE, which sought to pursue
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ethics charges against Robertelli and Adamo, who no longer
is with the firm.
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Robertelli and Adamo are seeking a declaratory judgment
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Rule 1:20-3(e)(6), the so-called "no-appeal" rule, which says a
grievant cannot appeal a decision by a district ethics
committee secretary and layperson to dismiss a case.
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The OAE is arguing that it has the authority under Rule 1:202(b)(2), which allows it to "investigate any information coming
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to the director's attention."
Michael Stein, representing Robertelli and Adamo, said during
oral arguments that Rule 1:20-3(e)(6) is clear.
"There is no appeal," said Stein, of Pashman Stein in
Hackensack. "The director does not have the discretion to
challenge a non-docketed dismissal."
Justice Barry Albin asked what authority the OAE director
would have if he read about a case that already had been
dismissed by a local district ethics committee.
Rule 1:20-3(e)(6) would prohibit him from pursuing a case in
that situation, Stein said.
Chief Justice Stuart Rabner asked whether the decision by
OAE Director Charles Centinary was an appeal or a review.
"This was an appeal," said Stein, adding that the appeal was a
prohibited action.
Rabner asked what would happen if a grievant filed complaints
with both a district ethics committee and the OAE
simultaneously.
Related Articles:
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INTRODUCTION
Social media networks such as LinkedIn, Twitter and Facebook are becoming indispensable
tools used by legal professionals and those with whom they communicate. Particularly, in
conjunction with the increased use of mobile technologies in the legal profession, social media
platforms have transformed the ways in which lawyers communicate. As use of social media by
lawyers and clients continues to grow and as social media networks proliferate and become more
sophisticated, so too do the ethical issues facing lawyers. Accordingly, the Commercial and Federal
Litigation Section of the New York State Bar Association, which authored these social media ethics
guidelines in 2014 to assist lawyers in understanding the ethical challenges of social media, is
updating them to include new ethics opinions as well as additional guidelines where the Section
believes ethical guidance is needed (the “Guidelines”). In particular, these Guidelines add new
sections on lawyers’ competence,1 the retention of social media by lawyers, client confidences, the
tracking of client social media, communications by lawyers with judges, and lawyers’ use of
LinkedIn.
These Guidelines are guiding principles and are not “best practices.” The world of social
media is a nascent area that is rapidly changing and “best practices” will continue to evolve to keep
pace with such developments. Moreover, there can be no single set of “best practices” where there
are multiple ethics codes throughout the United States that govern lawyers’ conduct. In fact, even
where jurisdictions have identical ethics rules, ethics opinions addressing a lawyer’s permitted use
of social media may differ due to varying jurisdictions’ different social mores, population bases and
historical approaches to their own ethics rules and opinions.
These Guidelines are predicated upon the New York Rules of Professional Conduct
(“NYRPC”)2 and ethics opinions interpreting them. However, illustrative ethics opinions from
other jurisdictions may be referenced where, for instance, a New York ethics opinion has not
addressed a certain situation or where another jurisdiction’s ethics opinion differs from the
interpretation of the NYRPC by New York ethics authorities. In New York State, ethics opinions
are issued not just by the New York State Bar Association, but also by local bar associations located
throughout the State.3
Lawyers need to appreciate that social media communications that reach across multiple
jurisdictions may implicate other states’ ethics rules. Lawyers should ensure compliance with the
ethical requirements of each jurisdiction in which they practice, which may vary considerably.
One of the best ways for lawyers to investigate and obtain information about a party,
witness, or juror, without having to engage in formal discovery, is to review that person’s social
1

As of April 2015, fourteen states have included a duty of competence in technology in their ethical codes.
http://www.lawsitesblog.com/2015/03/mass-becomes-14th-state-to-adopt-duty-of-technology-competence.html
(Retrieved on April 26, 2015).
2

https://www.nycourts.gov/rules/jointappellate/NY-Rules-Prof-Conduct-1200.pdf

3

A breach of an ethics rule is not enforced by bar associations, but by the appropriate disciplinary bodies.
Ethics opinions are not binding in disciplinary proceedings, but may be used as a defense in certain circumstances.

1

media account, profile, or posts. Lawyers must remember, however, that ethics rules and opinions
govern whether and how a lawyer may view such social media. For example, when a lawyer
conducts research, unintended social media communications or electronic notifications received by
the user of a social media account revealing such lawyer’s research may have ethical consequences.
Further, because social media communications are often not just directed at a single person
but at a large group of people, or even the entire Internet “community,” attorney advertising rules
and other ethical rules must be considered when a lawyer uses social media. It is not always readily
apparent whether a lawyer’s social media communications may constitute regulated “attorney
advertising.” Similarly, privileged or confidential information may be unintentionally divulged
beyond the intended recipient when a lawyer communicates to a group using social media. Lawyers
also must be cognizant when a social media communication might create an unintended attorneyclient relationship. There are also ethical obligations with regard to a lawyer counseling clients
about their social media posts and the removal or deletion of them, especially if such posts are
subject to litigation or regulatory preservation obligations.
Throughout these Guidelines, the terms “website,” “account,” “profile,” and “post” are
referenced in order to highlight sources of electronic data that might be viewed by a lawyer. The
definition of these terms no doubt will change and new ones will be created as technology advances.
However, such terms for purposes of complying with these Guidelines are functionally
interchangeable and a reference to one should be viewed as a reference to each for ethical
considerations.
References to the applicable provisions of the NYRPC and references to relevant ethics
opinions are noted after each Guideline. Finally, definitions of certain terminology used in the
Guidelines are set forth in the Appendix.

2

1.

ATTORNEY COMPETENCE

Guideline No. 1: Attorneys’ Social Media Competence
A lawyer has a duty to understand the benefits and risks and ethical implications
associated with social media, including its use as a mode of communication, an advertising
tool and a means to research and investigate matters.
NYRPC 1.1(a) and (b).
Comment: NYRPC 1.1(a) provides “[a] lawyer should provide competent
representation to a client. Competent representation requires the legal knowledge,
skill, thoroughness and preparation reasonably necessary for the representation.”
As Guideline No. 1 recognizes – and the Guidelines discuss throughout –
a lawyer may choose to use social media for a multitude of reasons. Lawyers,
however, need to be conversant with, at a minimum, the basics of each social media
network that a lawyer or his or her client may use. This is a serious challenge that
lawyers need to appreciate and cannot take lightly. As American Bar Association
(“ABA”) Formal Opinion 466 (2014)4 states:
As indicated by [ABA Rule of Professional Conduct] Rule 1.1,
Comment 8, it is important for a lawyer to be current with
technology. While many people simply click their agreement to the
terms and conditions for use of an [electronic social media] network,
a lawyer who uses an [electronic social media] network in his
practice should review the terms and conditions, including privacy
features – which change frequently – prior to using such a network.5
A lawyer cannot be competent absent a working knowledge of the benefits
and risks associated with the use of social media. “[A lawyer must] understand the
functionality of any social media service she intends to use for . . . research. If an
attorney cannot ascertain the functionality of a website, the attorney must proceed
with great caution in conducting research on that particular site.”6

4

American Bar Ass’n Comm. on Ethics & Prof’l Responsibility, Formal Op. 14-466 (2014).

5

Competence may require understanding the often lengthy and unclear “terms of service” of a social media
platform and whether the platform’s features raise ethical issues. It also may require reviewing other materials, such
as articles, comments, and blogs posted about how such social media platform actually functions.
5

Ass’n of the Bar of the City of New York Comm. on Prof’l and Jud. Ethics (“NYCBA”), Formal Op. 20122 (2012).
6

Id.

3

Indeed, the comment to Rule 1.1 of the Model Rules of Professional
Conduct of the ABA was amended to provide:
To maintain the requisite knowledge and skill, a lawyer should
keep abreast of changes in the law and its practice, including the
benefits and risks associated with relevant technology, engage in
continuing study and education and comply with all continuing
legal education requirements to which the lawyer is subject
(emphasis added).7
As NYRPC 1.1 (b) requires, “[a] lawyer shall not handle a legal matter
that the lawyer knows or should know that the lawyer is not competent to handle,
without associating with a lawyer who is competent to handle it.” While a lawyer
may not delegate his obligation to be competent, he or she may rely, as
appropriate, on professionals in the field of electronic discovery and social media
to assist in obtaining such competence.

7

ABA Model Rules of Prof. Conduct, Rule 1.1, Comment 8; See N.H. Bar Ass’n, Ethics Corner (June 21,
2013) (lawyers “[have] a general duty to be aware of social media as a source of potentially useful information in
litigation, to be competent to obtain that information directly or through an agent, and to know how to make effective use
of that information in litigation”).
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2.

ATTORNEY ADVERTISING

Guideline No. 2.A: Applicability of Advertising Rules
A lawyer’s social media profile that is used only for personal purposes is not subject to
attorney advertising and solicitation rules. However, a social media profile, posting or blog a
lawyer primarily uses for the purpose of the retention of the lawyer or his law firm is subject
to such rules.8 Hybrid accounts may need to comply with attorney advertising and solicitation
rules if used for the primary purpose of the retention of the lawyer or his law firm.9
NYRPC 1.0, 7.1, 7.3.
Comment: In the case of a lawyer’s profile on a hybrid account that, for instance, is
used for business and personal purposes, given the differing views on whether the
attorney advertising and solicitation rules would apply, it would be prudent for the
lawyer to assume that they do.
The nature of the information posted on a lawyer’s LinkedIn profile may
require that the profile be deemed “attorney advertising.” In general, a profile that
contains basic biographical information, such as “only one’s education and a list
of one’s current and past employment” does not constitute attorney advertising.10
According to NYCLA, Formal Op. 748, a lawyer’s LinkedIn profile that
“includes subjective statements regarding an attorney’s skills, areas of practice,
endorsements, or testimonials from clients or colleagues, however, is likely to be
considered advertising.”11
NYCLA, Formal Op. 748 addresses the types of content on LinkedIn that
may be considered “attorney advertising” and provides:
[i]f an attorney’s LinkedIn profile includes a detailed description
of practice areas and types of work done in prior employment, the
user should include the words “Attorney Advertising” on the
lawyer’s LinkedIn profile. See RPC 7.1(f). If an attorney also
includes (1) statements that are reasonably likely to create an
expectation about results the lawyer can achieve; (2) statements
that compare the lawyer’s services with the services of other
8

See also Virginia State Bar, Quick Facts about Legal Ethics and Social Networking (last updated Feb. 22,
2011); Cal. State Bar Standing Comm. on Prof’l Resp. and Conduct, Formal Op. No. 2012-186 (2012).
9

NYRPC 1.0.(a) defines “Advertisement” as “any public or private communication made by or on behalf of a
lawyer or law firm about that lawyer or law firm’s services, the primary purpose of which is for the retention of the
lawyer or law firm. It does not include communications to existing clients or other lawyers.”
10

New York County Lawyers’ Association (“NYCLA”), Formal Op. 748 (2015).

11

Id.
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lawyers; (3) testimonials or endorsements of clients; or (4)
statements describing or characterizing the quality of the lawyer’s
or law firm’s services, the attorney should also include the
disclaimer “Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome.” See
RPC 7.1(d) and (e). Because the rules contemplate “testimonials
or endorsements,” attorneys who allow “Endorsements” from other
users and “Recommendations” to appear on one’s profile fall
within Rule 7.1(d), and therefore must include the disclaimer set
forth in Rule 7.1(e).12 An attorney who claims to have certain skills
must also include this disclaimer because a description of one’s
skills—even where those skills are chosen from fields created by
LinkedIn—constitutes a statement “characterizing the quality of
the lawyer’s services” under Rule 7.1(d).13
An attorney’s ethical obligations apply to all forms of covered
communications, including social media. If a post on Twitter (a “tweet”) is deemed
attorney advertising, the rules require that a lawyer must include disclaimers similar
to those described in NYCLA Formal Op. 748.14
Utilizing the disclaimer “Attorney Advertising” given the confines of
Twitter’s 140 character limit (which in practice may be even less than 140 characters
when including links, user handles or hashtags) may be impractical or not possible.
Yet, such structural limitation does not provide a justification for not complying with
the ethical rules governing attorney advertising. Thus, consideration should be
given to only posting tweets that would not be categorized as attorney advertising.15
Rule 7.1(k) of the NYRPC provides that all advertisements “shall be preapproved by the lawyer or law firm.” It also provides that a copy of an
advertisement “shall be retained for a period of not less than three years following
its initial dissemination,” but specifies an alternate one-year retention period for
advertisements contained in a “computer-accessed communication” and specifies
another retention scheme for websites.16 Rule 1.0(c) of the NYPRC defines
‘‘computer-accessed communication’’ as any communication made by or on
behalf of a lawyer or law firm that is disseminated through “the use of a computer
or related electronic device, including, but not limited to, web sites, weblogs,
search engines, electronic mail, banner advertisements, pop-up and pop-under
advertisements, chat rooms, list servers, instant messaging, or other internet
12

NYRPC 7.1(e)(3) provides: “[p]rior results do not guarantee a similar outcome”.

13

NYCLA, Formal Op. 748.

14

New York State Bar Ass’n Comm. on Prof’l Ethics (“NYSBA”), Op. 1009 (2014).

15

NYSBA, Op. 1009.

16

Id.
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presences, and any attachments or links related thereto.”17 Thus, social media
posts that are deemed “advertisements,” are “computer-accessed communications,
and their retention is required only for one year.”18
In accordance with NYSBA, Op. 1009, to the extent that a social media
post is found to be a “solicitation,” it is subject to filing requirements if directed to
recipients in New York. Social media posts, like tweets, may or may not be
prohibited “real-time or interactive” communications. That would depend on
whether they are broadly distributed and/or whether the communications are more
akin to asynchronous email or website postings or in functionality closer to
prohibited instant messaging or chat rooms involving “real-time” or “live”
responses. Practitioners are advised that both the social media platforms and
ethical guidance in this area are evolving and care should be used when using any
potentially “live” or real-time tools.
Guideline No. 2.B: Prohibited use of the term “Specialists” on Social Media
Lawyers shall not advertise areas of practice under headings in social media platforms
that include the terms “specialist,” unless the lawyer is certified by the appropriate
accrediting body in the particular area.19
NYRPC 7.1, 7.4.
Comment: Although LinkedIn’s headings no longer include the term “Specialties,”
lawyers still need to be cognizant of the prohibition on claiming to be a “specialist”
when creating a social media profile. To avoid making prohibited statements about
a lawyer’s qualifications under a specific heading or otherwise, a lawyer should use
objective information and language to convey information about the lawyer’s
experience. Examples of such information include the number of years in practice
and the number of cases handled in a particular field or area.20
A lawyer shall not list information under the ethically prohibited heading of
“specialist” in any social media network unless appropriately certified as such. With
respect to skills or practice areas on a lawyer’s profile under a heading such as
“Experience” or “Skills,” such information does not constitute a claim by a
lawyer to be a specialist under NYRPC Rule 7.4.21 Also, a lawyer may include
17

Id.

18

Id.

19

See NYSBA, Op. 972 (2013).

20

See also Phila. Bar Ass’n Prof’l Guidance Comm., Op. 2012-8 (2012) (citing Pa. Bar Ass’n Comm. on
Legal Ethics and Prof’l Responsibility, Formal Op. 85-170 (1985)).
21

NYCLA, Formal Op. 748.
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information about the lawyer’s experience elsewhere, such as under another heading
or in an untitled field that permits biographical information to be included. Certain
states have issued ethics opinions prohibiting lawyers from listing their practice
areas not only under “specialist,” but also under headings including “expert.”
A limited exception to identification as a specialist may exist for lawyers
who are certified “by a private organization approved for that purpose by the
American Bar Association” or by an “authority having jurisdiction over
specialization under the laws of another state or territory.” For example,
identification of such traditional titles as “Patent Attorney” or “Proctor in
Admiralty” are permitted for lawyers entitled to use them.22
Guideline No. 2.C: Lawyer’s Responsibility to Monitor or Remove Social Media Content by
Others on a Lawyer’s Social Media Page
A lawyer that maintains social media profiles must be mindful of the ethical
restrictions relating to solicitation by her and the recommendations of her by others,
especially when inviting others to view her social media network, account, blog or profile.23
A lawyer is responsible for all content that the lawyer posts on her social media
website or profile. A lawyer also has a duty to periodically monitor her social media profile(s)
or blog(s) for comments, endorsements and recommendations to ensure that such third-party
posts do not violate ethics rules. If a person who is not an agent of the lawyer unilaterally
posts content to the lawyer’s social media, profile or blog that violates the ethics rules, the
lawyer must remove or hide such content if such removal is within the lawyer’s control and, if
not within the lawyer’s control, she must ask that person to remove it.24
NYRPC 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, 7.4.
Comment: While a lawyer is not responsible for a post made by a person who is not
an agent of the lawyer, a lawyer’s obligation not to disseminate, use or participate in
the dissemination or use of advertisements containing misleading, false or deceptive
statements includes a duty to remove information from the lawyer’s social media
profile where that information does not comply with applicable ethics rules. If a
post cannot be removed, consideration must be given as to whether a curative post
needs to be made. Although social media communications tend to be far less formal
than typical communications to which ethics rules have historically applied, they
apply with the same force and effect to social media postings.
22

See NYRPC Rule 7.4.

23

See also Fl. Bar Standing Comm. on Advertising, Guidelines for Networking Sites (revised Apr. 16, 2013).

24

See NYCLA, Formal Op. 748. See also Phila. Bar Assn. Prof’l Guidance Comm., Op. 2012-8; Virginia
State Bar, Quick Facts about Legal Ethics and Social Networking
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Guideline No. 2.D: Attorney Endorsements
A lawyer must ensure the accuracy of third-party legal endorsements,
recommendations, or online reviews posted to the lawyer’s social media profile. To that end,
a lawyer must periodically monitor and review such posts for accuracy and must correct
misleading or incorrect information posted by clients or other third-parties.
NYRPC 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, 7.4.
Comment: Although lawyers are not responsible for content that third-parties and
non-agents of the lawyer post on social media, lawyers must, as noted above,
monitor and verify that posts about them made to profile(s) the lawyer controls25 are
accurate. “Attorneys should periodically monitor their LinkedIn pages at
reasonable intervals to ensure that others are not endorsing them as specialists,” as
well as to confirm the accuracy of any endorsements or recommendations.26 A
lawyer may not passively allow misleading endorsements as to her skills and
expertise to remain on a profile that she controls, as that is tantamount to accepting
the endorsement. Rather, a lawyer needs to remain conscientious in avoiding the
publication of false or misleading statements about the lawyer and her services.27 It
should be noted that certain social media websites, such as LinkedIn, allow users to
approve endorsements, thereby providing lawyers with a mechanism to promptly
review, and then reject or approve, endorsements. A lawyer may also hide or delete
endorsements, which, under those circumstances, may obviate the ethical obligation
to periodically monitor and review such posts.

25

Lawyers should also be cognizant of such websites as Yelp, Google and Avvo, where third parties may post
public comments about lawyers.
26

NYCLA, Formal Op. 748.

27

See NYCLA, Formal Op. 748. See also Pa. Bar Ass’n. Comm. on Legal Ethics and Prof’l Responsibility,
Formal Op. 2014-300; North Carolina State Bar Ethics Comm., Formal Op. 8 (2012).
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3.

FURNISHING OF LEGAL ADVICE THROUGH SOCIAL MEDIA

Guideline No. 3.A: Provision of General Information
A lawyer may provide general answers to legal questions asked on social media. A
lawyer, however, cannot provide specific legal advice on a social media network because a
lawyer’s responsive communications may be found to have created an attorney-client
relationship and legal advice also may impermissibly disclose information protected by the
attorney-client privilege.
NYRPC 1.0, 1.4, 1.6, 7.1, 7.3.
Comment: An attorney-client relationship must knowingly be entered into by a
client and lawyer, and informal communications over social media could
unintentionally result in a client believing that such a relationship exists. If an
attorney-client relationship exists, then ethics rules concerning, among other things,
the disclosure over social media of information protected by the attorney-client
privilege to individuals other than to the client would apply.
Guideline No. 3.B: Public Solicitation is Prohibited through “Live” Communications
Due to the “live” nature of real-time or interactive computer-accessed
communications,28 which includes, among other things, instant messaging and
communications transmitted through a chat room, a lawyer may not “solicit”29 business from
the public through such means.30 If a potential client31 initiates a specific request seeking to

28

“Computer-accessed communication” is defined by NYRPC 1.0(c) as “any communication made by or on
behalf of a lawyer or law firm that is disseminated through the use of a computer or related electronic device,
including, but not limited to, web sites, weblogs, search engines, electronic mail, banner advertisements, pop-up and
pop-under advertisements, chat rooms, list servers, instant messaging, or other internet presences, and any
attachments or links related thereto.” Official Comment 9 to NYRPC 7.3 advises: “Ordinary email and web sites are
not considered to be real-time or interactive communication. Similarly, automated pop-up advertisements on a
website that are not a live response are not considered to be real-time or interactive communication. Instant
messaging, chat rooms, and other similar types of conversational computer-accessed communication are considered
to be real-time or interactive communication.”
29

“Solicitation” means “any advertisement initiated by or on behalf of a lawyer or law firm that is directed
to, or targeted at, a specific recipient or group of recipients, or their family members or legal representatives, the
primary purpose of which is the retention of the lawyer or law firm, and a significant motive for which is pecuniary
gain. It does not include a proposal or other writing prepared and delivered in response to a specific request of a
prospective client.” NYRPC 7.3(b).
30

See NYSBA, Op. 899 (2011). Ethics opinions in a number of states have addressed chat room
communications. See also Ill. State Bar Ass’n, Op. 96-10 (1997); Michigan Standing Comm. on Prof’l and Jud.
Ethics, Op. RI-276 (1996); Utah State Bar Ethics Advisory Opinion Comm., Op. 96-10 (1997); Va. Bar Ass’n
Standing Comm. on Advertising, Op. A-0110 (1998); W. Va. Lawyer Disciplinary Bd., Legal Ethics Inquiry 98-03
(1998).
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retain a lawyer during real-time social media communications, a lawyer may respond to such
request. However, such response must be sent through non-public means and must be kept
confidential, whether the communication is electronic or in some other format. Emails and
attorney communications via a website or over social media platforms, such as Twitter,32 may
not be considered real-time or interactive communications. This Guideline does not apply if
the recipient is a close friend, relative, former client, or existing client -- although the ethics
rules would otherwise apply to such communications.
NYRPC 1.0, 1.4, 1.6, 1.7, 1.8, 7.1, 7.3.
Comment: Answering general questions33 on the Internet is analogous to writing for
any publication on a legal topic.34 “Standing alone, a legal question posted by a
member of the public on real-time interactive Internet or social media sites cannot be
construed as a ‘specific request’ to retain the lawyer.”35 In responding to
questions,36 a lawyer may not provide answers that appear applicable to all
The Philadelphia Bar Ass’n, however, has opined that, under the Pennsylvania Rules of Professional
Conduct, which are different from the NYRPC, solicitation through a chat room is permissible, because it is more
akin to targeted direct mail advertisements, which are allowed under Pennsylvania’s ethics rules. See Phila. Bar
Ass’n Prof’l Guidance Comm., Op. 2010-6 (2010).
31

Individuals attempting to defraud a lawyer by posing as potential clients are not owed a duty of
confidentiality. See NYCBA, Formal Op. 2015-3 (“An attorney who discovers that he is the target of an Internetbased trust account scam does not have a duty of confidentiality towards the individual attempting to defraud him,
and is free to report the individual to law enforcement authorities, because that person does not qualify as a
prospective or actual client of the attorney. However, before concluding that an individual is attempting to defraud
the attorney and is not owed the duties normally owed to a prospective or actual client, the attorney must exercise
reasonable diligence to investigate whether the person is engaged in fraud.”).
32

Whether a Twitter or Reddit communication is a “real-time or interactive” computer-accessed
communication is dependent on whether the communication becomes akin to a prohibited blog or chat room
communication. See NYSBA, Op. 1009 and page 7 supra.
33

Where “the inquiring attorney has ‘become aware of a potential case, and wants to find plaintiffs,’ and the
message the attorney intends to post will be directed to, or intended to be of interest only to, individuals who have
experienced the specified problem. If the post referred to a particular incident, it would constitute a solicitation
under the Rules, and the attorney would be required to follow the Rules regarding attorney advertising and
solicitation, see Rules 7.1 & 7.3. In addition, depending on the nature of the potential case, the inquirer’s post might
be subject to the blackout period (i.e., cooling off period) on solicitations relating to “a specific incident involving
potential claims for personal injury or wrongful death,” see Rule 7.3(e).” NYSBA, Op. 1049 (2015).
34

See NYSBA, Op. 899.

35

See id.

36

See NYSBA, Op. 1049 (“We further conclude that a communication that merely discussed the client's legal
problem would not constitute advertising either. However, a communication by the lawyer that went on to describe
the services of the lawyer or his or her law firm for the purposes of securing retention would constitute
“advertising.” In that case, the lawyer would need to comply with Rule 7.1, including the requirements for labeling
as “advertising” on the “first page” of the post or in the subject line, retention for one-year (in the case of a
computer-accessed communication) and inclusion of the law office address and phone number. See Rule 7.1(f), (h),
(k).”).
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apparently similar individual problems because variations in underlying facts might
result in a different answer.37 A lawyer should be careful in responding to an
individual question on social media as it might establish an attorney-client
relationship, probably one created without a conflict check, and, if the response over
social media is viewed by others beyond the intended recipient, it may disclose
privileged or confidential information.
A lawyer is permitted to accept employment that results from participating in
“activities designed to educate the public to recognize legal problems.”38 As such, if
a potential client initiates a specific request to retain the lawyer resulting from realtime Internet communication, the lawyer may respond to such request as noted
above.39 However, such communications should be sent solely to that potential
client. If, however, the requester does not provide his or her personal contact
information when seeking to retain the lawyer or law firm, consideration should be
given by the lawyer to respond in two steps: first, ask the requester to contact the
lawyer directly, not through a real-time communication, but instead by email,
telephone, etc., and second, the lawyer’s actual response should not be made through
a real time communication.40

Guideline No. 3.C: Retention of Social Media Communications with Clients
If an attorney utilizes social media to communicate with a client relating to legal
representation, the attorney should retain records of those communications, just as she would
if the communications were memorialized on paper.
NYRPC 1.1, 1.15.
Comment: A lawyer’s file relating to client representation includes both paper and
electronic documents. The ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct defines a
“writing” as “a tangible or electronic record of a communication or
representation...”. Rule 1.0(n), Terminology. The NYRPC “does not explicitly
identify the full panoply of documents that a lawyer should retain relating to a

37

Id.

38

See id.

39

See NYSBA, Op. 1049 (“When a potential client requests contact by a lawyer, either by contacting a
particular lawyer or by broadcasting a more general request to unknown persons who may include lawyers, any
ensuing communication by a lawyer that complies with the terms of the invitation was not initiated by the lawyer
within the meaning of Rule 7.3(b). Thus, if the potential client invites contact by Twitter or email, the lawyer may
respond by Twitter or email. But the lawyer could not respond by telephone, since such contact would not have been
initiated by the potential client. See N.Y. State 1014 (2014). If the potential client invites contact by telephone or in
person, the lawyer’s response in the manner invited by the potential client would not constitute ‘solicitation.’”).
40

Id.
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representation.”41 The only NYRPC provision requiring maintenance of client
documents is NYRPC 1.15(i). The NYRPC, however, implicitly imposes on
lawyers an obligation to retain documents. For example, NYRPC 1.1 requires that
“A lawyer should provide competent representation to a client.” NYRPC 1.1(a)
requires “skill, thoroughness and preparation.”
The lawyer must take affirmative steps to preserve those emails and social
media communications, such as chats and instant messages, which the lawyer
believes need to be saved.42 However, due to the ephemeral nature of social
media communications, “saving” such communications in electronic form may
pose technical issues, especially where, under certain circumstances, the entire
social media communication may not be saved, may be deleted automatically or
after a period of time, or may be deleted by the counterparty to the
communication without the knowledge of the lawyer.43 Casual communications
may be deleted without impacting ethical rules.44
NYCBA, Formal Op. 2008-1 sets out certain considerations for preserving
electronic materials:
As is the case with paper documents, which e-mails and other
electronic documents a lawyer has a duty to retain will depend on
the facts and circumstances of each representation. Many e-mails
generated during a representation are formal, carefully drafted
communications intended to transmit information, or other
electronic documents, necessary to effectively represent a client, or
are otherwise documents that the client may reasonably expect the
lawyer to preserve. These e-mails and other electronic documents
should be retained. On the other hand, in many representations a
lawyer will send or receive casual e-mails that fall well outside the
guidelines in [ABCNY Formal Op. 1986-4]. No ethical rule
prevents a lawyer from deleting those e-mails.
We also expect that many lawyers may retain e-mails and other
electronic documents beyond those required to be retained under
[ABCNY Formal Op. 1986-4]. For example, some lawyers and
law firms may retain all paper and electronic documents, including
e-mails, relating in any way to a representation, as a measure to
41

See NYCBA, Formal Op. 2008-1 (2008).

42

Id.

43

Id. See also Pennsylvania Bar Assn, Ethics Comm., Formal Op. 2014-300 (the Pennsylvania Bar Assn. has
opined that, under the Pennsylvania Rules of Professional Conduct, which are different from the NYRPC, an
attorney “should retain records of those communications containing legal advice.”).
44

Id.
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protect against a malpractice claim. Such a broad approach to
document retention may at times be prudent, but it is not required
by the Code.45
A lawyer shall not deactivate a social media account, which contains
communications with clients, unless those communications have been
appropriately preserved.

45

NYSBA, Op. 623 opines that, with respect to documents belonging to the lawyer, a lawyer may destroy all
those documents without consultation or notice to the client, (i) except to the extent that the law may otherwise
require, and (ii) in the absence of extraordinary circumstances manifesting a client’s clear and present need for such
documents.”
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4.

REVIEW AND USE OF EVIDENCE FROM SOCIAL MEDIA

Guideline No. 4.A: Viewing a Public Portion of a Social Media Website
A lawyer may view the public portion of a person’s social media profile or public posts
even if such person is represented by another lawyer. However, the lawyer must be aware
that certain social media networks may send an automatic message to the person whose
account is being viewed which identifies the person viewing the account as well as other
information about such person.
NYRPC 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 5.3, 8.4.
Comment: A lawyer is ethically permitted to view the public portion of a person’s
social media website, profile or posts, whether represented or not, for the purpose of
obtaining information about the person, including impeachment material for use in
litigation.46 “Public” means information available to anyone viewing a social media
network without the need for permission from the person whose account is being
viewed. Public information includes content available to all members of a social
media network and content that is accessible without authorization to non-members.
However, unintentional communications with a represented party may occur
if a social media network automatically notifies that person when someone views
her account. In New York, such automatic messages, as noted below, sent to a juror
by a lawyer or her agent that notified the juror of the identity of who viewed her
profile may constitute an ethical violation.47 Conversely, the ABA opined that such
a “passive review” of a juror’s social media does not constitute an ethical violation.48
The social media network may also allow the person whose account was viewed to
see the entire profile of the viewing lawyer or her agent. Drawing upon the ethical
opinions addressing issues concerning social media communications with jurors,
when an attorney views the social media site of a represented witness or a
represented opposing party, he or she should be aware of which networks49 might
automatically notify the owner of that account of his or her viewing, as this could be
viewed an improper communication with someone who is represented by counsel.

46

See NYSBA, Op. 843 (2010).

47

See NYCLA, Formal Op. 743 ; NYCBA, Formal Op. 2012-2.

48

See American Bar Ass’n Comm. on Ethics & Prof’l Responsibility, Formal Op. 14-466.

49

One network that sends automatic notifications that someone has viewed one’s profile is LinkedIn.
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Guideline No. 4.B: Contacting an Unrepresented Party to View a Restricted Social Media
Website
A lawyer may request permission to view the restricted portion of an unrepresented
person’s social media website or profile.50 However, the lawyer must use her full name and
an accurate profile, and she may not create a different or false profile in order to mask her
identity. If the person asks for additional information from the lawyer in response to the
request that seeks permission to view her social media profile, the lawyer must accurately
provide the information requested by the person or withdraw her request.
NYRPC 4.1, 4.3, 8.4.
Comment: It is permissible for a lawyer to join a social media network to obtain
information concerning a witness.51 The New York City Bar Association has
opined, however, that a lawyer shall not “friend” an unrepresented individual using
“deception.”52
In New York, there is no “deception” when a lawyer utilizes her “real name
and profile” to send a “friend” request to obtain information from an unrepresented
person’s social media account.53 In New York, the lawyer is not required to
disclose the reasons for making the “friend” request.54
The New Hampshire Bar Association, however, requires that a request to a
“friend” must “inform the witness of the lawyer’s involvement in the disputed or
litigated matter,” the disclosure of the “lawyer by name as a lawyer” and the
identification of “the client and the matter in litigation.”55 In Massachusetts, “it is
not permissible for the lawyer who is seeking information about an unrepresented
party to access the personal website of X and ask X to “friend” her without
disclosing that the requester is the lawyer for a potential plaintiff.”56 The San
Diego Bar requires disclosure of the lawyer’s “affiliation and the purpose for the
request.”57 The Philadelphia Bar Association notes that the failure to disclose that
50

For example, this may include: (1) sending a “friend” request on Facebook, 2) requesting to be connected
to someone on LinkedIn; or 3) following someone on Instagram.
51

See also N.H. Bar Ass’n Ethics Advisory Comm., Op. 2012-13/05 (2012).

52

NYCBA, Formal Op. 2010-2 (2010).

53

Id.

54

See id.

55

N.H Bar Ass’n Ethics Advisory Comm., Op. 2012-13/05.

56

Massachusetts Bar Ass’n. Comm. on Prof Ethics Op. 2014-5 (2014).

57

San Diego County Bar Ass’n Legal Ethics Comm., Op. 2011-2 (2011).
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the “intent on obtaining information and sharing it with a lawyer for use in a lawsuit
to impeach the testimony of the witness” constitutes an impermissible omission of a
“highly material fact.”58
In Oregon, there is an opinion that if the person being sought out on social
media “asks for additional information to identify [the l]awyer, or if [the l]awyer has
some other reason to believe that the person misunderstands her role, [the l]awyer
must provide the additional information or withdraw the request.”59
Guideline No. 4.C: Viewing a Represented Party’s Restricted Social Media Website
A lawyer shall not contact a represented person to seek to review the restricted portion
of the person’s social media profile unless an express authorization has been furnished by the
person’s counsel.
NYRPC 4.1, 4.2.
Comment: It is significant to note that, unlike an unrepresented individual, the ethics
rules are different when the person being contacted in order to obtain private social
media content is “represented” by a lawyer, and such a communication is
categorically prohibited.
Whether a person is represented by a lawyer, individually or through
corporate counsel, is sometimes not clear under the facts and applicable case law.
The Oregon State Bar Committee has noted that “[a]bsent actual knowledge
that the person is represented by counsel, a direct request for access to the person’s
non-public personal information is permissible.”60
Caution should be used by a lawyer before deciding to view a potentially
private or restricted social media account or profile of a represented person that the
lawyer has a “right” to view, such as a professional group where both the lawyer and
represented person are members or as a result of being a “friend” of a “friend” of
such represented person.

58

Phila. Bar Ass’n Prof’l Guidance Comm., Op. Bar 2009-2 (2009).

59

Oregon State Bar Comm. on Legal Ethics, Formal Op. 2013-189 (2013).

60

Id. See San Diego County Bar Ass’n Legal Ethics Comm., Op. 2011-2.
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Guideline No. 4.D: Lawyer’s Use of Agents to Contact a Represented Party
As it relates to viewing a person’s social media account, a lawyer shall not order or
direct an agent to engage in specific conduct, or with knowledge of the specific conduct by
such person, ratify it, where such conduct if engaged in by the lawyer would violate any ethics
rules.
NYRPC 5.3, 8.4.
Comment: This would include, inter alia, a lawyer’s investigator, trial preparation
staff, legal assistant, secretary, or agent61 and could, as well, apply to the lawyer’s
client.62

61

See NYCBA, Formal Op. 2010-2 (2010).

62

See also N.H Bar Ass’n Ethics Advisory Comm., Op. 2012-13/05.
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5.

COMMUNICATING WITH CLIENTS

Guideline No. 5.A: Removing Existing Social Media Information
A lawyer may advise a client as to what content may be maintained or made private on
her social media account, including advising on changing her privacy and/or security
settings.63 A lawyer may also advise a client as to what content may be “taken down” or
removed, whether posted by the client or someone else, as long as there is no violation of
common law or any statute, rule, or regulation relating to the preservation of information,
including legal hold obligations.64 Unless an appropriate record of the social media
information or data is preserved, a party or nonparty, when appropriate, may not delete
information from a social media profile that is subject to a duty to preserve.
NYRPC 3.1, 3.3, 3.4, 4.1, 4.2, 8.4.
Comment: A lawyer must ensure that potentially relevant information is not
destroyed “once a party reasonably anticipates litigation”65 or in accordance with
common law, statute, rule, or regulation. Failure to do so may result in sanctions.
“[W]here litigation is anticipated, a duty to preserve evidence may arise under
substantive law. But provided that such removal does not violate the substantive law
regarding the destruction or spoliation of evidence,66 there is no ethical bar to ‘taking
down’ such material from social media publications, or prohibiting a client’s lawyer
from advising the client to do so, particularly inasmuch as the substance of the
posting is generally preserved in cyberspace or on the user’s computer.”67 When
litigation is not pending or “reasonably anticipated,” a lawyer may more freely
advise a client on what to maintain or remove from her social media profile. Nor is
there any ethical bar to advising a client to change her privacy or security settings to
be more restrictive, whether before or after a litigation has commenced, as long as

63

Mark A. Berman, “Counseling a Client to Change Her Privacy Settings on Her Social Media Account,”
New York Legal Ethics Reporter, Feb. 2015, http://www.newyorklegalethics.com/counseling-a-client-to-change-herprivacy-settings-on-her-social-media-account/.
64

NYCLA, Formal Op. 745 (2013). See Philadelphia Bar Ass’n. Guidance Comm. Op. 2014-5 (2014).

65

VOOM HD Holdings LLC v. EchoStar Satellite L.L.C., 93 A.D.3d 33, 939 N.Y.S.2d 321 (1st Dep’t 2012).

66

New York has not opined on a lawyer’s obligation to produce a website link that a client has utilized, but
Philadelphia Bar Ass’n. Guidance Comm. Op. 2014-5, noted that, with respect to a website link utilized by a client,
if it is appropriately requested in discovery, a lawyer “must make reasonable efforts to obtain a link or other [social
media] content if the lawyer knows or reasonably believes it has not been produced by the client.”
67

NYCLA, Formal Op. 745.
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social media is appropriately preserved in the proper format and such is not a
violation of law or a court order.68
A lawyer needs to be aware that the act of deleting electronically stored
information does not mean that such information cannot be recovered through the use
of forensic technology. This similarly is the case if a “live” posting is simply made
“unlive.”

Guideline No. 5.B: Adding New Social Media Content
A lawyer may advise a client with regard to posting new content on a social media
website or profile, as long as the proposed content is not known to be false by the lawyer. A
lawyer also may not “direct or facilitate the client's publishing of false or misleading
information that may be relevant to a claim.”69
NYRPC 3.1, 3.3, 3.4, 4.1, 4.2, 8.4.
Comment: A lawyer may review what a client plans to publish on a social media
website in advance of publication70 and guide the client appropriately, including
formulating a policy on social media usage. Subject to ethics rules, a lawyer may
counsel the client to publish truthful information favorable to the client; discuss the
significance and implications of social media posts (including their content and
advisability); review how the factual context of a post may affect a person’s
perception of the post; and how such posts might be used in a litigation, including
cross-examination. A lawyer may advise a client to consider the possibility that
someone may be able to view a private social media profile through court order,
compulsory process, or unethical conduct. A lawyer may advise a client to refrain
from or limit social media postings during the course of a litigation or investigation.
68

North Carolina State Bar 2014 Formal Ethics Op. 5 (2014); Phila. Bar Ass’n Guidance Comm. Op. 2014-5
(2014); Florida Bar Professional Ethics Committee, Proposed Advisory Opinion 14-1 (Jan. 23, 2015)
69

NYCLA, Formal Op. 745.

70

As social media-related evidence has increased in use in litigation, a lawyer may consider periodically
following or checking her client’s social media communications, especially in matters where posts on social media
would be relevant to her client’s claims or defenses. Following a client’s social media use could involve connecting
with the client by establishing a LinkedIn connection, “following” the client on Twitter, or “friending” her on
Facebook. Whether to follow a client’s postings should be discussed with the client in advance. Monitoring a
client’s social media posts could provide the lawyer with the opportunity, among other things, to advise on the
impact of the client’s posts on existing or future litigation or on their implication for other issues relating to the
lawyer’s representation of the client
Pennsylvania Bar Ass’n Ethics Comm., Formal Op. 2014-300 notes “tracking a client’s activity on social
media may be appropriate for an attorney to remain informed about the developments bearing on the client’s legal
dispute” and “an attorney can reasonably expect that opposing counsel will monitor a client’s social media account.”
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Guideline No. 5.C: False Social Media Statements
A lawyer is prohibited from proffering, supporting, or using false statements if she
learns from a client’s social media posting that a client’s lawsuit involves the assertion of
material false factual statements or evidence supporting such a conclusion.71
NYRPC 3.1, 3.3, 3.4, 4.1, 8.4.
Comment: A lawyer has an ethical obligation not to “bring or defend a proceeding,
or assert or controvert an issue therein, unless there is a basis in law and fact for
doing so that is not frivolous.”72 Frivolous conduct includes the knowing assertion
of “material factual statements that are false.”73 See also NYRPC 3.3; 4.1 (“In the
course of representing a client, a lawyer shall not knowingly make a false statement
of fact or law to a third person.”).
Guideline No. 5.D. A Lawyer’s Use of Client-Provided Social Media Information
A lawyer may review the contents of the restricted portion of the social media
profile of a represented person that was provided to the lawyer by her client, as long as the
lawyer did not cause or assist the client to: (i) inappropriately obtain private information
from the represented person; (ii) invite the represented person to take action without the
advice of his or her lawyer; or (iii) otherwise overreach with respect to the represented
person.
NYRPC 4.2.
Comment: One party may always seek to communicate with another party. Where a
“client conceives the idea to communicate with a represented party,” a lawyer is not
precluded “from advising the client concerning the substance of the communication”
and the “lawyer may freely advise the client so long as the lawyer does not assist the
client inappropriately to seek confidential information or invite the nonclient to take
action without the advice of counsel or otherwise to overreach the nonclient.”74
New York interprets “overreaching” as prohibiting “the lawyer from converting a
communication initiated or conceived by the client into a vehicle for the lawyer to
communicate directly with the nonclient.”75
71

NYCLA, Formal Op. 745.

72

NYRPC 3.1(a).

73

NYRPC 3.1(b)(3).

74

NYCBA, Formal Op. 2002-3 (2002).

75

Id.
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NYRPC Rule 4.2(b) provides that, notwithstanding the prohibition under
Rule 4.2(a) that a lawyer shall not “cause another to communicate about the
subject of the representation with a party the lawyer knows to be represented,”
a lawyer may cause a client to communicate with a represented
person . . . and may counsel the client with respect to those
communications, provided the lawyer gives reasonable advance
notice to the represented person’s counsel that such
communications will be taking place.
Thus, lawyers need to use caution when communicating with a client
about her connecting to or “friending” a represented person and obtaining private
information from that represented person’s social media site.
New Hampshire opines that a lawyer’s client may, for instance, send a
“friend” request or request to follow a restricted Twitter feed of a person, and then
provide the information to the lawyer, but the ethical propriety “depends on the
extent to which the lawyer directs the client who is sending the [social media]
request,” and whether the lawyer has complied with all other ethical obligations. 76
In addition, the client’s profile needs to “reasonably reveal[] the client’s identity” to
the other person.77
The American Bar Association opines that a “lawyer may give substantial
assistance to a client regarding a substantive communication with a represented
adversary. That advice could include, for example, the subjects or topics to be
addressed, issues to be raised and strategies to be used. Such advice may be given
regardless of who – the lawyer or the client – conceives of the idea of having the
communication . . . . [T]he lawyer may review, redraft and approve a letter or a set
of talking points that the client has drafted and wishes to use in her communications
with her represented adversary.”78

76

N.H. Bar Ass’n Ethics Advisory Comm., Op. 2012-13/05 (2012).

77

Id.

78

ABA, Formal Op. 11-461 (2011).
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Guideline No. 5.E: Maintaining Client Confidences and Confidential Information
Subject to the attorney-client privilege rules, a lawyer is prohibited from disclosing
client confidences and confidential information relating to the legal representation of a client,
unless the client has provided informed consent. Social media communications and
communications made on a lawyer’s website or blog must comply with these limitations.79
This prohibition applies regardless of whether the confidential client information is positive
or celebratory, negative or even to something as innocuous as where a client was on a
certain day.
Where a lawyer learns that a client has posted a review of her services on a website
or on social media, if the lawyer chooses to respond to the client’s online review, the lawyer
shall not reveal confidential information relating to the representation of the client. This
prohibition applies, even if the lawyer is attempting to respond to unflattering comments
posted by the client.
NYRPC 1.6, 1.9(c).
Comment: A lawyer is prohibited, absent some recognized exemption, from
disclosing client confidences and confidential information of a client. Under
NYRPC Rule 1.9(c), a lawyer is generally prohibited from using or revealing
confidential information of a former client. There is, however, a “self-defense”
exception to the duty of confidentiality set forth in Rule 1.6,80 which, as to former
clients, is incorporated by Rule 1.9(c). Rule 1.6(b)(5)(i) provides that a lawyer
“may reveal or use confidential information to the extent that the lawyer
reasonably believes necessary … to defend the lawyer or the lawyer’s employees
and associates against an accusation of wrongful conduct.”81 NYSBA Opinion
1032 applies such self-defense exception to “claims” and “charges” in formal
proceedings or a “material threat of a proceeding,” which “typically suggest the
beginning of a lawsuit, criminal inquiry, disciplinary complaint, or other
79

NYRPC 1.6.

80

Comment 17 to NYRPC Rule 1.6 provides:
When transmitting a communication that includes information relating to the representation of a
client, the lawyer must take reasonable precautions to prevent the information from coming into
the hands of unintended recipients. This duty does not require that the lawyer use special security
measures if the method of communication affords a reasonable expectation of privacy. Special
circumstances, however, may warrant special precautions. Factors to be considered in
determining the reasonableness of the lawyer’s expectation of confidentiality include the
sensitivity of the information and the extent to which the privacy of the communication is
protected by law or by a confidentiality agreement. A client may require the lawyer to use a
means of communication or security measures not required by this Rule, or may give informed
consent (as in an engagement letter or similar document) to the use of means or measures that
would otherwise be prohibited by this Rule.

81

NYSBA Op. 1032 (2014).
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procedure that can result in a sanction” and the self-defense exception does not
apply to a “negative web posting.”82 As such, a lawyer cannot disclose
confidential information about a client when responding to a negative post
concerning herself on websites such as Avvo, Yelp or Martindale Hubbell.83
A lawyer is permitted to respond to online reviews, but such replies must
be accurate and truthful and shall not contain confidential information or client
confidences. Pennsylvania Bar Association Ethics Committee Opinion 2014-300
(2014) opined that “[w]hile there are certain circumstances that would allow a
lawyer to reveal confidential client information, a negative online client review is
not a circumstance that invokes the self-defense exception.”84 Pennsylvania Bar
Association Ethics Committee Opinion 2014-200 (2014) provides a suggested
response for a lawyer replying to negative online reviews: “A lawyer’s duty to
keep client confidences has few exceptions and in an abundance of caution I do
not feel at liberty to respond in a point-by-point fashion in this forum. Suffice it
to say that I do not believe that the post represents a fair and accurate picture of
events.”85

82

NYSBA, Opinion 1032.

83

See Michmerhuizen, Susan “Client reviews: Your Thumbs
Around.”Americanbar.org. Your ABA, September 2014. Web. 3 March 2015.
84

Pennsylvania Bar Association Ethics Committee, Formal Op. 2014-300.

85

Pennsylvania Bar Association Ethics Committee Opinion 2014-200.
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6.

RESEARCHING JURORS AND REPORTING JUROR MISCONDUCT

Guideline No. 6.A: Lawyers May Conduct Social Media Research
A lawyer may research a prospective or sitting juror’s public social media profile, and
posts.
NYRPC 3.5, 4.1, 5.3, 8.4.
Comment: “Just as the internet and social media appear to facilitate juror
misconduct, the same tools have expanded an attorney’s ability to conduct research
on potential and sitting jurors, and clients now often expect that attorneys will
conduct such research. Indeed, standards of competence and diligence may require
doing everything reasonably possible to learn about the jurors who will sit in
judgment on a case.”86
The ABA issued Formal Opinion 466 noting that “[u]nless limited by law or
court order, a lawyer may review a juror’s or potential juror’s Internet presence,
which may include postings by the juror or potential juror in advance of and during a
trial.”87 There is a strong public interest in identifying jurors who might be tainted
by improper bias or prejudice.”88 However, Opinion 466 does not address “whether
the standard of care for competent lawyer performance requires using Internet
research to locate information about jurors.”89

86

See NYCBA Formal Op. 2012-2 (2012).

87

See American Bar Ass’n Comm. on Ethics & Prof’l Responsibility, Formal Op. 14-466.

88

Id.

89

Id.
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Guideline No. 6.B: A Juror’s Social Media Profile May Be Viewed as Long as There Is No
Communication with the Juror
A lawyer may view the social media profile of a prospective juror or sitting juror
provided that there is no communication (whether initiated by the lawyer, her agent or
automatically generated by the social media network) with the juror.90
NYRPC 3.5, 4.1, 5.3, 8.4.
Comment: Lawyers need “always use caution when conducting [jury] research” to
ensure that no communication with the prospective or sitting jury takes place.91
Contact by a lawyer with jurors through social media is forbidden. For
example, ABA, Formal Op. 466 opines that it would be a prohibited ex parte
communication for a lawyer, or the lawyer’s agent, to send an “access request” to
view the private portion of a juror’s or potential juror’s Internet presence.92 This
type of communication would be “akin to driving down the juror’s street, stopping
the car, getting out, and asking the juror for permission to look inside the juror’s
house because the lawyer cannot see enough when just driving past.”93
NYCLA, Formal Op. 743 and NYCBA, Formal Op. 2012-2 have opined
that even inadvertent contact with a prospective juror or sitting juror caused by an
automatic notice generated by a social media network may be considered a technical
ethical violation. New York ethics opinions also draw a distinction between public
and private juror information.94 They opine that viewing the public portion of a
social media profile is ethical as long as there is no automatic message sent to the
account owner of such viewing (assuming other ethics rules are not implicated by
such viewing).
In contrast to the above New York opinions, ABA, Formal Op. 466 opined
that “[t]he fact that a juror or a potential juror may become aware that a lawyer is
reviewing his Internet presence when a network setting notifies the juror of such
does not constitute a communication from the lawyer in violation” of the Rules of
Professional Conduct (emphasis added).95 According to ABA, Formal Op. 466, this
type of notice is “akin to a neighbor’s recognizing a lawyer’s car driving down the
90

See NYCLA, Formal Op. 743 (2011); NYCBA, Formal Op. 2012-2; see also Oregon State Bar Comm. on
Legal Ethics, Formal Op. 189 (2013).
91

Vincent J. Syracuse & Matthew R. Maron, Attorney Professionalism Forum, 85 N.Y. St. B.A.J. 50 (2013).

92

See ABA, Formal Op. 14-466.

93

Id.

94

Id.

95

See ABA Formal Op. 14-466.
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juror’s street and telling the juror that the lawyer had been seen driving down the
street.”96
While ABA, Formal Op. 466 noted that an automatic notice97 sent to a juror,
from a lawyer passively viewing a juror’s social media network does not constitute
an improper communication, a lawyer must: (1) “be aware of these automatic,
subscriber-notification procedures” and (2) make sure “that their review is
purposeful and not crafted to embarrass, delay, or burden the juror or the
proceeding.”98 Moreover, ABA, Formal Op. 466 suggests that “judges should
consider advising jurors during the orientation process that their backgrounds will be
of interest to the litigants and that the lawyers in the case may investigate their
backgrounds,” including a juror’s or potential juror’s social media presence.99
The American Bar Association’s view has been criticized on the basis of the
possible impact such communication might have on a juror’s state of mind and has
been deemed more analogous to the improper communication where, for instance,
“[a] lawyer purposefully drives down a juror’s street, observes the juror’s property
(and perhaps the juror herself), and has a sign that says he is a lawyer and is engaged
in researching the juror for the pending trial knowing that a neighbor will advise the
juror of this drive-by and the signage.”100
A lawyer must take measures to ensure that a lawyer’s social media research
does not come to the attention of the juror or prospective juror. Accordingly, due to
the ethics opinions issued in New York on this topic, a lawyer in New York when
reviewing social media to perform juror research needs to perform such research in a
way that does not leave any “footprint” or notify the juror that the lawyer or her
agent has been viewing the juror’s social media profile. 101
The New York opinions cited above draw a distinction between public and
private juror information.102 They opine that viewing the public portion of a social
96

Id. See Pennsylvania Bar Ass’n Ethics Comm., Formal Op. 2014-300 (“[t]here is no ex parte
communications if the social networking website independently notifies users when the page has been viewed.”).
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For instance, currently, if a lawyer logs into LinkedIn, as it is currently configured, and performs a search and
clicks on a link to a LinkedIn profile of a juror, an automatic message may well be sent by LinkedIn to the juror whose
profile was viewed advising of the identity of the LinkedIn subscriber who viewed the juror’s profile. In order for that
reviewer’s profile not to be identified through LinkedIn, that person must change her settings so that she is anonymous
or, alternatively, to be fully logged out of her LinkedIn account.
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media profile is ethical as long as there is no notice sent to the account holder
indicating that a lawyer or her law firm viewed the juror’s profile and assuming
other ethics rules are not implicated. However, such opinions have not taken a
definitive position that such unintended automatic contact is subject to discipline.
The American Bar Association and New York opinions, however, have not
directly addressed whether a lawyer may non-deceptively view a social media
account that from a prospective or sitting juror’s view is putatively private, which
the lawyer has a right to view, such as an alumni social network where both the
lawyer and juror are members or whether access can be obtained, for instance, by
being a “friend” of a “friend” of a juror on Facebook.
Guideline No. 6.C: Deceit Shall Not Be Used to View a Juror’s Social Media.
A lawyer may not make misrepresentations or engage in deceit in order to be able to
view the social media profile of a prospective juror or sitting juror, nor may a lawyer direct
others to do so.
NYRPC 3.5, 4.1, 5.3, 8.4.
Comment: An “attorney must not use deception—such as pretending to be someone
else—to gain access to information about a juror that would otherwise be
unavailable.”103

Guideline No. 6.D: Juror Contact During Trial
After a juror has been sworn in and throughout the trial, a lawyer may view or monitor
the social media profile and posts of a juror provided that there is no communication (whether
initiated by the lawyer, her agent or automatically generated by the social media network) with
the juror.
NYRPC 3.5, 4.1, 5.3, 8.4.
Comment: The concerns and issues identified in the comments to Guideline No. 6.B
are also applicable during the evidentiary and deliberative phases of a trial.
A lawyer must exercise extreme caution when “passively” monitoring a
sitting juror’s social media presence. The lawyer needs to be aware of how any
social media service operates, especially whether that service would notify the juror
of such monitoring or the juror could otherwise become aware of such monitoring or
viewing by lawyer. Further, the lawyer’s review of the juror’s social media shall not
103
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burden or embarrass the juror or burden or delay the proceeding.
These later litigation phases present additional issues, such as a lawyer
wishing to monitor juror social media profiles or posts in order to determine whether
a juror is failing to follow court instructions or engaging in other improper behavior.
However, the risks posed at this stage of litigation are greater than during the jury
selection process and could result in a mistrial.104
[W]hile an inadvertent communication with a venire member may
result in an embarrassing revelation to a court and a disqualified
panelist, a communication with a juror during trial can cause a
mistrial. The Committee therefore re-emphasizes that it is the
attorney’s duty to understand the functionality of any social media
service she chooses to utilize and to act with the utmost caution.105
ABA, Formal Op. 466 permits passive review of juror social media postings,
in which an automated response is sent to the juror, of a reviewer’s Internet
“presence,” even during trial absent court instructions prohibiting such conduct. In
one New York case, the review by a lawyer of a juror’s LinkedIn profile during a
trial almost led to a mistrial. During the trial, a juror became aware that an attorney
from a firm representing one of the parties had looked at the juror’s LinkedIn profile.
The juror brought this to the attention of the court stating “the defense was checking
on me on social media” and also asserted, “I feel intimidated and don’t feel I can be
objective.”106 This case demonstrates that a lawyer must take caution in conducting
social media research of a juror because even inadvertent communications with a
juror presents risks.107
It might be appropriate for counsel to ask the court to advise both
prospective and sitting jurors that their social media activity may be researched by
attorneys representing the parties. Such instruction might include a statement that
it is not inappropriate for an attorney to view jurors’ public social media. As
noted in ABA, Formal Op. 466, “[d]iscussion by the trial judge of the likely
practice of trial lawyers reviewing juror ESM during the jury orientation process
will dispel any juror misperception that a lawyer is acting improperly merely by
viewing what the juror has revealed to all others on the same network.”108
104

Rather than risk inadvertent contact with a juror, a lawyer wanting to monitor juror social media behavior
might consider seeking a court order clarifying what social media may be accessed.
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See NYCBA, Formal Op. 2012-2.
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See Richard Vanderford, "LinkedIn Search Nearly Upends BofA Mortgage Fraud Trial,” Law360 (Sept.
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Guideline No. 6.E: Juror Misconduct
In the event that a lawyer learns of possible juror misconduct, whether as a result of
reviewing a sitting juror’s social media profile or posts, or otherwise, she must promptly bring
it to the court’s attention.109
NYRPC 3.5, 8.4.
Comments: An attorney faced with potential juror misconduct is advised to
review the ethics opinions issued by her controlling jurisdiction, as the extent of
the duty to report juror misconduct varies among jurisdictions. For example,
ABA, Formal Op. 466 pertains only to criminal or fraudulent conduct by a juror,
rather than the broader concept of improper conduct. Opinion 466 requires a lawyer
to take remedial steps, “including, if necessary, informing the tribunal when the
lawyer discovers that a juror has engaged in criminal or fraudulent conduct related to
the proceeding.”110
New York, however, provides that “a lawyer shall reveal promptly to the
court improper conduct by a member of the venire or a juror, or by another toward a
member of the venire or a juror or a member of her family of which the lawyer has
knowledge.”111 If a lawyer learns of “juror misconduct” due to social media
research, he or she “must” promptly notify the court.112 “Attorneys must use their
best judgment and good faith in determining whether a juror has acted
improperly; the attorney cannot consider whether the juror’s improper conduct
benefits the attorney.”113
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See NYCLA, Op. 743; NYCBA, Op. 2012-2.
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Id. See Pennsylvania Bar Assn, Ethics Comm., Formal Op. 2014-300 (“a lawyer may be required to notify
the court of any evidence of juror misconduct discovered on a social networking website.”).
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7.

USING SOCIAL MEDIA TO COMMUNICATE WITH A JUDICIAL OFFICER

A lawyer shall not communicate with a judicial officer over social media if the lawyer
intends to influence the judicial officer in the performance of his or her official duties.
NYRPC 3.5, 8.2 and 8.4.
Comment: There are few New York ethical opinions addressing lawyers’
communication with judicial officers over social media, and ethical bodies
throughout the country are not consistent when opining on this issue. However,
lawyers should not be surprised that any such communication is fraught with peril as
the “intent” of such communication by a lawyer will be judged under a subjective
standard, including whether retweeting a judge’s own tweets would be improper.
A lawyer may communicate with a judicial officer on “social media websites
provided the purpose is not to influence the judge, and reasonable efforts are taken to
ensure that there is no ex parte or other prohibited communication,”114 which is
consistent with NYRPC 3.5(a)(1) which forbids a lawyer from “seek[ing] to or
caus[ing] another person to influence a judge, official or employee of a
tribunal.”115
It should be noted that New York Advisory Opinion 08-176 (Jan. 29, 2009) provides that
a judge who otherwise complies with the Rules Governing Judicial Conduct “may join and make
use of an Internet-based social network. A judge choosing to do so should exercise an
appropriate degree of discretion in how he/she uses the social network and should stay abreast of
the features of any such service he/she uses as new developments may impact his/her duties
under the Rules.”116 New York Advisory Committee on Judicial Ethics Opinion 08-176 further
opines that:
[A] judge also should be mindful of the appearance created when
he/she establishes a connection with an attorney or anyone else
appearing in the judge’s court through a social network. In some
ways, this is no different from adding the person’s contact
information into the judge’s Rolodex or address book or speaking
to them in a public setting. But, the public nature of such a link
(i.e., other users can normally see the judge’s friends or
connections) and the increased access that the person would have
to any personal information the judge chooses to post on his/her
own profile page establish, at least, the appearance of a stronger
bond. A judge must, therefore, consider whether any such online
114
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connections, alone or in combination with other facts, rise to the
level of a “close social relationship” requiring disclosure and/or
recusal.
See New York Advisory Committee on Judicial Ethics Opinion 13-39 (May 28,
2013) (“the mere status of being a ‘Facebook friend,’ without more, is an
insufficient basis to require recusal. Nor does the committee believe that a judge's
impartiality may reasonably be questioned (see 22 NYCRR 100.3[E][1]) or that
there is an appearance of impropriety (see 22 NYCRR 100.2[A]) based solely on
having previously ‘friended’ certain individuals who are now involved in some
manner in a pending action.”).
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APPENDIX
DEFINITIONS
Social Media (also called a social network): An Internet-based service allowing people to
share content and respond to postings by others. Popular examples include Facebook, Twitter,
YouTube, Google+, LinkedIn, Foursquare, Pinterest, Instagram, Snapchat, Yik Yak and Reddit.
Social media may be viewed via websites, mobile or desktop applications, text messaging or other
electronic means.
Restricted: Information that is not available to a person viewing a social media account
because an existing on-line relationship between the account holder and the person seeking to view it
is lacking (whether directly, e.g., a direct Facebook “friend,” or indirectly, e.g., a Facebook “friend of
a friend”). Note that content intended to be “restricted” may be “public” through user error in
seeking to protect such content, through re-posting by another member of that social media network,
or as a result of how the content is made available by the social media network or due to
technological change.
Public: Information available to anyone viewing a social media network without the need for
permission from the person whose account is being viewed. Public information includes content
available to all members of a social media network and content that is accessible to non-members.
Friending: The process through which the member of a social media network designates
another person as a “friend” in response to a request to access Restricted Information. “Friending”
may enable a member’s “friends” to view the member’s restricted content. “Friending” may also
create a publicly viewable identification of the relationship between the two users. “Friending” is the
term used by Facebook, but other social media networks use analogous concepts such as “Circles”
on Google+ or “Follower” on Twitter or “Connections” on LinkedIn.
Posting or Post: Uploading public or restricted content to a social media network. A post
contains information provided by the person, and specific social media networks may use their own
term equivalent to a post (e.g., “Tweets” on Twitter).
Profile: Accessible information about a specific social media member. Some social media
networks restrict access to members while other networks permit a member to restrict, in varying
degrees, a person’s ability to view specified aspects of a member’s account or profile. A profile
contains, among other things, biographical and personal information about the member. Depending
on the social media network, a profile may include information provided by the member, other
members of the social media network, the social media network, or third-party databases.
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How to avoid social media ethics traps in lawyer advertising
As use of social media by lawyers and clients continues to grow and as social media proliferates and become more
technologically advanced, so too do the ethical issues facing lawyers
By Amanda CiccatelliApril 25, 2014
13

Social media platforms are becoming indispensable tools used by legal professionals these days. With the expansion of
mobile technologies in the legal profession, social media platforms have drastically transformed the ways in which
lawyers communicate. As use of social media by lawyers and clients continues to grow and as social media proliferates
and become more technologically advanced, so too do the ethical issues facing lawyers.
The Commercial and Federal Litigation Section of the New York State Bar Association recently developed Social
Media Ethics Guidelines to assist lawyers in understanding the ethical challenges of social media. These guidelines,
released March 18, provide to lawyers in one of the nation’s largest jurisdictions fresh advice about how to keep social
media activities within the bounds of legal ethics rules. The guidelines provide insight into the latest thinking on how
traditional rules of professional conduct apply in the rapidly expanding universe of social media.
Here are some of the social media guidelines you may want to follow in order to stay compliant in lawyer advertising:
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Ethics Rules Apply When You Use Social Media to Promote Your Practice
Unless the social media accounts are being used for just personal purposes, the rules on lawyer advertising apply to
attorneys’ social media communications. If an account is used both personally and professionally, the safe bet is to
assume that it is subject to rules, the guidelines say.
Do Not Call Yourself a ‘Specialist’ Unless You Are One
The guidelines urge lawyers to be cautious about listing their practice areas under headings such as “Specialties” on
profile templates unless they have received certification in that area. If the social media profile does not allow users to
alter headings, the guidelines advise lawyers to list their practice areas in other sections of their profile.
Be Careful What Others Post on Your Sites
Although a lawyer may not be responsible for what others post on his or her social media, lawyers must use caution
regarding ethics rules on attorney recommendations, according to the guidelines. Attorneys cannot get someone else to
post advertising material on social media in an attempt to dodge restrictions on advertising. Lawyers must monitor
comments on their blogs and social media sites for violations of rules on lawyer advertising.
Avoid Forming an Attorney-Client Relationship When Answering Questions
The troubles arise when a lawyer provides specific advice—an action that could form an attorney-client relationship. In
addition to inadvertently taking on a client through social media interactions, lawyers must be careful about soliciting
clients online in violation of ethics rules. However, if a potential client uses social to ask a lawyer to represent him or
her, the attorney may respond privately and confidentially.
For more news on social media, check out these articles:
The reality of managing social media risk in business
Mitigate risk by deploying social media policies
Katherine Heigl sues Duane Reade over a tweet
Pharma companies still fail to embrace social media
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Lawyers and Social Media: How to Manage the Ethical Pitfalls of Modern
Investigative Tools
 
In the physical world, lawyers routinely search public records and hire private
investigators to gather information about witnesses, parties, jurors and even
experts—all within the bounds of the Rules of Professional Conduct. Whether
trying to understand the facts or craft litigation strategies, lawyers have always
sought public and non-public information. Then came the Internet and social
media, seemingly abundant sources of information. Yet lawyers are either prohibited, or think
they are, from seeking information on Facebook®, Twitter® and LinkedIn® just as freely.
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Social Media Presents Unique Challenges In
Today’s Courtrooms
19 Jun 2012

A paucity of guidance
The American Bar Association and its counterparts in each state offer no clear-cut guidance for
operating within ethical boundaries when conducting social media research. Robert Keeling, a
partner at Sidley Austin who focuses on electronic discovery matters, said there are several
applicable opinions, but they are not entirely consistent, nor do they cover all situations related to
using social media for informal discovery. The opinions may not be in your state, and if they are,
they might be on a narrow issue, he said. There is nothing comprehensive. “There is a lack of
clarity that could possibly chill conduct that may be acceptable. Some lawyers are not engaging
in comprehensive social media exploration because of the potential ethical ramifications.”
Additionally, the case law that exists tends to concentrate in narrow subject areas. In particular,
many of the recent cases arise in divorce cases, where using social media research is more
common.
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An initial step
In an effort to make things a little clearer with respect to juror research, the ABA’s Committee on
Ethics and Professional Responsibility last year said attorneys can look at public information on
jurors’ and potential jurors’ social media accounts, blogs and websites. Lawyers should not,
however, personally, or through others, request access to information that a juror has not made
public. A lawyer also may view social media that automatically notifies the juror that the lawyer
has viewed it. The ABA says this does not amount to impermissible contact with a juror. This
provision could be read to conflict with certain state opinions on the subject. The New York State
Bar Association also warned lawyers to be aware that social media communications that reach
across multiple jurisdictions may implicate other states’ ethics rules. Ensuring compliance with
these varying requirements may prove difficult.
Advantages of social media research
So, if meeting ethical requirements is complex, is social media research worth it? Keeling thinks
so, regardless of whether you represent a plaintiff or defendant. He cites product liability cases
he helped defend in which “injured” plaintiffs posted pictures of themselves mountain biking or
teaching judo—all just after the alleged injury occurred. He said he has even heard of plaintiffs
posting vacation reviews on travel sites that were damaging to their case.
Keeling said that this evidence was gleaned from public postings, but more and more attorneys
are filing formal discovery requests to obtain private social media postings. This area is still
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largely untested in the courts.

--Select---Select--

When it comes to jurors, you can learn about their political leanings, discern personality traits
from the items they like or share, and even see if they’ve ever said anything positive or negative
about your company or your industry in a blog or on a post. It can provide a glimpse that may
help you decide whether to attempt to keep or exclude them from the panel.
Going about it
What social media sites bear the most fruit? That depends on your subject. Some vendors can
search across multiple platforms, Keeling said. You often find the most useful information on
Facebook or Twitter, simply because they are the most widely used. But you should not stop
there. Blogs like WordPress®, Pinterest®, Instagram® or even chat rooms may prove especially
valuable. Attorneys should also consider newer platforms that are just beginning to gain in
popularity. Different age brackets tend to be attracted to different social media platforms.
Someone might have started out on MySpace® and never left, he said. Someone who is 21
likely never used it.
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What are the mechanics of obtaining information from these sources? Just like with physical
research, you can perform digital research yourself. You can have an assistant do it. Or you can
hire an investigator or pay for an online research service. Once you find useful information, the
key is to be able to use it. You can take a screen shot or print a PDF document, Keeling said. But
you should know that if you intend to use it in court, you may have a fight on your hands.
Opposing counsel will surely challenge the validity of the document, and the court may find it
inadmissible.
That’s where authentication can help. You can’t just have an assistant take a screen shot if you
want to use it, Keeling said. Normal rules of evidence and authentication apply. You likely must
prove that the information you are capturing accurately reflects the information on the social
media website. But at a minimum, if you are printing documents, provide as much detail as
possible because you may have to provide a foundation for the evidence at a later date.
Whoever did the work should consider signing a declaration—how and when they did the work.
Some vendors will provide metadata that will help with authentication, he said. This metadata
may also assist with establishing that the social media posts are attributable to the party in
question, which may be another factor in admissibility. “A lot of searching is fruitless. It might not
be the right person; there are a lot of John Smiths out there. But when you find something good
—you should consider authenticating those materials.”
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Avoid the gray areas
The penchant for social media shows no signs of abating. Until there are clear guidelines on best
practices from the courts or the bar, attorneys must weigh their actions against existing ethical
standards and continually monitor the social media story as it unfolds. Stick to publicly available
information and reign in any tendency to be overzealous.
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Lawyers can look up jurors on social media
but can't connect with them, ABA ethics
opinion says
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Lawyers who want to pick through troves of public information that jurors or
potential jurors put on the Internet about themselves may do so, but they
may not communicate directly with the jurors, such as asking to “friend”
them on Facebook, according to a formal ethics opinion issued today by the
ABA Standing Committee on Ethics and Professionalism.

Formal Opinion 466 (PDF) mentions websites and examples of Internetbased electronic social media such as Facebook, MySpace, LinkedIn and
Twitter, but notes that because their capabilities change so frequently, the opinion deals only
generically with someone’s control over access to their information on websites and ESM or their
ability to know who has viewed what is publicly available.
Formal opinions are based on the ABA’s Model Rules of Professional Conduct, which have been
adopted by all states except California. The rules are not binding but serve as models that can be
adopted or modified. Formal Opinion 466 addresses three situations concerning lawyer review of
the Internet footprints of jurors or potential jurors.
• Looking at information available to everyone on a juror’s social media accounts or website
when the juror doesn’t know it’s being done. The opinion says the “mere act of observing” is
not improper ex parte conduct, much as driving down a juror’s street to get a sense of his or her
environs isn’t.
• Asking a juror for access to the his or her social media. The opinion says that is improper,
much like stopping the car to ask the juror’s permission to look inside the juror’s house for a better
view.
• When a juror finds out, through a notification feature of the social media platform or
website, that the lawyer reviewed publicly available information. The formal opinion says the
social media provider, not the lawyer, is communicating with the juror, the same as if a neighbor
saw the lawyer’s car pass by and told the juror.
On that last point, the formal opinion recommends that lawyers read social media platforms’ terms
of agreement for information about matters such as automatic subscriber notification features, and
to be aware that this information changes frequently.
The formal opinion hedged on one thorny issue: A lawyer’s obligation to notify the court of
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Lawyers can look up jurors on social media but can't connect with them, ABA ethics opinion says

information gleaned through social media that indicates possible misconduct by the juror.
The problem is a glitch in one revision made by the ABA’s Ethics 2000 Commission, which
conducted an extensive review of the Model Rules in that year. For Model Rule 3.3, the ABA
House of Delegates adopted the commission’s recommendation for a new subsection (b)
concerning a lawyer’s obligation to notify the court of fraudulent or criminal behavior by a juror or
potential juror.
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The commission intended that it also include lesser wrongdoing—“improper conduct.” But, the
Standing Committee wrote in the Formal Opinion 466, this “was never carried out.”
So, for now, if a lawyer comes across publicly available information about a juror on the Internet
that indicates a violation of court instructions but not criminal or fraudulent actions, “applicable law”
might trigger the lawyer’s duty to report it to the court under current Model Rule 3.3.(b).
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STAYING ETHICAL IN
THE DIGITAL AGE:
A PRIMER FOR TAKING ADVANTAGE OF
TECHNOLOGY WITHIN ETHICAL GUIDELINES
BY JENNIFER LEWKOWSKI, ESQ.

With the advent of digital technology,
the ethical landscape continues
to evolve. Attorneys can
communicate with clients
and work on cases while
outside the office. They
can reach prospective
clients in a variety of
different ways. In fact,
clients now expect to
be able to research
prospective law
firms on the internet,
through Facebook and
Twitter and for counsel
to be accessible, even
while out of the office,
via cell phone or e-mail.
This article explores some
of the ways attorneys can take
advantage of e-mail, the internet
and social media, while continuing to
meet their ethical obligations.

E-mail
The use of e-mail has now become the norm, and clients
expect attorneys to be familiar with e-mail. Many clients
have multiple e-mail accounts, including personal, work and
(sometimes) shared accounts. In addition, clients generally
have access to computers at home, at work and in public places
such as libraries, hotels or internet cafes. Therefore, attorneys
must be able to advise clients regarding the ramifications
of communicating with counsel from different accounts or
computers. For this reason, attorneys should educate themselves
about the possible breaches of client confidentiality which could
arise from the use of e-mail.
Rule 1.6 of the Nevada Rules of Professional Conduct
requires counsel to protect confidential client information.
Attorneys should understand the potential risks in communicating
with clients via e-mail and should take steps to ensure that their
e-mail use complies with this rule. In this regard, Formal Opinion
99-413 by the American Bar Association Standing Committee

on Ethics and Professional Responsibility offers
guidance. The opinion held that attorneys
could communicate with clients through
e-mail without compromising their
ethical obligations, “because there
is a reasonable expectation of
privacy in its use,” as with
other standard means of
communication, such as
regular mail, facsimile and
telephones.1 However,
none of these means of
communication guarantees
absolute security. For
example, mail can be
intercepted, just as a facsimile
sent to a shared machine can be
viewed by someone other than
the intended recipient. Despite
the risk of inadvertent disclosure,
the ABA standing committee
opined that the utilization of e-mail is
permissible, provided the attorney takes
reasonable steps to protect client confidences.2
In this regard, although e-mail use is a common
means of communication, counsel has an obligation to
advise clients about the potential consequences of utilizing a
work e-mail account or work computer, or of using an employerissued cellphone or tablet for attorney-client communications.
These consequences include the possibility that the employer
can access e-mails or texts sent to counsel from such accounts.
Many employers have policies which permit employer access
to e-mail sent by an employee from a work computer or e-mail
account. Some policies may also include communications
sent from a personal e-mail account via a device provided by
the employer, such as a cellular phone or tablet. Courts are
divided as to whether an employer should be able to access
attorney-client communications sent by an employee under these
circumstances.3 Accordingly, attorneys should advise clients that
there may not be a reasonable expectation of privacy in such email communications,4 Attorneys should recommend that clients
familiarize themselves with their employer’s policies and should
stress that no messages should be sent to counsel from a work
e-mail address or computer.
continued on page 28
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Attorneys should also advise clients of issues that might
arise from a client’s use of a public computer (such as in libraries
or coffee shops), or a shared computer to communicate with
counsel, due to the possibility that a third party could access the
communication. Counsel should advise clients not only that others
may be able to access e-mail sent from such computers, but also
that these communications may not be considered privileged,
because there may not be a reasonable expectation of privacy for
communications sent from a shared computer.5

Attorney Advertising
Attorneys and law firms are increasingly reaching out
to prospective clients through websites and social media.
Accordingly, confusion has arisen as to what constitutes attorney
advertising and what is permissible when using this technology.
Nevada attorneys should look to Rule 7.2 of the Nevada Rules of
Professional Conduct for guidance.6 ABA Model Rule 8.4 also
provides direction.
At the outset, attorneys should ensure that information
included on their firm website is accurate and not misleading.7
Attorneys should regularly review or update their website to ensure
accuracy. They should also obtain the consent of former or current

clients before posting identifying client information (such as a
client list), information regarding the scope of the representation
and client testimonials. 8
The Nevada Supreme Court recently approved changes
to Rule 7.2, including a detailed new section (i) governing the
inclusion of statements regarding results in prior cases in attorney
advertisements. While attorneys are still permitted to include such
statements, they must be made by the attorney or member of the
firm who “served as lead counsel in the matter giving rise to the
recovery, or was primarily responsible for the settlement or verdict.”
In addition, the advertisement must include a disclaimer stating
that past results do not guarantee future success. If the statement
includes the monetary amount obtained for a past client, the listed
amount must be what the client actually received. In particular,
if the advertisement includes the gross amount of monetary
damages recovered, it must also include the amount of fees and
litigation expenses paid to counsel. Finally, the statement must
include “adequate” information regarding the type of case and
the damages at issue, although the new rule includes no guidance
as to what constitutes “adequate” information. At a minimum,
the advertisement should provide a description which includes
an overview of the claims and injuries involved, as well as the
resolution.

Websites and the AttorneyClient Relationship
Clients are now able to research potential attorneys
and law firms on the internet, and to contact counsel
directly through e-mail links on law firm web pages or
through social media. When utilizing this technology,
attorneys must ensure that they are mindful of when
an attorney-client relationship may be formed. This is
often dependent on the type of information posted on
the website and whether the website invites direct client
communication, such as through a direct e-mail link on
the site.
Many law firms offer legal information on their
websites, such as background on a specific area of
the law, blogs written by firm attorneys and links to
other resources. The ABA has recommended that law
firm websites providing such information include a
disclaimer, in order to avoid the risk that a prospective
client will believe that an attorney-client relationship has
been formed.9 The disclaimer should indicate that the
mere provision of legal information “does not constitute
legal advice.”10 Nevada counsel should also be mindful
that new Rule 7.2(j) provides that required disclosures
or disclaimers “be of sufficient size to be clearly legible
and prominently placed so as to be conspicuous to
the intended viewer.” The disclaimer must appear on
the same web page as the statement triggering the
disclaimer. In addition, Rule 7.2(h) now provides that
all required statements or disclaimers be made in each
language utilized in the advertisement itself. Therefore,
if the website includes information in Spanish,
disclaimers must also appear in Spanish.
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Attorneys who invite or respond to inquiries posed
through their website should understand that such
communications may result in the creation of an attorneyclient relationship or an understanding by the client that
such a relationship has been created.11 For example,
a response to a question which appears tailored to the
prospective client’s personal situation can be characterized
as offering legal advice, while a response to a general
hypothetical likely will not be so construed.12
E-mail, the internet and social media have provided
attorneys with new ways to reach prospective clients and to
communicate with existing clients. Attorneys should certainly
take advantage of such technology, while recognizing their
ethical obligations. In this regard, attorneys should advise
clients of the risks inherent in using certain technology.
Moreover, attorneys who maintain websites or social
media accounts should ensure that they are familiar with
the applicable rules regarding attorney advertising and the
formation of an attorney-client relationship.
CLE quiz on page 30
1 ABA Committee on Ethics and Professional Responsibility,
Formal Opinion No. 99-413 (1999).
2 Id. Note that ABA Model Rule 1.6, upon which this opinion
is based, includes a provision requiring an attorney to take
reasonable steps to prevent the unauthorized disclosure
of confidential client information. While the comparable
Nevada rule does not include this same language, the Model
Rule provides useful guidance.
3 Id. For example, courts in New York, New Jersey and
California have found that communications sent from an
employer’s computer are not privileged, while courts in
Washington and Massachusetts have found that such
communications are privileged in certain circumstances.
4 ABA Committee on Ethics and Professional Responsibility,
Formal Opinion No. 11-459 (2011).
5 Id.
6 This article refers to the amendments to Rule 7.2 of the
Nevada Rules of Professional Conduct, as approved by the
Nevada Supreme Court on November 13, 2012.
7 See Model Rule 8.4.
8 ABA Committee on Ethics and Professional Responsibility,
Formal Opinion No. 10-457 (2011).
9 Id.
10 Id.
11 See Formal Opinion10-457, supra.
12 Id.
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universally relevant of the state bar developments — because it applies
to all litigation, and relies on federal case law and nationally recognized
best practices guidance. Formal Opinion No. 2015-193, issued on June
30, 2015, by the State Bar of California Standing Committee on
Professional Responsibility and Conduct.[2]
The first of the three state bar developments was the release on June 9,
2015, of updated Social Media Ethics Guidelines from the Commercial
and Federal Litigation Section of the New York State Bar Association.[3]
The New York group has added a new first guideline, which requires that
an attorney, who chooses to use social media to communicate with
prospective and current clients, contact or examine potential witnesses
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or prospective jurors, or hunt for electronic evidence, possess an
understanding, at a minimum, of the most basic functions of how each
system works, what information (particularly client confidences) may be
exposed, to whom and how, and the ethical impact of the usage. See
Kolcun & Weiner, The Ethical Limits of Attorney Social Media
Investigations (Law 360, July 7, 2015).
Florida’s Professional Ethics Committee followed on June 25, 2015, with
the issuance of Proposal Advisory Opinion 14-1, which details specific
duties lawyers have when advising clients on “cleaning up” social media
pages before litigation.[4] This opinion, too, is based on the obligation of
competence, as well as the duties to the court and adversaries not to
obstruct access to evidence. The Florida opinion concludes that the
lawyer can advise the client to change privacy settings, and even
remove information relevant to a reasonably foreseeable proceeding as
long as the information is preserved. Other jurisdictions have reached
similar conclusions.
More opinions in the same vein can be expected. Indeed, since the ABA
adopted amendments to the Rules of Professional Conduct in 2012 —
which include a Comment to Rule 1.1 on competence stating that “a
lawyer should keep abreast of changes in the law and its practice,
including the benefits and risks associated with relevant technology”[5]
— no fewer than 14 states have made corresponding revisions to their
rules of professional conduct.[6]
The California Formal Opinion, however, is different because it is based
on a hypothetical set of facts, aspects of which occur daily in most parts
of the country. Specifically, it describes the practitioner who (1) is
unfamiliar with technology or its power or its limitations, but is persuaded
by opposing counsel and a judge to adopt an electronic discovery
protocol he does not comprehend, which is incorporated into an order.
The attorney then (2) accepts without verifying a client’s assurance that
all relevant information has been produced in hard copy; (3) assumes
how search terms will operate without testing them; (4) allows the
opponent unsupervised access to the client’s systems; (5) fails to
understand the nuances of “clawback” agreements and “protected” or
“protectable” information, as a result of which a chief competitor obtains
his client’s secrets; (6) is surprised when the opponent alleges spoliation,
and (7) only belatedly obtains assistance from a technical expert, who
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confirms that information has been destroyed through the normal
operation of the organization’s systems after the duty to preserve
attached. The opinion is unburdened by technical jargon, and should be
mandatory reading for any litigator.
The California opinion acknowledges what some lawyers say when
arguing they don’t need to understand technology because their cases
don’t involve e-discovery, but cautions that, “in today’s technological
world, almost every litigation matter potentially does. The chances are
significant that a party or a witness has used email or other electronic
communication, stores information digitally, and/or has other forms of
ESI related to the dispute.” (Emphasis in original.) Indeed, electronic
sensors generating information are becoming ubiquitous, and we are
long past the day when email contains the most important electronic
information. Today, the lawyer must think of devices that are used in the
particular situation — from the automobile in the accident, to the student
identification card that is swiped to enter dormitories, to the typed text
messages sent after hours, to the photo on the smartphone that contains
geo-location data and time stamps — and the applications that store the
information (often databases, or cloud services). Accordingly, the
California opinion finds:
The ethical duty of competence requires an attorney to assess at
the outset of each case what electronic discovery issues might
arise during the litigation, including the likelihood that e-discovery
will or should be sought by the other side. (Emphasis added.)
If discovery of electronic information will likely be sought, the California
opinion provides that the attorney should then assess his or her own
skills and resources as part of the duty to provide the client with
competent representation. The opinion also lists several specific tasks
that attorneys handling e-discovery should be able to perform. This
list[7], which should facilitate the self-assessments suggested, includes:
Initially assessing e-discovery needs and issues, if any;
Implementing/causing implementation of appropriate preservation[8];
Analyzing and understanding a client’s ESI systems and storage;
Advising a client on available options for collection and preservation
of ESI;
Engaging in competent and meaningful meet and confer sessions
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with opposing counsel concerning an e-discovery plan (as required
by federal rules and many state cognates);
Performing data searches;
Collecting ESI in a manner that preserves the integrity of the ESI
(including such metadata as may be relevant or necessary); and
Producing responsive and nonprivileged ESI in a recognized and
appropriate manner (for example, including redaction or other
special treatment of personal information).
The California opinion concludes that the attorney in the hypothetical at
the least risked breaching his duty of competence when he failed at the
outset of the case to perform a timely e-discovery evaluation, which risk
grew considerably when opposing counsel insisted on the exchange of
ESI. The opinion notes that a breach of the duty of competence does not
necessarily give rise to a disciplinary violation, or run the risk of a
malpractice claim. Such consequences may require intentional, repeated
or reckless conduct. But other significant risks — including losing a case
or a client — may attach far more readily.
Importantly, the opinion recognizes that while an attorney may have a
generally acceptable degree of competence for an average case,
assessing e-discovery competence must occur on a case-by-case basis,
as “the duty of competence may require a higher level of technical
knowledge and ability, depending on the e-discovery issues involved in a
matter, and the nature of the ESI. Competency may require even a
highly experienced attorney to seek assistance in some litigation matters
involving ESI.”
If, after completing the assessment for each case, the attorney
determines she lacks the requisite skills, the Formal Opinion (tracking
the basic rule on competence) states that the attorney has three choices:
(1) acquire sufficient learning and skill before performance is required;
(2) associate with another ESI-competent attorney or consult a technical
consultant; or (3) decline the client representation.
If the attorney handling the litigation concludes that he lacks sufficient
expertise, and opts to associate another lawyer or technical expert, the
opinion cautions that the attorney also has an obligation under
California’s Rule 3-110 to supervise the work of the expert, which is nondelegable. (Note: Similar rules are found in the ABA Model Rules at 5.1
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and 5.3.) That duty belongs “to the attorney who is counsel in the
litigation, and who remains the one primarily answerable to the court.”
Thus, the attorney must maintain overall responsibility for the work of the
expert, even if the expert is employed by the client:
The attorney must do so by remaining regularly engaged in the
expert’s work, by educating everyone involved in the e-discovery
workup about the legal issues in the case, the factual matters
impacting discovery, including witnesses and key evidentiary
issues, the obligations around discovery imposed by the law or by
the court, and of any relevant risks associated with the e-discovery
tasks at hand.
In short, the attorney responsible for the litigation cannot simply lateral
the e-discovery responsibility off to others. Like it or not, he will have to
dig in and begin to learn the essentials (i.e., see the bulleted list above).
As the opinion concludes: “Attorneys who handle litigation may not
ignore the requirements and obligations of electronic discovery.”
—By Charles R. Ragan and Eric P. Mandel, Zelle Hofmann Voelbel &
Mason LLP
Chuck Ragan is special counsel at Zelle Hofmann Voelbel & Mason in
Minneapolis and also an adjunct professor at UC Hastings (Electronic
Discovery), the University of Minnesota (Information Governance), and
Mitchell|Hamline School of Law (Ethics in E-Discovery).
Eric Mandel is national e-discovery counsel at Zelle Hofmann and a
member of the steering committee of The Sedona Conference WG1, as
well as chairman and president of the Legal Technology Professional
Institute.
The opinions expressed are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily
reflect the views of the firm, its clients, or Portfolio Media Inc., or any of
its or their respective affiliates. This article is for general information
purposes and is not intended to be and should not be taken as legal
advice.
[1] The State Bar of California Standing Committee on Professional
Responsibility, Formal Opinion 2015-193, Available at
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http://ethics.calbar.ca.gov/Ethics/Opinions.aspx (superseding Formal
Opinion Interim No. 11-0004).
[2] Available at http://ethics.calbar.ca.gov/Ethics/Opinions.aspx
(superseding Formal Opinion Interim No. 11-0004).   In 2009, California
adopted electronic discovery legislation, but the opinion noted there is
little California case law interpreting the act. The opinion also relies on
the ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct, even though California
rules differ in some respect.
[3] Available at www.nysba.org/SocialMediaGuidelines.   The original
guidelines from this group were issued only last year.   Both documents
are comprehensive, but predicated upon the New York Rule of
Professional Conduct.
[4] Affirmed as modified by the Professional Ethics Committee on June
25, 2015, and available at
https://floridabar.org/TFB/TFBResources.nsf/Attachments/B806500C941083C785257E730071222B/$FILE/1401%20PAO.pdf?OpenElement.
[5] See http://www.bna.com/ethics-2020-rule-n12884911245/ (emphasis
added).
[6] See http://www.lawsitesblog.com/2015/03/mass-becomes-14th-stateto-adopt-duty-of-technology-competence.html (viewed July 7, 2015). In
addition, 34 states have approved (or are considering) granting CLE
credit to a course on Legal Ethics of Technology Competence.   See
http://www.nbi-sems.com/Details.aspx/Legal-Ethics-of-TechnologyCompetence/Video-Download/R-69593DVDM.
[7] The authors have added in parentheses some minor explanatory
glosses to the list published by the California State Bar.
[8] In a footnote, the opinion counsels that this duty falls on both the
party and outside counsel.
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Attorneys have the option to use social media to enhance their
careers and businesses. But each attorney should keep in
mind a few precautions before sharing anything. Failure to
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take these seriously can cost lawyers their jobs, or worse,
their bar licenses.
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capacity is done by many attorneys on a daily basis. An
attorney may have personal Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn
accounts, and even a personal blog. Professionally, an
attorney may help prepare content for his law firm’s blog or his
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own professional blog, and he may also share firm news
through his personal LinkedIn, Twitter and Facebook
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accounts. The attorney may also collect evidence by
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searching (or having someone else search) for information on
individuals, including represented parties via personal social
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media pages. Each of these uses of social media has
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associated ethical concerns. The sheer number of missteps
over the past several years suggests that attorneys (and
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judges) do not always recognize the dangers.
If you take nothing else away from this article, understand that
attorneys must exercise caution when using social media—
even in their personal capacity.
Here are the top five social media pitfalls that lawyers face—
along with tips on how to steer clear:
1. Be Wary of Self Promotion
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We all know this person: the attorney who always posts links
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being potentially annoying, is this attorney acting ethically?
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review of this ruling by both the circuit and appellate courts, it
was concluded that the VSB could regulate the attorney’s blog
posts, and the disclaimer required by the VSB was required
on the blog posts.
Lesson: It is appropriate to post attorney blogs, but ensure the
information is not misleading and includes bar-mandated
disclaimers.
2. Keep Your Client’s Information Confidential
Oversharing is a problem for everyone—including attorneys—
on social media. However, attorneys have an ethical duty to
keep clients’ non-public information confidential. And when
attorneys don’t maintain this confidentiality, there is a violation
of ethical rules. For example, an Illinois attorney stipulated to
a reprimand partly for a comment posted in response to a
negative AVVO review, which revealed confidential client
information. The attorney had represented the client in an
attempt to obtain unemployment benefits; however, the
attempt was unsuccessful. After the denial of benefits, the
client reviewed the attorney on AVVO—a review that was
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eventually removed. When, the client reviewed the attorney
again, the attorney posted a response which “contained
information relating to her representation of [the client] and
exceeded what was necessary to respond to [the client’s]
accusations.”
Lesson: This is outcome is no surprise. All ethical rules
require attorneys to maintain client confidentiality, and that

Resources

obligation does not cease to exist online.
3. Know Your Social Media Discovery Limits
Can you send an opposing party a Facebook “friend” request
to obtain more information (evidence) about him or her? The
recent New York State Bar Association Social Media
Guidelines indicated that it is unethical for attorneys practicing
in New York to “friend” a represented party. The New Jersey
Supreme Court may have the opportunity to review this issue
after a paralegal at a defense firm sent the plaintiff a friend
request in an effort to obtain evidence against the plaintiff,
without disclosing the purpose of the request. Presently, the
New Jersey Supreme Court review is limited to a procedural
issue, but the underlying ethics complaint suggests that it is
unethical in New Jersey to Facebook friend a represented
person.
Attorneys should also be careful of other types of social media
pages where an automatic notice is sent to individuals when
someone views their private page.
Lesson: Don’t even attempt to view private pages of opposing
parties or witnesses. Play it safe – stick to viewing public
pages. And if information on a private page is necessary, seek
the information via a formal discovery request.
4. Do Not Have Communications with Judicial Officers
With the introduction of social media there has also been an
influx of stories relating to “public shaming” via social media.

MORE RESOURCES

And it seems like attorneys don’t want to miss out on this
trend. An attorney in Louisiana used social media to accuse
judges of refusing to consider evidence in a custody case
involving two minors, and encouraged members of the public
via an online petition and tweets to contact the judges. After
the hearing committee determined that the attorney violated at
least five rules of professional conduct, the Louisiana
Supreme Court disbarred the attorney because it determined
that she used a social media campaign to entice individuals to
make ex parte contact with judges in an attempt to influence
the outcome of cases. The attorney’s social media posts also
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contained statements which were deemed false and
misleading about the judges. The court also determined that
the attorney engaged in conduct that was prejudicial to the
administration of justice.
Perhaps less surprising, it is unethical for a judge to have ex
parte communication with a party or a party’s attorney even
via a Facebook request.
Lesson: Attorneys and judges need to understand that
communication through a social media vehicle, no matter how
minimal, is still ex parte communication and must be avoided.
5. And … Think Before You Post
It seems that many attorneys and judges let their guards down
on social media. Attorneys should think twice before posting in
either a personal or professional capacity. Here are some
examples of social media activities where the individuals
involved now may wish they had followed this advi
Personally attacking another person via a tweet and having to
defend that the tweet was not prepared in your capacity as an
attorney.
Live tweeting an ongoing judicial proceeding when you are the
judicial clerk.
Being no stranger to blogging controversy, blogging that a
presidential candidate is “not fit to be president” as a federal
judge who is prohibited from publicly endorsing or opposing a
candidate for public office.
1 | 2 | VIEW FULL ARTICLE

Julie Langdon is an attorney at Dunlap Codding. Langdon’s
practice encompasses a number of areas of intellectual
property law, including litigation, licensing, counseling and
asset prosecution. Her primary practice is patent litigation
with a concentration in the areas of biotechnology and life
sciences, chemical, and pharmaceutical arts.. Langdon
represents plaintiffs and defendants in patent-related
litigations involving infringement and other disputes arising
over patent rights.
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Social media websites allow anyone
— or more accurately everyone — to
communicate and share ideas and
opinions with a wide-ranging
audience. Websites like Facebook,
Twitter TWTR -6.67% , YouTube and

TRENDING
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LinkedIn LNKD -72.97% provide an
extraordinary means for
professional and personal
networking and self-promotion, and
for researching personal and
professional contacts. In previous
blog posts, I addressed ethical perils
for lawyers who access social media
websites to research potential jurors
and for lawyers who advise clients
concerning the propriety of
removing potentially incriminating
and discoverable material from
social media websites. This post
addresses yet another category of
ethical pitfalls for lawyers who use
social media: The risk of violating
the ethical rules that govern
attorney advertising by using social
media for professional selfpromotion.
To “assist lawyers in understanding
the ethical challenges of social
media,” earlier this year the
Commercial and Federal Litigation
Section of the New York State Bar
Association (“NYSBA”) issued
Social Media Ethics Guidelines (the
“Guidelines”) for New York
attorneys. The NYSBA
acknowledges that its publication
“merely” consists of “Guidelines”
and reminds lawyers that the “world
of social media is a nascent area
that is rapidly changing and ‘best
practices’ will continue to evolve to
keep pace with such developments.”
While the social media world
continues to develop, to avoid
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running afoul of the Rules of
Professional Conduct, New York
lawyers who use social media to
promote their legal practice should
consider the following Guidelines:
Attorney Advertising and
Solicitation Rules Apply to
Social Media Posts
According to Guideline No. 1.A,
attorney advertising and solicitation
rules apply to social media accounts
that are used primarily for legal or
marketing purposes. The
commentary also specifies that a
“prudent” lawyer should assume
that a hybrid account — used for
both personal and professional
purposes — also is subject to these
rules. Lawyers who use social media
to promote their legal services
should, therefore, use the same
disclaimers that they would use to
disseminate the information in
print. The commentary to Guideline
No.1.A states that even a “Tweet”
used to promote a lawyer’s services
— which can be no longer than 140
characters — must contain the
information required in attorney
advertisements, which can be
provided using commonly
recognized abbreviations. So, a
Tweet used to advertise a lawyer’s
services might just need to end with
this 90 character message: “This
Tweet contains attorney
advertising. Prior results do not
guarantee a similar outcome.”
Although there are commonly
http://www.forbes.com/sites/insider/2014/11/10/social-media-for-attorneys-good-business-or-ethical-minefield/#2895a6d84a59[2/5/2016 2:09:53 PM]
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recognized abbreviations for the
words “attorney advertising,”
PRDNGSO is unlikely to be
considered an abbreviation
common enough to replace “Prior
results do not guarantee a similar
outcome.”

[via http://d11sjosxu0rtpd.cloudfront.net/wpcontent/uploads/2013/12/social_media_strategy.jpg]

Attorneys Must Beware of “PreDefined” Headings Used in
Social Media Networking Sites
A lawyer is not ethically permitted to
describe herself as a “specialist” or
state that she “specializes” in a
particular area of law unless she is
certified by an accrediting body
approved by the American Bar
Association. In an ethics opinion
last year on “Listing in social
media,” the NYSBA Committee on
Professional Ethics concluded that
law firms may identify the areas of
their law practice on social media
sites but may not list their services
under the subheading “specialties.”
And, individual lawyers cannot
ethically identify themselves on
social media websites under
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headings that use the term
“specialist” or “specialties.” The
opinion did not address whether
lawyers may ethically list practice
areas under the headings “Products
& Services” or “Skills and
Expertise.” But, ethics opinions
issued in other states have
prohibited lawyers from listing
practice areas under other headings
such as “expert,” so lawyers who
practice in multiple jurisdictions
should beware. Because social
media websites frequently change
their headings, attorneys must
monitor their social media profiles
to be certain that their headings are
not changed in a way that would
cause the description of their law
practice to run afoul of ethical
requirements. Moreover, Guideline
No. 1.C specifies that a lawyer must
monitor her social media profile to
ensure that comments and
recommendations by others comply
with ethics rules. For example, if a
client posts a recommendation on
an attorney’s social media page and
calls that attorney the “best” real
estate attorney in the state, the
lawyer should assess whether that
description violates the rules of
conduct in her jurisdiction. Under
the NYSBA Guidelines, if a lawyer
determines that such a post does
violate the Rules of Professional
Conduct, she must remove the
violative content if the content is
within the lawyer’s control or, if not
within her control, ask the person
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who posted it to remove the
content. Lawyers, therefore, should
not create social media profiles on
professional networking websites
like LinkedIn, unless they intend to
monitor them.
Lawyers encounter social media
websites in many different facets of
their legal practice and the everchanging nature of social media
requires that lawyers vigilantly stay
abreast of ethical guidance relating
to the use of such technology. It
may take far less time to dash off a
brief “Tweet” than it would have in
a pre-social media world to place an
advertisement for legal services in a
periodical, but, before pressing
send, attorneys should take the time
to consider their obligations under
the Rules of Professional Conduct.
Although the technology is new and
changing, the same old rules of
conduct apply.
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July 17, 2015
Advising a Civil Litigation Client about Social Media
Opinion rules a lawyer must advise a civil litigation client about the legal ramifications of the client’s
postings on social media as necessary to represent the client competently. The lawyer may advise
the client to remove postings on social media if the removal is done in compliance with the rules
and law on preservation and spoliation of evidence.
Inquiry #1:
A client’s postings and other information that the client has placed on a social media1
website (referred to collectively as “postings”) are relevant to the issues in the client’s legal matter
and, if the matter is litigated, might be used to impeach the client. The client’s lawyer does not use
social media and is unfamiliar with how social media functions.

Home

What is the lawyer’s duty to be knowledgeable of social media and to advise the client about the
effect of the postings on the client’s legal matter?
Opinion #1:
Admission to the Bar

Rule 1.1 requires lawyers to provide competent representation to clients. Comment [8] to the rule
specifically states that a lawyer “should keep abreast of changes in the law and its practice,
including the benefits and risks associated with the technology relevant to the lawyer’s practice.”
“Relevant technology” includes social media. As stated in an opinion of the New Hampshire Bar
Association, N. H. Bar Ass’n Op. 2012-13/05, “counsel has a general duty to be aware of social
media as a source of potentially useful information in litigation, to be competent to obtain that
information directly or through an agent, and to know how to make effective use of that
information in litigation.”
If the client’s postings could be relevant and material to the client’s legal matter, competent
representation includes advising the client of the legal ramifications of existing postings, future
postings, and third party comments.
Inquiry #2:
The client’s legal matter will probably be litigated, although a law suit has not been filed. May the
lawyer instruct the client to remove postings on social media?
Opinion #2:
A lawyer may not counsel a client or assist a client to engage in conduct the lawyer knows is
criminal or fraudulent. Rule 1.2(d). In addition, a lawyer may not unlawfully obstruct another
party’s access to evidence or unlawfully alter, destroy, or conceal a document or other material
having potential evidentiary value. Rule 3.4(a). The lawyer, therefore, should examine the law on
preservation of information, spoliation2
of evidence, and obstruction of justice to determine whether removing existing postings would be a
violation of the law.
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If removing postings does not constitute spoliation and is not otherwise illegal, or the removal is
done in compliance with the rules and law on preservation and spoliation of evidence, the lawyer
may instruct the client to remove existing postings on social media. The lawyer may take
possession of printed or digital images of the client’s postings made for purposes of preservation.
See N.Y. State Bar, Ethics Op. 745 (2013)(lawyer may advise a client about the removal of
postings if the lawyer complies with the rules and law on preservation and spoliation of evidence).
Inquiry #3:
May the lawyer instruct the client to change the security and privacy settings on social media pages
to the highest level of restricted access?
Opinion #3:
Yes, if doing so is not a violation of law or court order.
Endnotes
1. “Social media” is defined as “forms of electronic communication ([such] as Websites for social
networking and microblogging) through which users create online communities to share
information, ideas, personal messages, and other content ([such] as videos).” Social Media,
Merriam-Webster, merriam-webster.com/dictionaty/social%20 media (last visited Jan. 20, 2015).
2. Black’s Law Dictionary 1437 (8th ed. 2004) defines spoliation as the intentional concealment, destruction, alteration or
mutilation of evidence, usually documents, thereby making them unusable or invalid. The doctrine of spoliation of
evidence holds that when “a party fails to introduce in evidence documents that are relevant to the matter in question
and within his control...there is a presumption, or at least an inference that the evidence withheld, if forthcoming, would
injure his case.” Jones v. GMRI, Inc., 144 N.C. App. 558, 565, 551 S.E.2d 867, 872(2001) (quoting Yarborough v.
Hughes, 139 N.C. 199, 209, 51 S.E. 904, 907-08 (1905)).
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THE ETHICS OF SOCIAL MEDIA
Successfully Navigating the Digital Terrain

presented by

NAVIGATING THE SOCIAL MEDIA TERRAIN
• Continually evolving
• Great opportunities
• Risks!

WHY SHOULD WE CARE?
Can’t we just stick to the old ways?

BECAUSE THIS IS HAPPENING
Social media has become an omni-present feature of modern life.

• Your associates and partners are using it.
• Your competitors are using it.
• Your clients are using it – and they want you
to use it too.

BECAUSE THIS IS HAPPENING
Facebook

Facebook
Has 1.1 billion users
Blogging

Blogging
97% more clicks

Twitter

9 out 10 business
execs are on Twitter
LinkedIn

LinkedIn
238 million users

THE FIRST OBLIGATION
We must be zealous advocates for our clients

• We must have a working
understanding of the
technology that can
affect our clients
• We must be able to
advise them appropriately
• We must have a complete frame of
reference from which to strategize

WE CAN’T BE OSTRICHES
Ignorance isn’t bliss

PITFALLS AND RISKS
Facebook can be quicksand, and Twitter can seem like a stretch of white water
rapids

• Social media is
•
•
•
•
•
•

Loosely controlled: anyone can comment
Informal / spontaneous
Fast-paced
Permanent (Discoverable!)
Far-reaching / diverse audience
Blurry lines: personal vs. professional lives

BASIC ETHICAL RULES
(SOME OF WHAT WE CAN’T DO)

1. Mislead or be deceitful
2. Contact represented parties
3. Hold ourselves out as a specialist when we are not
4. Breach attorney/client privilege
5. Breach broader duties of confidentiality
6. Allow or advise clients to destroy evidence
7. Practice in jurisdictions where we are not licensed
8. Make comments about our availability to do paid work (without a
disclaimer)
9. Make statements regarding the quality of our legal work (without a
disclaimer)
10. Allow, repeat or publish client testimonials (without a disclaimer)
11. Make guarantees, warranties, or predictions of legal outcomes

ADVERTISING INCLUDES COMMUNICATION
CA Ethical Rule on Advertising includes any attorney communication. The
rule defines a “communication” as

“any message or offer made by or on behalf of
a member concerning the availability for
professional employment of a member or a law
firm directed to any former, present, or
prospective client….”
---California Rule of Professional Conduct 1-400

ETHICS RE: ADVERTISING
Attorneys may not:

8. Make comments about our availability to do
paid work (without a disclaimer)
9. Make statements regarding the quality of our
legal work (without a disclaimer)
10. Allow, repeat or publish client testimonials
(without a disclaimer)
11. Make guarantees, warranties, or
predictions of outcomes

ETHICAL RULES

& SOCIAL MEDIA

Evolving technologies are a moving target

• Rules are evolving in response to changing
technologies and situations
• Often unique from one state to another
• Check current opinions and rulings
for guidance

“ADVERTISING?” OR NOT?
Seemingly innocuous statements can be construed as advertising.

• “Case finally over. Unanimous verdict!
Celebrating tonight.”
• “Just published an article on wage and hour
breaks. Let me know if you would like a
copy.”

“ADVERTISING?” OR NOT?
• “Another great victory in court today! My client
is delighted. Who wants to be next?”
• “Won a million dollar verdict. Tell your friends
to check out my website.”
• “Won another personal injury case. Call me
for a free consultation.”

DIFFICULTY IS NO EXCUSE
If it were easy, anybody could do it.

• “The restrictions imposed by the professional
responsibility rules and standards governing
attorney advertising are not relaxed merely
because such compliance might be more
difficult or awkward in a social media setting,”
the opinion states.
-California State Bar Standing Comm. on
Professional Responsibility and Conduct, Formal Op. 2012-186.

RETENTION
All attorney communications must
be retained for a certain number of years.
• Check with your State Bar for requirements
• Print copies of web pages
• Take screen captures
PITFALLS
• Failing to retain everything, whether
electronically or as hard copies.
• Forgetting to update records when website /
content / posts are changed

INADVERTENT RELATIONSHIPS

When you engage someone on social media,
take care that you don’t offer legal advice – or
information that could be construed as such.
PITFALL: Failing to use appropriate disclaimers

RECRUITING

Using social media to research candidates has
become commonplace
• Discretion
• Illegal behavior
• Responsibility
PITFALL
• Doing so can cause you to run afoul of
laws regarding discrimination against a
protected class

LINKEDIN
Your page is “your website,”
so you are responsible for
the content.
PITFALLS:
• “Specialist”
• Endorsements
• Testimonials

BLOGS
PITFALLS
•Anonymous posts
•Disclaimers
•The “accidental client”

BLOGGING ABOUT PRIOR CASES?

• Yes – with caution and consent in writing
• Focus on the implications of cases you win,
not just the fact that you won. Too much
boasting can seem like a promise of positive
results
• “Case results depend upon a variety of
factors unique to each case. Case results do
not guarantee or predict a similar result in
any future case.”

MORE ON BLOGGING ABOUT PRIOR CASES

• Public information vs. unethical disclosure
• No disparaging former clients
• Free speech is limited
in many states

AVVO

TWITTER
• 77 of Fortune Global 100 firms have accounts
• Think before you tweet!
There is no Undo
• Put a disclaimer on your
profile page
PITFALLS
• Confidentiality
• Advertising
• Inadvertent exposure

FACEBOOK

•
•

70% of Fortune 500 companies have a
Facebook page
Your firm’s Facebook page can build credibility:
• Helpful legal information
• Links to articles of interest / Current events
• Bios of attorneys

PITFALLS
• Cyber-sleuthing
• Duty to preserve

CHECK-INS, LOCATIONS & TRACKING

• Many social media channels
have tracking functions
• Facebook’s “check-in” feature
• Things you post can reveal your location
and current activities
• Vacation photos
• “The Cheesecake Factory has a new
pumpkin carrot cake that is to die for!”
• Metadata & location information can harm
your clients too – inform them

OTHERS

Instagram

Google +

Tumblr

Pinterest

Youtube

BLOOPERS
• Attorney who asked for continuance for death
in family caught partying on FB.
• An attorney blogs that the judge is an "evil,
unfair witch," and "seemingly mentally ill.”
• Attorney juror blogs about jury experience,
gets verdict reversed.
• Partner twitters f-word, consequences tbd

EXAMPLES OF SOCIAL MEDIA POLICIES

Be Smart. Don’t be stupid.
-Microsoft, 2005

Be real and use your best judgment.
-Zappos

WHEN USING SOCIAL MEDIA
• Don’t exaggerate your skills.
• Don’t write about clients without express consent.
• Watch out for plagiarism –
be careful if you paraphrase
someone else and always give
credit / citations.
• Don’t give legal advice.
• Don’t use images illegally.

WHEN USING SOCIAL MEDIA
• Don’t be rash or reactive in a public forum, and don’t
adopt a defensive posture if criticized. Remain
objective and calm.
• Don’t neglect to monitor and manage your social
media sites.
• Don’t disparage or defame anyone – especially a
judge or a former client.
• Don’t forget that everything is discoverable.

LIST OF ETHICAL RULES (SOME OF WHAT WE CAN’T DO)
1. Mislead or be deceitful
2. Contact represented parties
3. Hold ourselves out as a specialist when we are not
4. Breach attorney/client privilege
5. Breach broader duty of confidentiality
6. Allow or advise clients to destroy evidence
7. Practice in jurisdictions where we are not licensed
8. Make comments about our availability to do paid work (without a
disclaimer)
9. Make statements regarding the quality of our legal work (without a
disclaimer)
10. Allow for client testimonials (without a disclaimer)
11. Make guarantees, warranties, or predictions of legal outcomes

ALTEP, INC.

• Over 20 years’ experience
• Offices throughout the US, in Dublin and in
London
• Full range of tailored services
• Digital Forensics
• E‐Discovery
• Compliance
800‐263‐0940 – www.altep.com
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